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ABSTRACT:

Specific and consistent genetic rearrangements have been found to be 

associated with particular tumours. The observation of these genetic 

changes highlights areas of the genome which may be involved in 

tumorigenesis, providing an opening for insights into the molecular 

mechanisms involved. The presence of a specific genetic aberration 

may also define the diagnosis in certain tumours, or may be 

associated with particular prognostic significance in others.

Ewing's sarcoma and PNET are members of a group of childhood 

solid tumours which may be subject to diagnostic difficulty. These 

tumours are characterised by the presence of a t(ll;22) translocation, 

and the detection of this in a tissue sample allows a firm diagnosis to 

be made, facilitating appropriate treatment. In this study fluorescence 

in situ hybridisation (FISH) has been carried out on interphase nuclei 

using probes flanking the translocation breakpoint on chromosome 22 

to visualise the translocation. With proper controls and statistical 

analysis a test has been established which can be used routinely in the 

diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma and PNET.

The initial diagnosis of neuroblastoma is not usually difficult, but the 

natural history of the disease varies greatly depending on whether 

certain genetic alterations are present. Deletions of chromosome Ip, 

amplification of N-myc and a near-diploid or near-tetraploid 

karyotype are associated with a poor clinical outcome, while those 

with a triploid karyotype have a good prognosis. Knowledge of these 

genetic data may influence the choice of treatment. In this study FISH 

techniques have been modified for use on fresh tumour imprints to 

produce a rapid and reliable method of detecting each of these genetic
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changes. A large series of patients has been studied and the results 

correlated with those obtained using conventional methods. The 

technique is now being used routinely in some centres.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Summary

T his section opens w ith  an historical account of the discovery of the 

relationship between characteristic chromosome aberrations and cancer.

Consistently observed genetic changes in various types of hum an m alignancy 

are listed and the involvement of oncogenes and tum our suppressor genes in 

these m utations is discussed. The m echanism s by  w hich translocations, 

deletions and amplifications of genes participate in neoplastic transform ation 

are outlined. The detection of these genetic aberrations in tum ours may benefit 

patien ts by aiding diagnosis or giving an indication of prognosis, and may 

even be instrum ental in the therapy or monitoring of the disease.

There are a num ber of alternative m ethods for obtaining this genetic data, 

ranging from direct visualisation of chromosomes to m olecular techniques. 

The possible applications of these different approaches and their advantages 

and disadvantages are discussed.

Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) is identified here as the m ethod of 

choice to set up a clinically useful, routine test for the presence of consistent, 

specific  chrom osom e aberra tions w hich  have an  im pact on p a tie n t 

m anagem ent. A detailed account of the developm ent of this technique, the 

advantages and disadvantages and the types of preparations to which it can be 

app lied  is given. The application of FISH to the detection of aneusom y, 

deletion, amplification and translocation in tumours is described and the roles 

of special FISH techniques such as chromosome painting, chrom atin release.
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prim ed in situ labelling  (PRINS) and com parative genomic hybrid isation  

(CGH) are defined.

A section follows outlining the difficulties surrounding the diagnosis of small 

round cell tum ours of childhood. Ewing’s sarcoma was chosen for this study 

because of the clinical need for a firm  diagnosis in equivocal cases, so that 

appropriate therapy can be commenced. Neuroblastom a was chosen because it 

bears specific genetic changes which have been found to be potent m arkers of 

prognosis. The clinical features of these two tum ours are described, and 

accounts of the genetic aberrations found in each tum our are given at a 

molecular genetic level. The clinical implications of these genetic findings are 

discussed.

This w ork  has aim ed to develop innovative  FISH techn iques w hich  

circum vent the difficulties of culturing and karyotyping, and of m olecular 

techniques, allowing crucial genetic inform ation to be available to clinicians 

w ith in  a few days of receipt of a fresh tissue biopsy. The use of FISH in this 

context is likely to become a routine in hospital laboratories.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Chromosomes and Cancer

In 1960 Nowell and Hungerford from Philadelphia published their classic 

description of a small abnormal chromosome which they had consistently 

observed in the leukaemic cells of patients with chronic myeloid leukaemia 

(CML). This "Philadelphia chromosome" was the first tum our specific 

chromosome abnormality found in man, and gave the first direct evidence of a 

specific and characteristic genetic change in a tumour. Even at the time it was 

possible to speculate that "the findings suggest a causal relationship between 

the chromosome abnormality observed and chronic granulocytic leukaemia" 

so it seemed that changes in the chromosomes might provide crucial insights 

into the mechanism of malignant transformation and progression.

The search for consistent chromosome changes, pursued w ith  a surge of 

interest following Nowell and Hungerford’s report, was difficult because the 

technology available for the identification of chrom osom es w as not 

sufficiently advanced to define chromosome rearrangem ents accurately. In 

addition, many tum ours have structural and numerical abnormalities which 

are not tumour specific, and which vary from patient to patient w ith the same 

tum our type. Chromosome banding techniques were only described in 1971 

(Casperssen et al, 1972; Seabright et al, 1971), and high resolution banding was 

introduced in 1978 (Yunis et al, 1978). The development of short term culture 

techniques further prom oted the study of tum our cytogenetics by producing 

larger numbers of dividing cells (Pandis et al, 1994).
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Because of the relative ease of obtaining mitotic cells in m aterial from 

haem opoietic tum ours there were, until recently, very m uch m ore data 

available concerning the chromosome rearrangem ents typically found in 

leukaem ias and lym phom as than in solid tum ours. Also haem opoietic 

tum ours frequently have a nearly normal diploid karyotype with just one or 

two characteristic changes. Solid tum ours have proved much harder to study 

for technical reasons, such as poorer access to tum our material, low mitotic 

index, difficulty culturing tum our cells and poor quality chrom osomes. 

Furtherm ore, due to the presence of gross abnorm alities of chrom osome 

num ber as well as multiple complex rearrangem ents, single critical genetic 

changes have been more difficult to identify.

The non-random nature of the cytogenetic changes seen in most neoplasms is 

now established beyond doubt, following the analysis of large num bers of 

hum an tum ours (Mitelman, 1994), and the elucidation of both the molecular 

and the clinical significance of the different types of genetic changes.

Tables 1.1 and 1.2, on the following pages, show some of the well established 

chromosome aberrations in solid tum ours and haematological tumours.

1.2. Oncogenes and Tumour Suppressor Genes

It is now clear that malfunctioning genes are implicated in the pathogenesis of 

cancer. These genes are divided into two distinct groups. Both are indigenous 

cellular genes involved in critical regulation of cell grow th, bu t they are 

susceptible to m utational damage resulting in deregulation of biochemical 

signalling pathways in the tumour cell.
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Table 1.1 

Chromosome changes in solid tumours, indicating whether the 
change is diagnostic of the tumour involved.

Tumour Chromosome abnomalities Diagnostic?

Myxoid liposarcoma t(12;16)(ql3;pll) Yes

Rhabdomyosarcoma
(alveolar)

t(2;13)(q37;ql4) or t(l;13)(P13;ql4) Yes

Leiomyoma t(12;14)(ql4-15;q23-24) Yes

Ewing's sarcoma and 
PNET

t(ll;22)(q24;ql2) Yes

Synovial sarcoma t(X;18)(pll;qll) Yes

Clear cell sarcoma 
(m alignant melanoma)

t(12;22)(ql3;ql2-13) Yes

Germ cell tumours i(12p) Yes

M eningiom a -22 or 22q- Yes

W ilms' tum our llp - Yes

Renal cell carcinoma 3p- Yes

Retinoblastom a 13q- Yes

M edulloblastoma i(17q) N o

Glioma DMs, +7, -10 N o

Prostate cancer del(7)(q22), del(10)(q24) N o

Neuroblastom a del(l)(p31- pter), DMs, HSRs N o

Bladder cancer i(5p) or 5q-, +7, del(8p), -9 or 9q- N o

Breast cancer t/del(l)(p35), del(3p), t/del(16q), 17q- N o
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Table 1.2

Chromosome aberrations in haematological tumours, indicating 
whether the rearrangement has been characterised at a molecular 
level

Tum our Chromosome abnormalities Characterised?

CML, B-ALL, AML-Ml t(9;22)(q34;qll) Yes (a)

APL (AML-M3) t(15;17)(q22;qll.2-12) Yes (a)

AML-M2, AML-M4 t(6;9)(p23;q34) Yes (a)

Pre-B ALL t(l;19)(q23;pl3) or t(5;14)(q31;q32) Yes (a) or (b)

Burkitt's lymphom a t(8;14)(q24;q32) or t(2;8)(pll;q24) 
ort(8;22)(q24;qll)

Yes (b)

Follicular lymphoma t(14;18)(q32;q21) Yes (b)

T-ALL t(7;9)(q35;q34) or t(7;19)(q35;pl3) or 
t(l;14)(p32;qll) or t(10;14)(q24;qll)

Yes (c)

B-CLL +12 or t(8;12)(q24;q22) N o

AML-M4(Eo) del(16)(q22) or inv(16)(pl3q22) 
or t(10;16)(pl3q22)

Yes (a)

AML-Ml (and M7) ins(3;3)(q26;q21;q26) or t(3;3)(q21;q26) 
or inv(3)(q21;q26)

N o

AML-M2 (and M4 baso) t(6;9)(p23;q34) Yes (a)

AML-M2 (Auer rods+) t(8;21)(q22;q22) Yes (a)

AML-M5b t(8;16)(pll;pl3) N o

Myelodysplastic
syndrom es

-5, del(5)(ql2-31 or q31-35), +8, i(17q) 
-7, de(7)(q22), and many others.

N o

(a) Formation of fusion oncoproteins
(b) Oncogenes juxtaposed to Ig loci
(c) Oncogenes juxtaposed to T-cell receptor loci
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The first group of genes is the proto-oncogenes which are involved in growth 

prom otion in norm al cells. After appropriate genetic alteration in various 

tissues they may become active oncogenes. Oncogene activation occurs only 

through somatic m utation and cannot be inherited through the germline, as 

the gene behaves dominantly in the cell and would cause lethal disruption to 

embryonic development.

The second group of genes im portant in cancer pathogenesis is the tum our 

suppressor genes, or anti-oncogenes. Norm ally these genes restrain  cell 

proliferation, but in malignancies they have been lost or inactivated allowing 

m alignant growth. Tumour suppressor genes act recessively in the cell, so 

when one copy is inactivated the remaining normal (or "wild type") copy still 

prevents neoplastic cell growth. Thus both copies of a tum our suppressor gene 

m ust be inactivated, usually through two sequential mutational events, before 

tum our form ation can take place. How ever, because of this recessive 

behaviour, an inactive allele of a tumour suppressor gene may be transm itted 

in the germline. The resulting cells are phenotypically norm al bu t are in a 

precarious state genotypically as only one tum our suppressor gene rem ains 

intact. Somatic gene loss or inactivation occurs at a substantial frequency in 

norm al cells, so inherited loss of one allele causes significant congenital 

predisposition to cancer (Weinberg, 1992).

M ultiple sequential mutations in growth regulating genes in a single cell and 

its progeny are believed to be necessary before a m alignant tum our is 

produced. It is believed that 6 -1 0  separate mutational events may occur, some 

causing oncogene activation and others inactivating tum our suppressor genes 

(Weinberg, 1992). Each of these somatic alterations m ust bring a grow th 

advantage to the affected cell and its progeny, and the m utations m ust act 

collaboratively to deregulate cellular growth factors. This hypothesis is borne 

out by epidemiological evidence which shows a striking relationship between
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age and incidence in most common hum an cancers (Vogelstein and Kinzler, 

1993).

Figure 1.1. 

The development of colon carcinoma showing correlation of specific 
genetic mutations with histological changes

ARC gene inactivation 

Mutation /  LOH at 5q

DNA hypomethyiation 

Cumulative LOH events

ras gene activation

DOG inactivation 

Loss of 18q

p53 alteration 

LOH at 17p

Multiple LOH events 

Genomic chaos
High grade dysplasia

Normal epithelium

Intermediate adenoma

Advanced adenoma

Carcinoma

Early adenoma

It is likely that multiple mutations accumulate to drive the neoplastic process. 

The "multi-hit" theory is illustrated by the case of cancer of the colon. Each 

specific gene m utation correlates with distinct histopathological changes in the 

developing tum our, w ith a stepwise gradation through three adenom atous 

stages to high grade dysplasia and finally carcinom a (Figure 1.1, after 

Vogelstein and Kinzler, 1993; Boland, 1995).
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H ered itary  cancers usually  follow germ line inactivation of a tum our 

suppresso r gene, as described above. The classic exam ple of th is is 

retinoblastom a in w hich one in ten of the hered ita ry  cases show  a 

constitutional deletion which includes chromosome band 13ql4. It was this 

finding which led to the discovery of the RBI gene at 13ql4.2 which is now 

know n to be altered in 40% of cases of retinoblastom a (Knudson, 1993a). 

Cancers developing by this hereditary mechanism tend to occur in younger 

patients than those reliant on the accumulation of somatic mutations.

Table 1.3 shows some tum our suppressor genes, w ith their chrom osomal 

location, some of which have been cloned. The tum ours associated w ith 

germline mutation of these genes are listed (after Knudson, 1993b).

Table 1.3

Malignancies associated with germline mutations in selected tumour 
suppressor genes

Neoplasm
TSG Location Sarcoma,

Wilm's
Neuroectoderm al 
and endocrine

Carcinoma

Cloned
RBI 13ql4 Sarcoma Retinoblastoma
W T l l lp l3 W ilm 's
TP53 17pl3 Sarcoma Glioma Breast
N F l 17qll Sarcoma Glioma
NF2 22ql2 Schw annom a
VHL 3p25 Phaeochrom ocytom a Kidney
AFC 5q21 Colon
CDKN2 9p21 M elanom a
BRCAl 17q21 Breast, Ovary
U ncloned
N B l lp36 Neuroblastom a
M EN l llq l3 Pituitary adenoma
BCNS 9q31 M edulloblastoma Skin
RCC 3pl4 Kidney
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1.3» Consequences of translocations, deletions and amplifications

Proto-oncogenes may be converted from normal cellular genes to oncogenes by 

various m olecular events such as point m utations, small insertions and 

deletions, or by juxtaposition  w ith  other chrom osom e sequences by 

translocation, insertion or inversion. Thus cytogenetically visible changes may 

be the vehicle of oncogene activation.

1.3.1. Translocations

T um our specific translocations are typically  found in haem opoietic  

malignancies, but are also seen in some solid tum ours, mostly soft tissue 

sarcomas, and are present in 3% of tumours overall (Solomon et al, 1991). The 

characterisation of these translocation breakpoints has allowed great insights 

into cancer pathogenesis. The Philadelphia chromosome was proved to be the 

result of a translocation in 1973 (Rowley et al, 1973), but the subsequent 

molecular characterisation of the breakpoint began much later (de Klein et al, 

1982). It was then realised that specific genes are involved at recurrent 

translocation breakpoints and that their rearrangement can contribute directly 

to the malignant phenotype. There are now a large num ber of malignancies in 

w hich the nature  of the m olecular events at consistent translocation  

breakpoints has been elucidated (for some examples see table 1.2).

There are two ways in which a translocation may alter the activation of an 

adjacent gene. Firstly, an oncogene may be juxtaposed w ith an enhancer or a 

prom oter sequence which is active in the cell type from which the tum our 

arises. An exam ple is Burkitt's lym phom a, the first lym phom a to be 

characterised by a specific chromosomal change, in which the proto-oncogene 

myc at 8q24 may be deregulated by sequences from the immunoglobulin (Ig) 

light chain K or X loci (at 2pl2 and 22qll respectively) or by the Ig heavy chain 

locus at 14q32.
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Secondly, an oncogene may fuse w ith  another gene as a resu lt of a 

translocation or inversion, resulting in a chimeric gene which encodes for an 

oncoprotein. The Philadelphia chromosome is a classic exam ple of this 

(Heisterkamp and Groffen, 1991; Sandberg, 1994). Normally the ABL gene at 

9q34 codes for an mRNA which in turn codes for a 145kd protein. The BCR 

gene at 2 2q ll codes for a 160kd protein. The chimeric gene produces an 

abnorm al 210kd pro tein  which is believed to be responsible for the 

development of CML. (A variant translocation with a breakpoint in a different 

BCR intron produces a 185kd protein with more potent transforming activity. 

This type is found in Philadelphia positive ALL.)

The molecular events at the t(ll;22)(q24ql2) breakpoint in EWS and PNET will 

be described in detail below.

1.3.2. Deletions

Changes in the dosage of large blocks of genes m ay occur because of changes in 

chromosome number, deletions or amplifications. In this situation, although 

the region of the genome harbouring a tum our suppressor gene is implicated 

by the cytogenetic change, the specific gene or genes responsible for inducing 

phenotypic changes may be hard to identify. This loss of genomic material, 

including a gene whose function is im portant in the in itiation or the 

progression of cancer, is most commonly seen in solid tumours, although it is 

also found in myelodysplasia and some haematological tum ours (Johansson et 

al, 1994).

A num ber of chrom osom e deletions, although not com pletely tum our 

specific, are strongly associated with particular malignancies. Examples include 

the deletion at 13ql4 typical of retinoblastoma, and the loss or inactivation of 

l l p l 3  in inherited Wilms' tum ours. In these cases, as described above, a 

constitu tional or germ line deletion m ay be com bined w ith  a som atic
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m utation. One of these is frequently a cytogenetically visible chromosome 

aberration; loss of an entire chromosome, loss of all or part of a chromosome 

arm  or deletion of a sub-chrom osom al band. Studies using restriction 

fragm ent length polymorphisms (RFLPs) may reveal a "second hit" even in 

chromosomes lacking obvious alterations. Consistent loss of heterozygosity 

even in cytogenetically normal chromosomes has allowed confirmation of the 

location of tum our suppressor genes in areas originally defined by cytogenetic 

abnormality.

Less specific tum our deletions occur, such as the cytogenetically visible loss of 

5q in myelodysplasia, secondary leukaemia, acute non-lymphocytic leukaemia, 

lym phoproliferative disorders and chronic m yeloproliferative diseases. The 

region deleted includes 5q21-31 which contains many genes for growth factors 

and their receptors, and which may be important in myeloid differentiation. 

Tumours of different tissue origin share a deletion of 3pl3-23; these include 

small cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma of the lung, renal carcinoma, and 

ovarian carcinoma. The molecular locations of the critical genes lost in this 

deletion have not yet been identified, but it may be that inactivation of the 

same tum our suppressor gene is involved in all of these epithelial tumours.

Mutations of the p53 gene are probably the most common genetic aberration in 

hum an tumours. Following its m apping to chromosome band 17pl3, loss of 

heterozygosity of this region has been observed in a variety  of hum an 

tum ours, especially carcinomas of the colon, breast and lung, brain tum ours 

and CML in blast crisis. p53 is believed to function as a tum our suppressor 

gene (Levine et al, 1991; Knudson, 1993a).

The significance of the del(lp) commonly found in neuroblastom a will be 

discussed in detail in a subsequent section.
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1.3.3. Amplification and gain

Neoplasms may be affected by amplification of particular genes or groups of 

genes, in which up to 500 or more copies of a small chromosome region may 

be present. Alternatively there may be gain of a whole chromosome or part of 

a chromosome, producing just one or two extra copies of hundreds or 

thousands of genes. Gene amplification is more frequently found in solid 

tum ours than in haematological malignancies, which tend to be linked w ith 

genetic gain, due to aneuploidy. The balance between the gene product of the 

amplified genes and the normal diploid loci m ust be critically upset by this 

occurrence. Im printed genes in which only one parental allele is norm ally 

expressed may be particularly affected.

A m ong the m ost common exam ples of aneusom y are trisom y 8 in 

myelodysplasia, myeloproliferative disease and acute leukaemias; trisomy 9 in 

m yeloproliferative disease, and trisomy 12 in chronic lym phoproliferative 

disorders and lymphomas. In solid tum ours the only commonly observed 

trisom y is of chromosome 7, which is seen in epithelial and neurogenic 

tum ours. Low level amplification may also be the result of iso-chromosome 

formation. This appears to produce a growth advantage which is not tissue 

specific, except in the case of i(12p) in germ cell tumours.

H igh levels of amplification, up to 100 times or more, are often visible in 

cytogenetic preparations as homogeneously staining regions or double m inute 

chromosomes. Usually a small group of genes is involved in the amplicon, 

one of which makes a critical contribution to the malignant phenotype. Such 

amplification is not seen in many types of tum our at presentation: it is more 

commonly present in advanced or relapsing tumours, and in cultured tum our 

cells. Epidermal growth factor receptor gene has been found to be amplified in 

some gliomas, and a related gene, ErbB2 is amplified in advanced carcinoma of 

the breast or ovary. In addition, in breast cancer, squamous cell tum ours and
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m elanom as amplification of part of l i p  is reported. However the classic 

exam ple of oncogene am plification in a p rim ary  tum our is N-m yc 

amplification in neuroblastoma, the rapid detection of which is one of the 

major aims of this study, for reasons that will be discussed in detail below.

1.4. Potential benefits to the patient of establishing the presence of 

genetic alterations in tumours

There are several ways in which the identification of a genetic aberration in a 

particular tumour may benefit the patient.

1.4.1. Diagnosis

The precise nature of the tum our may not be apparent from histopathology 

alone. Intensive investigation involving im m unocytochem istry, electron 

microscopy and molecular studies may become necessary to define tum our 

type reliably. This is often time consuming and can give equivocal results. The 

detection of consistent, characteristic chromosome aberrations can be utilised 

to make a definitive diagnosis. This is important to both the patient and the 

clinician, as the exact diagnosis may crucially influence the treatment strategy.

Examples of genetic changes in tumours which may help to finalise a diagnosis 

include the t(2;13)(q37;ql4) in alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma; d e l(ll)(p l3 ) in 

W ilm's tum our; t(X;18) in synovial sarcoma; del(13)(ql4) in retinoblastom a 

and the Philadelphia chromosome in chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML). In all 

of these tum ours there may be a small m inority of cases in w hich the 

characteristic change is not visible cytogenetically , but in each case the positive 

finding of a specific genetic aberration is diagnostic. In addition Ewing's 

sarcoma or PNET may be diagnosed with certainty in the presence of a typical 

t(ll;22). An approach which utilises detection of this genetic change in a 

diagnostic test will be evaluated in this study.
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1.4.2. Prognosis

In some tum ours the diagnosis may not be in doubt, bu t the presence or 

absence of a certain genetic aberration may have a profound bearing on the 

overall outlook for the patient. The finding at the time of diagnosis of a genetic 

change associated w ith poor prognosis enables the physician to commence 

intensive chemotherapy before the disease has progressed too far, potentially 

im proving the chance of remission. On the other hand a specific and 

prognostically favourable genetic sign may mean that the patient can avoid 

unnecessary, unpleasant and dangerous treatment. In addition to the planning 

of appropriate therapy, knowledge of the prognosis of a cancer is a great help to 

the patient and his or her family in allowing them to adjust their attitudes and 

expectations.

Tum ours in w hich prognostic inform ation m ay be available from  the 

identification  of genetic changes include Philadelph ia  positive  acute 

lymphocytic leukaemia (ALL) which carries a poor prognosis (Fletcher et al,

1991), and breast cancer, in which the presence of ERBB2 amplification implies 

a poor outcome (Borg et al, 1991; Frost et al, 1994). The presence in ALL of 

hyperdiploidy of more than 50 chromosomes, especially w ithout structural 

rearrangements, carries a good prognosis, as does a normal karyotype. Cases 

w ith rearrangements of 8q24 or 14q32, or w ith the t(4;ll)(q21;q23), and those 

with near haploidy (22 to 28 chromosomes), have a relatively poor prognosis. 

(Sandberg, 1994)

In some situations the exact diagnosis and the prognosis go together, for 

instance t(8;21)(q22;q22) is diagnostic of M2 acute myeloid leukaemia (AML), 

which carries a good prognosis. Similarly involvement of 16q22 in a deletion, 

inversion or translocation is diagnostic of M4 AML which also has a good 

prognosis. Conversely t(8;14)(q24;q32) is diagnostic of L3 ALL which has a poor
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prognosis. (Sandberg, 1994). Table 1.4 show s the FAB classification of 

leukaemia for reference.

There are additional benefits to the patient arising from the diagnosis of a 

particular condition by identifying its characteristic genetic abnormality. These 

include specific therapy resulting from molecular knowledge of the genes 

involved in the aberration, diagnosis of tum our predisposition in the next 

generation, and monitoring of treatment for success or relapse.

Table 1.4 

French-American-British (FAB) classification scheme for acute non- 
lymphocytic leukaemia and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia

Acute non-lymphocytic leukaemia

M l Myeloblastic leukaemia without m aturation

M2 Myeloblastic leukaemia with maturation

M3 Hypergranular promyelocytic leukaemia
M3 variant Microgranular promyelocytic leukaemia

M4 Myelomonocytic leukaemia
M4Eo Myelomonocytic leukaemia with eosinophilia

M5 Monocytic leukaemia
M5a poorly differentiated
M5b well differentiated

M6 Erythroleukaem ia

M7 Megakaryocytic leukaemia

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia

LI A homogeneous population of small cells with scant cytoplasm,
fine dispersed chromatin and regular nuclear shape

L2 A heterogeneous cell population with abundant cytoplasm and
differing sizes, chromatin patterns and nuclear shapes.

L3 A homogeneous population of large B-cells w ith a fine chromatin
pattern and regular nuclei. The lymphoblasts are similar to blasts 
in Burkitt's lymphoma
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1.4.3. Therapy

Genetic information can be used for diagnostic and prognostic purposes, and, 

as described above, may lead the molecular biologist to identify critical genes 

involved in tumorigenesis. But it may also open the door for development of 

appropriate therapies. An example of this is acute promyelocytic leukaemia 

(AML-M3). The finding of t(15;17)(q22;ql2-21) is diagnostic of the condition. 

Molecular investigation of the breakpoints has resulted in the discovery that 

the retinoic acid receptor gene is involved on chromosome 17 (de The et al, 

1990). This gave an insight into the clinical discovery that retinoic acid can be 

used in the treatment of APL with some startling results (Grignani et al, 1994).

1.4.4. Pre-natal diagnosis

In hereditary cancers in which a germline deletion may be the first "hit" that 

predisposes an individual to cancer, it may be possible to detect the presence of 

the critical genetic change in the embryo. An example is retinoblastoma, for 

which pre-natal detection of predisposition is available to affected families.

1.4.5. M onitoring

After diagnosis the presence of a characteristic chromosome aberration in 

tum our cells can be used as a means of following the response to treatment, to 

establish the completeness of a remission, and to check for subsequent relapse. 

This application is particularly appropriate in the haematological malignancies 

in which serial bone m arrow aspirates can be performed easily to obtain this 

inform ation.

1.5. Methods available for obtaining genetic information

There are a num ber of different approaches to the gathering of genetic data. 

These range from m ethods which involve visualisation of chrom osom al 

defects, either directly, such as in karyotyping, or indirectly as in the various in
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situ  hybridisation techniques, to m echanism s for evaluating total DNA 

content and molecular methods to detect changes in the DNA itself or in its 

protein products. There are two important differences between cytogenetic and 

molecular genetic techniques. Firstly, cytogenetics reveals all chromosome 

aberrations, while molecular analyses reveal only those aberrations that are 

tested for. Secondly cytogenetics analyses real individual cells and reveals their 

heterogeneity, while molecular approaches produce an "average" result from a 

large number of cells (Heim, 1992).

1.5.1. Karyotyping

The conventional m ethod for detecting chrom osom al abnorm alities in 

tum ours is to perform a karyotype. This requires access to a fresh sample of the 

relevant tissue, which is generally cultured for several days, w ith or w ithout 

exogenous stimulation, so that as many cells as possible are in metaphase. Cell 

division is then halted and the cells are harvested and fixed prior to the 

preparation of m etaphase spreads. Sometimes m etaphases can be obtained 

from fresh tissue directly without culture.

M etaphases on slides are banded using one of several m ethods and 

chrom osom es can then be identified according to their unique banding 

patterns, and arranged sequentially as a formal karyotype. A lterations in 

chromosome num ber are obvious, as are major deletions or translocations. In 

m any tum ours abnormal marker chromosomes are seen whose constituents 

are unclear w ithou t fu rther investigation. Small deletions, insertions, 

inversions and translocations may be identified by a practised observer 

depending on the degree of resolution of the banding. The original banding 

techniques produced karyotypes of hum an cells with a total of about 300 bands.

It is now possible to obtain less condensed chromosomes earlier in mitosis 

using, for exam ple, m ethotrexate blocking and thym idine release. This 

produces up to 1200 bands per karyotype allowing accurate detection of much
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smaller chromosomal changes. Karyotyping is well suited to the detection of 

numerical changes and structural aberrations involving 5 megabases (Mb) or 

more of DNA. An advantage is that cell heterogeneity can be assessed and 

multiple chromosome aberrations may be identified.

For technical reasons, chrom osom al analysis of the haem atological 

m alignancies has been easier than  analysis of solid tum ours. Accurate 

karyotyping of metaphase preparations from solid tum ours is difficult due to 

poor chromosome spreading and banding, and condensed or fuzzy appearance 

of chromosomes. In addition, areas of necrosis in the biopsy and a low mitotic 

index in the viable material often result in few m etaphases being obtained. 

This has m eant that our understanding of solid tum ours, in both molecular 

and  biological term s, has em erged later than our u n d ers tan d in g  of 

haemopoietic tumours.

1.5.2. In situ hybridisation

The techniques of in situ hybridisation directly couple m olecular and 

cytogenetic information, and allow genotype to be correlated w ith cellular 

phenotype on a cell to cell basis. There has been a dramatic increase in the 

num ber of new applications for some of the techniques largely because 

technological im provem ents and m odifications now  allow  precise  

visualisation of single sequences within individual metaphase and interphase 

cells. This has im plications for gene m apping, the analysis of nuclear 

organisation, clinical and diagnostic cytogenetics, virology and studies of gene 

expression.

A full discussion of in situ hybridisation, its relevance in clinical oncology and 

haematology and the different approaches available follows in section 1.6.
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1.5.3. Flow cytometry

The DNA index of certain malignancies is known to correlate closely w ith 

prognosis. Flow cytometry has been used to screen single cell suspensions 

m ade from tum ours so that DNA index, or ploidy level, can be established.

The techniques can be applied to suspensions of nuclei isolated from fresh 

tum our samples or from paraffin blocks, and are fairly rapid  and simple. 

However a relatively large tumour biopsy is required to obtain enough cells for 

sorting, and in certain instances sufficient m aterial for all the essential 

laboratory investigations cannot easily be obtained, especially when the patient 

is a small child or baby, or when only a needle biopsy can safely be performed.

A further lim itation is that although the technique provides quantitative 

information on the DNA content of cells in large populations, and identifies  ̂

in tra-tum our heterogeneity by being applied to one cell at a tim e, no 

information about specific genetic events can be obtained.

1.5.4. Southern blotting

N am ed after its inventor, Edward Southern, this restriction endonuclease 

m apping technique is a pivotal tool in clinical genetics. DNA is obtained from 

the tissue under study, and it is purified and digested w ith a particular 

restriction enzyme. The resulting mixture of different sized DNA fragments is 

then electrophoresed on an agarose gel. The DNA in the gel is denatured and 

the fragments are blotted onto a nitro-cellulose filter. The DNA on the filter is 

then hybridised with a radioactively labelled gene probe. The position of the 

fragments containing the gene can then be determined by auto radiography. By 

using a series of different restriction enzymes which cleave the DNA in or 

around the gene being studied, restriction enzyme m aps can be built up of 

areas of the genome. Any norm al or m utant gene for which a probe is 

available can be studied in this way. Similar methodology m ay be used to 

detect mRNA (Northern blotting) or protein products (Western blotting).
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In the clinical setting one disadvantage of Southern blotting is that it may be 

hard to provide a biopsy of sufficient size to extract DNA for this technique 

w hen samples are also required for histological and other investigations. In 

addition the procedure is time consuming, requires specialist training, and 

makes use of radioactive materials. Information can be obtained about changes 

in the num ber of copies of DNA sequences that occur during amplification or 

deletion, and rearrangem ents may be detected and characterised, bu t little 

information is provided about heterogeneity, and results may be confused by 

the admixture of normal stromal cells in the tumour.

1.5.5. Polymerase chain reaction

Recently the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique has been developed 

which allows the amplification of any short DNA sequence in a few hours. 

DNA from only one or two cells is required to obtain sufficient amplified DNA 

to be diagnostically useful. DNA primers m ust be available which flank the 

region of interest, on each and opposite ends of the two hom ologous DNA 

strands. After denaturing the DNA by heating, the primers attach to the two 

separated DNA strands, and a heat tolerant DNA polymerase allows the DNA 

to be copied on each strand in opposite directions at the same time. Reheating 

separates the double helix again and the DNA polymerase can act to amplify 

the strands further. DNA from blood or tissue sam ples can be am plified 

w ithout previous purification, and the DNA fragm ents obtained can be 

visualised directly on a gel w ithout the use of radioactive probes. By 

combining PCR with the use of specific oligonucleotide probes even single base 

mutations can be identified very quickly.

This technique has been applied widely in medical genetics. It may be used to 

determine whether or not a specific genetic aberration is present in a particular 

tissue sam ple (Peter et al, 1992), thus being applicable for diagnosis and 

prognosis, as well as for the detection of residual disease, for instance on the
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bone m arrow s of pa tien ts w ho have undergone chem otherapy  for 

haematological malignancies.

Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) can be used in a 

lim ited num ber of situations where associated specific DNA sequences are 

known, for instance the t(14;18) in lymphoma, the Ph translocation t(9;22) in 

CML, the t(15;17) in APL and the t(ll;22) in Ewing's sarcoma (Potter et al, 1993; 

Downing et al, 1993). This technique requires fresh or snap-frozen tissue.

1.5.6. Dot blot

Since DNA can be am plified so rapidly  and m utations defined using 

oligonucleotide probes, these mutations can now be detected w ithout needing 

to run the DNA out on gels. The DNA is simply spotted onto a nylon filter and 

probed directly w ith the relevant oligonucleotide. When combined w ith non 

radioactively labelled probes this provides a very rapid and simple approach to 

the diagnosis of genetic disease.

1.6. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation : FISH

1.6.1. Background

The idea of hybridising probes directly, or "in situ", onto cellular or nuclear 

material was first described in 1969 (Gall and Pardue, 1969; John et al, 1969). 

Initially  probes were labelled radioactively by nick translation  w ith  a 

radioactive nucleotide triphosphate and the bound probe was detected by auto 

radiography. The m ethod was applied to highly repetitive sequences on 

m etaphase chromosomes (Evans et al, 1974).

Only in 1981 was it first possible to localise single DNA sequences on 

m etaphase chromosomes using tritium  (^H) labelled probes (Harper et al, 

1981a, 1981b) or iodine (^^^I) labelled probes (Gerhard et al, 1981). Tritium
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labelled probes have been used extensively in gene mapping: however FISH is 

probably now the method of choice.

Various non-isotopiC methods were developed in the 1980s to overcome some 

of the lim itations of radioactive techniques. The avidin-biotin system  was 

originally developed for electron microscopic localisation of RNA (Manning et 

al, 1975; Broker et al, 1978). In 1981 Langer described the incorporation by nick 

translation of biotinylated dUTP into a DNA probe, and in 1982 described 

detection by an anti-biotin antibody coupled to a fluorescent molecule or an 

enzyme (Langer-Safer et al, 1982). Other labelling techniques developed at this 

time included mercuration (Hopman et al, 1986a), in which FITC molecules 

are d irectly  bound  to m ercurated  DNA probes after hyb rid isa tion , 

sulphonation (Verdlov et al, 1974), acetyl aminofluorene (AAF) (Landegent et 

al, 1984) and horse radish peroxidase (Renz and Kurz, 1984). The AAF 

procedure has been adapted to label nuclei in suspension for quantification of 

bound probe in a flow cytometer (Trask et al, 1985). The AAF and biotin 

systems or mercury and biotin systems can be used simultaneously to label two 

DNA sequences w ith different fluorochromes (Hopm an et al, 1986). The 

company Boehringer Mannheim developed the digoxygenin system in which 

labelled nucleotides are detected w ith anti-digoxygenin antibodies bearing 

fluorescent of enzymatic tags. Most recently the probes themselves have been 

fluorescently labelled so that a second detection step is unnecessary. This has 

been achieved either by incorporation of fluorescent nucleotide triphosphates 

during nick translation (Wiegant et al, 1993) or using covalent attachment of a 

fluorochrome (Gall and Pardue, 1969). These techniques simplify and hasten 

the hybridisation process bu t at present in situ hybridisation w ith directly 

labelled probes is not as sensitive as w ith m ultistep amplification schemes 

(Gray et al, 1994).
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A lthough non isotopic detection became more w idely applied for highly 

repetitive sequences, single copy genes were still detected using radioactive 

techniques during  the 1980s, ow ing to the lim iting factors affecting 

fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) at that time. Only since the late 1980s 

has the perform ance of FISH im proved sufficiently for it to become the 

invaluable tool that is today, w ith  a constantly increasing num ber of 

applications in genetics, virology and cell biology as well as in clinical 

medicine. This improvement has largely come about due to modifications in 

hybrid isation  conditions so that efficiency of hybrid isation  is greater, 

background fluorescence is reduced, and sensitivity and resolution are 

enhanced (Lawrence, 1990). Detection of hybridisation to unique sequences was 

ham pered by the existence of interspersed repeat sequences in most probes 

larger than a few kilobases. Hybridisation with these probes resulted in binding 

to similar repeats throughout the target genome. This lim itation has been 

overcome by the inclusion of unlabelled or cot-1 DNA during hybridisation 

which competitively inhibits binding of interspersed repeat DNA sequences 

(Landegent et al ,1987). The sensitivity of FISH now approaches that of 

isotopically labelled probes, with accurate mapping reported of 1 - 5 kb probes 

(Fan et al, 1990). However, m apping using such small probes, w hich are 

usually cDNA clones, is rarely successful. Specific locus probes for larger 

regions can be produced by cloning probes into larger insert vectors such as 

phage, cosmids and yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs).

1.6.2. Basic steps in FISH

All procedures rely on several basic steps:

1) D énaturation of target nuclei or chromosomes to separate the double 

stranded DNA into separate single strands.

2) Addition of denatured, single stranded and chemically labelled DNA probe.
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3) Incubation of target and probe molecules under proper conditions to allow 

optimal hybridisation or reannealing of probe to complimentary sequences in 

target.

4) W ashing (usually at elevated tem peratures) to remove m ism atched and 

unhybridised probe molecules.

5) Immunofluorescent detection of chemical labels on probe molecules.

Additional steps can be added if necessary; for instance proteinase K may be 

employed to improve the accessibility of probe and detector molecules to the 

target DNA, and RNAse treatment may be used and milk may be added to the 

buffer to minimise non-specific binding of probe and detector molecules.

1.6.3. Advantages and disadvantages

Both enzym atic and fluorescent m ethods have an advantage over au to

radiographic methods in that the substances involved are stable and there are 

no disposal problems. Enzymatic methods such as horse radish peroxidase and 

alkaline phosphatase require extra steps to make the substrate visible, but 

amplification of the signals can be achieved simply by prolonging the reaction, 

and the results do not fade.

Fluorescent reporter molecules have the advantage that they have the highest 

spatial resolution possible with the light microscope. In addition the m ethod is 

faster and more sensitive than either isotopic m ethods (in w hich auto

radiography may take several weeks) or enzymatic methods, and statistical 

analysis is not necessary as it is with tritium.

The fluorescent technique allows the use of different reporter/detector systems 

in tandem  in different colours, which means that several probes can be 

visualised individually and simultaneously. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 

and Texas red (TR) are the most frequently used, but with the use of double 

labelling and of additional fluorochromes such as amino m ethyl coum arin
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acetic acid (AMCA) and rhodam ine isothiocyanate (TRITC) up  to seven 

different probes may be m apped at once (Ried et al, 1992). Signals can be 

am plified to enhance sensitivity, for instance using antibody stacking 

techniques (Pinkel et al, 1986). In addition image processing computer software 

has increasingly been employed to enhance signal to noise ratio further.

1.6.4. Preparations used for FISH

Generally molecular cytogenetic studies have targeted DNA sequences in 

isolated metaphase spreads or nuclei attached to microscope slides (Lawrence, 

1990). However, much time and effort has been pu t into investigating the 

possibility of using archival material for FISH studies, as this would open the 

door on vast quantities of otherwise unavailable information. Some success 

has been achieved using thin sections from formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, 

histological samples (Stock et al, 1993; Lutz et al, 1992). One of the major 

problem s when using tissue sections for FISH is excessive auto-fluorescence, 

and it has been found by some experimenters to be more effective to use an 

enzymatic detection system (Arnoldus et al, 1991). Another problem, mainly 

applicable to thin sections, is that portions of almost all the nuclei are lost 

because of the sectioning process, thus invalidating the many studies in which 

signal counting is an integral part. Some authors have a ttem pted  to 

compensate for this effect by statistical methods applied to controls (Hopman et 

al, 1991b; Kim et al, 1993 ). This problem can be circumvented by using intact 

nuclei extracted from thick (50pm) sections using xylene and enzymes (Hedley 

et al, 1983; Schofield et al, 1992). However more DNA probe and greater signal 

am plification are required for effective visualisation of probes, and non

specific background fluorescence may then become problem atic. Also the 

distinct bonus of using tissue sections, the preservation of tissue architecture, 

is lost during the process of dispersing the nuclei.
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The confocal microscope allows three dimensional FISH studies, both on thick 

paraffin sections (Thompson et al, 1994) and on cells in suspension prepared 

from  culture (refs). This has also facilitated the study of chrom osom al 

organisation in the interphase nucleus (Trask et al, 1988; Cremer et al, 1993).

In the clinical situation the availability of tissue is frequently  lim ited, 

particularly if the tum our being investigated is in a small child, or is in a 

location which makes it difficult or dangerous to biopsy. This means that it is 

not always possible to obtain sufficient tissue to prepare a nuclear suspension 

which can then be applied to microscope slides. Also there may be nobody at 

the centre in which the biopsy is performed who is able to prepare the tissue 

appropriately, because of constraints of time, facilities or training. New, tissue 

conserving approaches to the preparation of material for FISH are required: 

this problem is addressed further below.

1.6.5. The application of FISH to tumour diagnosis

Fluorescence in situ hybridisation has become an essential and invaluable 

add ition  to conventional cytogenetic and m olecular stud ies, bo th  in 

haematological conditions such as leukaemia, lymphoma and myelodysplasia, 

and more recently in solid tumours.

i) Aneusomy: Probes to chromosome specific, tandemly repeated sequences 

were among the first to be used in molecular cytogenetic studies (Pinkel et al, 

1986). These probes are quite simple to use as the target sequence at the 

chromosome centromere is often greater than 1 Mb in size, so that a large, 

localised signal is produced even in interphase. Chrom osom e specific 

centromere probes are now available for each of the hum an chromosomes, 

and they are useful to dem onstrate aneusom y in in terphase cells, thus 

obviating the need to obtain mitotic cells either for karyotyping or for FISH. 

This is im portant both because of the technical sim plicity, and because
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dividing cells obtained from a tum our are frequently not representative of the 

w hole cell population , so sub-populations w ith  d ifferent cytogenetic 

abnorm alities m ay be missed. Chrom osom e counting studies have been 

carried  out on a range of different tum ours. N um erical chrom osom e 

aberrations in bladder cancer have been studied using single cell suspensions 

from fresh tum our tissue, and the results compared favourably w ith those 

obtained by flow cytometry (Hopman et al, 1988, 1989 and 1991a). Interphase 

cytogenetics has been found to be a very helpful adjunct to conventional 

karyotyping in the study of malignant haematological disease, often providing 

m ore information in a greater num ber of cases (Poddighe et al, 1991). The 

technique has been invaluable in detecting trisomy 12 in chronic lymphocytic 

leukaemia (CLL), a condition in which the neoplastic lymphocytes exhibit a 

very low mitotic rate, prohibiting karyotyping in all but a few cases (Lalkin et 

al, 1993). This is the most common cytogenetic abnormality in CLL, and may 

have prognostic significance (Que et al, 1993; Coignet et al, 1993). In the study of 

num erical chrom osom e aberrations in childhood acute lym phoblastic 

leukaem ia FISH has been shown to yield more results in more cases than 

karyotyping or flow cytometry (Berger et al, 1994). A similar comparison has 

been m ade in normal brain and malignant gliomas, both of which have low 

baseline proliferative activity, and FISH was a helpful alternative approach 

(Dalrymple et al, 1994). FISH using centromere probes provides an extremely 

sensitive way of detecting minimal residual disease or relapse in the bone 

m arrow of patients with acute leukaemia after chemotherapy (Heerema et al, 

1993) or bone m arrow transplant (BMT). This m ethod can detect disease 

significantly earlier than morphological or karyotypic analysis, and salvage 

therapy may be commenced as soon as possible. In addition, following BMT 

with a non sex matched donor, X and Y probes may be used to detect residual 

host cells (Wessman et al, 1993), and recurrence of leukaemia in donor cells 

(M ouratidou et al, 1993).
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ii) D eletion: The detection of monosomy, or of deletion of a region of a 

chromosome is possible with centromere probes and with specific locus probes. 

Great care m ust be taken, and appropriate controls are essential, because 

inefficient hybridisation will produce false positive results. Interphase FISH 

has been used to seek monosomy 7 in myelodysplastic syndromes, which is a 

prognostically im portant finding, and was detected in sam ples which had 

appeared to be normal using conventional cytogenetic m ethods (Flactif et al, 

1994a). The deletion of 5q characteristic of some myelodysplasias has also been 

studied using FISH and it has been reported that IRFl, a putative tum our 

suppressor gene on 5q, is not generally lost with the commonly deleted section 

in 5q- syndrome (Boultwood et al, 1993; LeBeau et al, 1993). Cosmid probes 

have also been used to detect deletions of other regions of specific relevance 

both in metaphase (Kobayashi et al, 1993) and in interphase (Kallionemi-A et 

al, 1992a). One study attempts to detect distal deletions of chromosome Ip  in 

neuroblastoma in thin paraffin sections (Leong et al, 1993). In the absence of 

convincing statistical analysis of results and controls, and given the problems 

of sectioned nuclei and poor probe penetration in paraffin sections, this 

appears to be a very preliminary exploration of the technique. The use of 

cosmid probes to detect deletion of Ip  in neuroblastoma will be discussed in 

detail below.

iii) Am plification: FISH may be used to visualise gene amplification using 

specific locus probes, and estimation of the num ber of copies of the amplified 

gene is sometimes possible. In a study of ERBB2 amplification in breast cancer, 

ERBB2 copy num ber was compared w ith chromosome 17 centromere copy 

num ber in cell lines, so that true amplification could be separated from the 

effect of aneuploidy. In addition the spatial arrangem ent of the signals 

suggested an intra-chrom osom al d istribution of the am plified gene. The 

results correlated well w ith Southern blotting results (Kallioniemi-O-P et al,

1992). Similarly another study used FISH to localise the am plified myc
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sequences to double minutes in metaphases from a case of acute myelogenous 

leukaem ia (Slovak et al, 1994). An account of the detection of N-myc 

amplification in thin paraffin sections has also been published (Leong et al,

1993).

iv) Translocation: A different approach is to use locus specific probes for the 

detection of characteristic translocations which have diagnostic or prognostic 

significance in some tumours. If flanking cosmids are hybridised each side of 

the know n breakpoin t on one of the chrom osom es involved in the 

translocation then the signals from these probes will be closely associated in a 

norm al chromosome, but the association will be lost if the translocation is 

present. This approach can be applied to any observed translocation provided 

suitable flanking probes are available. The probes do not need to be adjacent to 

the breakpoint, and the molecular events at the breakpoint itself do not need 

to be delineated. In this way Ewing's sarcoma has been diagnosed by detecting 

the characteristic t(ll;22) in metaphase (Desmaze et al, 1992). A study detecting 

the presence of the translocation in interphase has also been published 

(Giovannini et al, 1992). This paper merely states that "the translocation was 

detected in a straightforward manner" and gives no details of the num ber of 

nuclei observed, the distances between signals, or of any appropriate controls 

perform ed, and although it was observed that the num ber of nuclei showing 

the hallm ark translocation varied from sample to sample no analysis was 

m ade of this. The visualisation of the signals in this study depends on the use 

of a confocal microscope and on image processing software, neither of which 

are widely available in diagnostic laboratories. I have made a detailed analysis 

of the application of FISH to the t(ll;22), for routine use, which is presented 

below.

The approach described above may be modified further if probes are available 

for specific genes which are brought together by a translocation. An example of
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this is in the detection of BCR-ABL fusion in CML (Tkachuk et al, 1990). 

Labelling of cosmids for BCR and ABL with different coloured fluorochromes 

allowed the visualisation of a fusion signal in nuclei bearing the t(9;22). The 

technique was found to be sensitive and detected the Philadelph ia  

chromosome in cytogenetically Ph negative cases. A m axim um  separation 

distance was given for Ph positivity, and the false positive rate was estimated 

as about 1%. Results were compared w ith PGR analysis of the same cases. 

Another study (Chen et al, 1993) shows how this technique can be used to 

detect BCR-ABL fusion in complex Ph variants in CML, AML and ALL. One 

particularly im portant clinical application of this technique is the detection of 

residual disease or relapse following treatm ent in patients w ith Ph positive 

disease (Amiel et al, 1994).

This concept can be extended by the use of a large probe which spans the 

breakpoint in question. In this situation a single signal will arise from a 

norm al chromosome, but there will be two signals if there is a translocation. 

Thus a total of three hybridisation signals in a nucleus is indicative of 

translocation events. This technique has been employed to detect breakage in 

the BCR gene using a Y AC derived probe spanning the region (Bentz et al,

1994).

1.6.6, Further FISH techniques in molecular cytogenetics

i) Chromosome painting: Chromosome painting is the direct visualisation of 

specific whole chrom osom es by in situ hybrid isation  in m etaphase or 

interphase (Carter et al, 1994). It may be used to elucidate chrom osome 

rearrangements, to identify breakpoints, and to determine the origin of marker 

chromosomes. Generally the required chromosomes are flow sorted, amplified 

by PCR and labelled by nick translation (Telenius et al, 1992), although 

som etim es micro dissection is preferred (Viersbach et al, 1994). Using this
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technique translocations can be visualised and the chromosomes involved 

identified (Michalova et al, 1993; Flactif et al, 1994b). A modification of this 

technique is term ed reverse chromosome painting. A berrant or m arker 

chromosomes of unknown origin are flow sorted, amplified and labelled as 

above. The resulting chromosome pain t is then hybridised onto norm al 

metaphase spreads allowing the composition of the chromosome to be directly 

visualised; then the involved chrom osomes can be identified  and the 

breakpoints delineated (Carter et al, 1994; Viersbach et al, 1994).

il) Chrom atin release: In interphase nuclei probes must be between lOOkb and 

1Mb apart to be reliably ordered, because of folding of the chromatin fibres. To 

order probes less than lOOkb apart molecular studies such as restriction 

m apping are routinely performed. Recently protocols have been published for 

releasing chromatin from nuclei, so that FISH can be performed on unfolded 

DNA fibres, w ith greatly increased resolution. M ethods of achieving this 

include using the drug m-AMSA with alkaline buffer (Heng et al, 1992) and 

detergent w ith high salt extraction (W iegant et al, 1992). Both of these 

techniques require special conditions and culturing of cells specifically for the 

procedure. Simpler m ethods of stretching DNA have since been published 

(Parra and W indle, 1993). One paper describes two m ethods, using either 

sodium  hydroxide solution or formamide solution, which can be applied to 

nuclei which have been routinely fixed for cytogenetic studies and stored for 

up to six months (Fidlerova et al, 1994). Chromatin on microscope slides can be 

subjected to FISH according to the methods already described. The result is a 

vivid, multicolour image in which the arrangement of DNA probes along the 

extended chromatin strand can be observed easily. The map constructed in this 

way has been referred to as a direct visual hybridisation (DIRVISH) DNA map 

(Parra and Windle, 1993), and enables the determination of exact relationships 

between closely adjacent or overlapping probes, down to a resolution of 5 to 

lOkb (Senger et al, 1994). This technique can contribute significantly to the
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assessment of cosmid and YAC overlaps (Houseal et al, 1994), as well as to the 

sizing of gaps betw een adjacent contigs (Haaf and W ard, 1994), allowing 

laborious techniques such as restriction mapping, fingerprinting and pulsed 

field gel electrophoresis to be by-passed.

ill) Prim ed in situ  labelling: FISH tends to be insensitive to very small 

m utations or deletions, so the technique of prim ed in situ labelling (PRINS) 

was developed to overcome this (Koch et al, 1989; Mogensen et al, 1991). Short 

oligonucleotides homologous to the sequence being detected are extended in 

situ, after hybridisation, using a polymerase with biotin-11-dUTP. The method 

can be used w ith two step detection or w ith incorporation of fluorescently 

labelled nucleotides, and simultaneous detection in several colours is possible 

(Volpi and Baldini, 1993, H indkjaer et al, 1994). Successful detection of 

oligonucleotides hybridised to unique DNA sequences has been carried out, 

and theoretically near single base sensitivity could be achieved.

iv) Comparative genomic hybridisation: This technique has been developed to 

facilitate the discovery of new genetic aberrations anywhere in the genome. 

Thus it contrasts w ith the FISH and PRINS techniques described above in 

which prior knowledge of the abnormality being sought is a prerequisite for its 

detection in a particular sample (Gray et al, 1994). To screen the genome for 

unknow n abnormalities using FISH would be extremely laborious, using one 

probe at a time. Karyotyping allows screening of the entire genome, bu t 

resolution is limited, and there are problems associated w ith cell culture as 

discussed previously. Comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) allows a 

norm al genome (detected in one colour, e.g. FITC - green) to be compared 

directly with an abnormal or tumour genome (detected in another colour, e.g. 

rhodam ine - red). Both are hybridised to a normal metaphase spread which is 

counter stained w ith DAPI (blue). The relative intensities of red and green 

fluorescence on the metaphase chromosomes indicates relative copy num ber
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of genes at each region of the two genomes compared (Kallioniemi-A et al, 

1992b; Kallioniemi et al, 1993). In this way regions of gain or loss of DNA 

sequences such as deletions, duplications or amplifications can be visualised. 

Relative changes in copy num ber can be converted to absolute copy num ber 

changes by hybridisation with a few probes to unique sequences in the test and 

norm al genomes. CGH requires a quantitative image processing system  

(QUIPS) which is used for the acquisition of sequential three-colour images 

from the metaphases using filters for green (FITC), red (rhodamine) and blue 

(DAPI) fluorescence. The importance of this technique lies in the possibility of 

using it to screen DNA samples from solid tum ours, which are difficult to 

karyotype, in order to delineate genetic gains and losses.

1.7. Small round cell tumours of childhood - the clinical problems of 

the two tumours under investigation

Small round  cell tum ours in ch ildren  and adolescents, p a rticu la rly  

neuroblastom a, Ewing's sarcom a, peripheral neuroectoderm al tum our 

(PNET), and rhabdom yosarcom a, frequently present diagnostic difficulty, 

especially in their most undifferentiated forms (Donner, 1991), hence their 

collective name. Histological appearances may be highly am biguous, and 

electron microscopy, serology, immunocytochemistry and molecular studies 

m ay be necessary to define tum our type reliably. These tests are tim e 

consuming, and the majority of them  are not "diagnostic" bu t are m erely 

pointers. For example, the immunocytochemical test for neuron  specific 

enolase may be positive in both Ewing's sarcoma (Pinto et al, 1989) and 

neuroblastoma (Zelter et al, 1983). Neuropeptide Y, a member of the pancreatic 

polypeptide family, has been used as a m arker for neuroblastom a, bu t 

concentrations are also raised in phaeochromocytoma, hypertension, cardiac 

and cerebral vasospasm, renal failure and some psychiatric disorders (Kogner 

et al, 1991; Hayashi et al, 1991). A monoclonal antibody against ganglioside Gd2
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in neuroblastoma cells may be used w ith an immunoperoxidase technique to 

identify neuroblastom a cells in tissue sections, bu t it is also positive in 

melanoma, and sometimes in glioma and small cell lung cancer (Schultz et al, 

1984). Synaptophysin, a membrane glycoprotein expressed in neuroendocrine 

neoplasms, is used as a broad range immunocytochemical marker for the study 

and diagnosis of these tum ours (Gould et al, 1987). Rhabdomyosarcoma can 

generally be differentiated by its positivity w ith the muscle m arkers desm in 

and CK-MM (Hartm an et al, 1991) although even this is com plicated by 

occasional desmin positivity in PNETs (Parham et al, 1992).

Figure 1.2 

Diagnosis of small round cell tumours

Neuroblastoma 
Ewing's sarcoma V 
PNET
Rhabdomyosarcoma I  
Non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma /
AML-M7 J

■> HISTOLOGY: H&E staining 
may be sufficient if well 
differentiated,otherwise all of 
these have the appearance of 
small round blue cells.

IMMUNOCYTOCHEMISTRY

Synaptophysin 
Ganglioside GD2 
Neuropeptide Y 
Chromognanin A 
Neurofilament proteins 
Neural cell adhesion molecule

ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY

t(11;22) 
t(2;13) 
del(1 p) 
N-myc

Neuron specific enolase (NSE) ~ PNET, Nb 
Desmin / CK-MM ~ Rh
Platelet peroxidase, CD41, CD61 ~ AML-M7
B cell markers: CD19, CD22 ~ NHL
T cell markers: CD2, 3,5, 7 ~ NHL

\ 1/
GENETICS

85% EWS, >50% PNET 
75% Rh (mostly alveolar) 
30% Nb, some Rh 
Amplified in 25% Nb
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In these circumstances it is serendipitous that several small round  cell 

tum ours have been found to bear consistent and specific chrom osom al 

abnormalities (see table 1.1). These include the t(ll;22)(q24;ql2) in the majority 

of cases of Ewing's sarcoma (Aurias et al, 1983; Turc-Carel et al, 1983) and many 

PNETs (Whang-Peng et al, 1984; Dormer, 1991), the t(2;13)(q35;ql4) in alveolar 

rhabdomyosarcoma (Donner, 1991), and del(lp) and N-myc amplification in 

neuroblastom a (Donner, 1991; W eith et al, 1989) These charac teristic  

chromosome aberrations can be used reliably to distinguish the different 

tum ours, and in some cases can also give an indication of prognosis 

(Christiansen and Lampert, 1988). However, accurate karyotyping of metaphase 

preparations from solid tum ours is difficult due to poor chrom osom e 

spreading and banding, and condensed or fuzzy appearance of chromosomes.

In addition, areas of necrosis in the biopsy and a low mitotic index in the 

viable material often result in few metaphases being obtained. Cytogenetics can 

thus produce a definite diagnosis, but success rates for cu ltu ring  and 

karyotyping solid tumours are as low as 30%, and the delay in obtaining results 

is a serious disadvantage to both patients and clinical oncologists who wish to 

commence treatm ent immediately.

1.7.1. The Ewing’s group of tumours

i) Ew ing’s sarcoma: This tum our, described by James Ewing in 1921, is a 

malignancy of bone, but it may express neuroepithelial m arkers blurring the 

distinction from a peripheral neuroectoderm al tum our. It has an annual 

incidence of 0.6 per million of population and a m edian age at diagnosis of 13 

years, w ith 80% of cases occurring in people less than 25 years old. It is 

commoner in males, with a ratio of 1.8 : 1, and is rare in black and Chinese 

populations. It occurs most frequently in long bones (nearly two thirds), more 

proximally than distally, with up to one in five cases affecting the pelvis (with 

the w orst prognosis), and one in ten the ribs (Burgert et al, 1990). The 

rem ainder are found in the vertebrae, clavicle, skull, face and scapulae. In 1980
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the 5 year survival was about 15%, but now it is more than 50% largely due to 

the use of systemic multi-drug chemotherapy in addition to local radiotherapy.

The tum our spreads early: métastasés in the lungs, bone marrow, brain, spinal 

cord and soft tissues may already be present at the time of diagnosis. For this 

reason it is essential to treat as soon as a diagnosis can be m ade, w ith a 

combination of local surgery, radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy. Delay 

in m aking a diagnosis, or an inaccurate diagnosis, m ay m ake a critical 

difference to the outcome for the patient.

Clinically, the classical differential diagnosis is osteomyelitis, but the tum our 

m ust be differentiated from other small round cell tumours, using histological 

and immunocytochemical factors as shown in figure 1.2. A num ber of studies 

have shown, even w ithout the added discrim ination of cytogenetics, that 

Ewing's sarcoma is often misdiagnosed (Burgert et al, 1990). Other diagnoses 

m ade in cases previously classified as Ewing's sarcoma were neuroblastoma, 

non-H odgkin's lymphoma, small cell osteosarcoma, granulocytic sarcoma, 

rhabdom yosarcom a and metastatic kidney carcinoma (Llombart-Bosch et al, 

1986).

il) Peripheral neuroectoderm al tum our (PNET): This is a tum our which

shares neural markers and cytogenetic findings with Ewing's sarcoma. It is one 

of a poorly defined group of related extracranial and extraspinal small round 

cell m alignant tum ours w ith  neura l characteristics and of supposed  

neuroectoderm al origin, including neuroblastom a, extra-osseous Ewing's 

sarcom a (EOE) and Askin's tum our (Askin et al, 1979). PNET occurs in 

children and young adults with a median age of around 15 to 20 years. It is a 

highly aggressive tum our which is usually found on the chest wall or the 

extremities, and which metastasises to lymph nodes, lungs and bones. The 

survival rate is poor (less than 50%) even with a m ultimodal approach. The
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t(ll;22)(q24;ql2) has been found to be associated both with PNET (Whang-Peng 

et al, 1984) and EOE (Casorzo et al, 1989).

iii) The t(ll;22) translocation: The consistent and specific translocation 

t(ll;22)(q24;ql2) was first described in Ewing's sarcoma in 1983 (Aurias et al, 

1983; Turc-Carel et al, 1983) and in PNET in 1984 (Whang-Peng et al, 1984) and 

it is present in about 85% of these tumours. The discovery of the translocation 

m eant that for the first time there was an opportunity  for unequivocal 

diagnosis in this difficult group of tum ours. Previous approaches to the 

detection of the translocation using FISH have been discussed above (Desmaze 

et al, 1992; Giovannini et al, 1992).

The cloning of the breakpoint of this translocation in 1992 facilitated further 

detailed studies of the molecular events involved (Delattre et al, 1992a; 

Delattre et al, 1992b). The consequence of the translocation is that the 5' portion 

of the EWS gene from 22ql2 is fused with the 3' part of the FLI-1 gene from 

Hq24 (May et al, 1993b). This results in the formation of a chimaeric EWS/FLI- 

1 mRNA and protein. EWS is a ubiquitously expressed gene of unknow n 

function. FLI-1 is a member of the ETS gene family of transcription factors, 

found in many species, which have structurally related DNA binding domains 

in their carboxy termini (Ben-David et al, 1991; Prasad et al, 1992; Klemsz et al,

1993). The amino terminal region of ETS genes are thought to interact w ith 

other proteins to form complexes im portant in transcriptional activation of 

target genes. The EWS/FLI-1 chimaeric molecule codes for a fusion protein 

w hich appears to act as an aberrant transcrip tion factor w ith  greater 

transforming power than FLI-1 (May et al, 1993a). It therefore seems likely that 

the formation of the EWS/FLI-1 chimaera is im portant in the oncogenesis of 

the Ewing's group of tumours. Of the 15% of these tum ours which are not 

cytogenetically bearers of the t(ll;22) at least half show variant translocations. It 

has been shown that EWS may be fused to another ETS family member, ERG,
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at 21q22 in the variant t(21;22) (Sorensen et al, 1994). There is w ide 

heterogeneity of the chimaeric protein, w ith particular variability in the 

position of the breakpoint in the ETS related gene. Oncogenic conversion is 

probably achieved by the linking of the N terminal dom ain of EWS and the 

ETS domain of FLI-1 or ERG (Zucman et al, 1993).

The diagnostic potential of these findings has been explored both by using a 

YAC which spans the breakpoint on llq24  for FISH in interphase (Selleri et al,

1994), and the use of reverse transcriptase PCR (Sorensen et al, 1993; Delattre et 

al, 1994; Giovannini et al, 1994).

However, PCR technology is not always feasible or appropriate as a routine 

procedure in the diagnostic laboratory. It is of the utm ost im portance for 

patients with small round cell tumours to reach a secure diagnosis as early as 

possible so that specific treatm ent can be commenced. This thesis describes 

how the FISH techniques described above have been modified to produce a 

conceptually and practically simple and reliable test for the presence of the 

t(ll;22) in various readily available types of tissue sample. The emphasis of the 

approach is on speed, reproducibility and the potential for its use in routine 

hospital pathology laboratories w ithout the need for special expertise or 

expensive equipment.

iv) The t(l;16) translocation: A nother, rarer non-random  translocation , 

der(16)t(l;16)(q21;ql3) has been detected, which is usually unbalanced resulting 

in trisomy for most of the long arm of chromosome 1 (Turc-Carel et al, 1988; 

Douglass et al, 1990). It is estimated to be present in 18% of cases of PNET and 

Ewing's sarcoma (Mugneret et al, 1988). In each of the four cases described by 

Douglass the t(ll;22) was also present. The clinical significance of this finding 

remains unclear, although it may represent a secondary abnormality associated 

w ith  disease progression or the transform ation of the tum our to a more
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m alignant phenotype. Cell lines bearing the t(l;16) will allow fu rther 

elucidation of the molecular events im portant in the pathogenesis of these 

tum ours.

1.7.2. Neuroblastoma

i) Clinical features: Neuroblastoma was first described in 1864 by Virchow. It is 

the m ost comm on extracranial solid m alignant tum our of ch ild ren , 

accounting for 10% of all cancers in those under 15 years of age. It is derived 

from the sympathetic nervous system, arising from embryonic neural crest 

tissue. The annual incidence is between 6 and 8 per million children under 15 

years old. Until recently it was always fatal for children over one year old with 

metastatic disease. Over the last decade a better understanding of the disease, 

w ith more sophisticated investigations and new therapies, particularly high 

dose chem otherapy and autologous bone m arrow transplant (ABMT), has 

improved the two year survival rate of children with advanced neuroblastoma 

to 50%. The most common primary site of disease is the adrenal gland, then 

the abdomen, chest, pelvis and neck. Presenting symptoms depend on the site 

of the tumour, and which surrounding structures are involved. There may be 

associated metabolic disturbances such as sweating, pallor, hypertension and 

w atery diarrhoea caused by high levels of catecholamines and vasoactive 

intestinal peptides. The tum our metastasises mainly to bone, bone m arrow  

and lymph nodes, sometimes mimicking leukaemia (Slamovits et al, 1991). In 

infants there may be rapidly enlarging liver métastasés and skin nodules. Table 

1.5 below shows the International Neuroblastom a Staging System (INSS) 

published in 1993 (Brodeur et al, 1993).

il) Prognostic factors: Neuroblastom a patients present a major treatm ent 

dilemma. Treatment strategies planned at diagnosis have trem endous and 

irrevocable implications, particularly the decision as to w hether or not to 

perform  ABMT. Accurate prediction of prognosis in this situation is at last
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becoming possible. Num erous univariate m ethods which correlate clinical 

and biological factors with outcome have been suggested to sort out good and 

poor prognosis patients (Evans et al, 1987; Oppedal et al, 1988). Age at diagnosis 

is often considered to be the m ost im portant clinical prognostic factor, 

independent of other variables such as stage or site. In 1984 Shimada described 

age dependent histological criteria which have an unequivocal bearing on 

prognosis (Shimada et al, 1984; Silber et al, 1991).

Table 1.5 

International Neuroblastoma Staging System (INSS)

Stage Definition

1 Localised tumour with complete gross excision, with or w ithout
microscopic residual disease; representative ipsilateral lymph 
nodes negative for tumour microscopically (nodes attached to and 
removed with the primary tum our may be positive).

2A Localised tumour with incomplete gross excision; representative
ipsilateral nonadherent lymph nodes negative for tum our 
microscopically

2B Localised tumour with or without complete gross excision, with
ipsilateral nonadherent lymph nodes positive for tumour. 
Enlarged contralateral lymph nodes must be negative 
microscopically.

3 Unresectable unilateral tum our infiltrating across the midline, 
with or without regional lymph node involvement; or localised 
unilateral tum our with contralateral regional lymph node 
involvement; or midline tum our with bilateral extension by 
infiltration (unresectable) or by lymph node involvement.

4 Any primary tumour with dissemination to distant lym ph nodes, 
bone, bone marrow, liver, skin an d /o r other organs (except 4s).

4S Localised primary tumour (as defined for stagesl, 2a or 2b) with
dissemination limited to skin, liver an d /o r bone m arrow 
(limited to infants under 1 year of age).
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Serum concentrations of ferritin are raised in poor prognosis neuroblastom a 

(Silber et al, 1991; Harm et al, 1980), as are levels of lactate dehydrogenase Qoshi 

et al, 1993; Berthold et al, 1994). In addition raised serum  levels of neuron 

specific enolase have been found to correlate w ith poor clinical outcome 

(Zelter et al, 1983), and a high ratio of urinary vanilmandelic acid (VMA) to 

hom ovanillic acid (HVA) has been shown to be associated w ith  a better 

outcome (Laug and Siegel, 1978).

Recently nerve growth factor (NGF) and its receptor have been extensively 

studied in neuroblastoma. Expression of TRK-A, the gene which codes for 

glycoprotein gpl40^^^‘̂ , the primary component of the NGF receptor, has been 

found to be a prognostic marker (Brodeur, 1993; N akagawara et al, 1993). 

Neuroblastom as which do not express the NGF receptor are very aggressive, 

and tum ours showing low TRK-A mRNA expression show rapid  disease 

progression (Suzuki et al, 1993). In addition, TRK-A expression has been found 

to correlate inversely with N-myc amplification and to be associated w ith a 

poor outcom e (Nakagawara et al, 1992), so TRK-A expression and N-myc 

am p lifica tio n  m ay be pow erfu l and  com plim en tary  m ark e rs  for 

neuroblastom a prognosis. A TRK antibody has been used on formalin fixed 

p a ra ff in  em bedded  tissue  to localise the  TRK recep to r p ro te in  

immunohistochemically (Donovan et al, 1993).

Another new biological marker potentially useful in the initial evaluation of 

patien ts w ith  neuroblastom a is CD44 expression. CD44 is a cell surface 

glycoprotein involved in cell-cell interaction and expressed in progression and 

m etastasis of breast and colon cancer and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. CD44 

im m unostaining has been found to be positive in all stage 1, 2 and 4S 

neuroblastoma, but in less than 50% of stage 3 and 4 cases (Favrot et al, 1993). It 

seems that absence of CD44 expression is characteristic of aggressive disease: 

the presence of CD44 compares favourably w ith other univariate m arkers of
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good prognosis. A highly significant inverse relationship betw een N-myc 

amplification and CD44 expression has been demonstrated (Gross et al, 1994).

iii) Genetic factors: The chromosomal changes in neuroblastomas are among 

the most clearly elucidated of all hum an tumours. Most frequent are double 

minutes (DMs) and homogeneously staining regions (HSRs), both cytogenetic 

m anifestations of DNA amplification, and deletions of chrom osom e Ip  

indicating loss of genetic inform ation. A nother frequent observation is 

increased tum our cell ploidy, and deletions of 14q and translocations 

involving chromosome 17 are more occasionally reported.

A m plifica tion :  DMs are the predom inant form of amplification seen in

prim ary neuroblastomas, although HSRs are seen with equal frequency in cell 

lines. The nature of the amplified sequence was not known until 1983 when 

an oncogene related to the viral oncogene v-myc was found to be amplified in 

eight out of nine neuroblastoma cell lines (Schwab et al, 1983). The finding of 

this new oncogene, named N-myc, was confirmed by other workers (Kohl et al, 

1983). The sequence was soon localised to 2p23-24 by use of somatic cell hybrids 

and in situ hybridisation (Schwab et al, 1984). The same study found that the 

HSRs were on different chromosomes in different neuroblastom as, and a 

mechanism of N-myc amplification involving translocation was suggested. It 

has since em erged that N-myc is also retained at its usual site during  

am plification in hum an neuroblastom a (Corvi et al, 1994). The am plified 

DNA encompassing the N-myc transcription unit may be from 100,000 bp to 

over 1,500,000 bp in size, w ith the amplicons arranged in a regular pattern  

repeated in a 5' to 3' direction (Amler and Schwab, 1989). It seems that genomic 

im printing plays a role in N-myc am plification as the paternal allele is 

preferentially amplified (Cheng et al, 1993, 1994). There may be amplification of

3 fold to 300 fold per haploid genome, and this is present in 38% of stage 3 and

4 tumours (Brodeur et al, 1984) and only 5-10% of patients with stage 1, 2 or 4s
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disease. (Brodeur and Fong, 1989). N-myc amplification has been found to be 

associated with rapid tum our progression and a poor outcome irrespective of 

the stage of the tumour. Thus in patients w ith early stage tum ours, which 

generally have a good prognosis, N-myc amplification is an indicator of 

aggressive disease which is often fatal. Stage 4s, which is characterised by 

frequent spontaneous regression without therapy, rarely shows amplification.

In the few cases of stage 4s with amplification of N-myc the disease has been 

fatal (Cohn et al, 1987). A large number of patient cohorts have been published 

by groups in the United States, Japan and Europe, w hich confirm  the 

importance of N-myc as a prognostic indicator in neuroblastoma (Seeger et al, 

1985; Tsuda et al, 1987; Taylor and Locker, 1990; Bourhis et al, 1991b; Look et al,

1991). An interesting and crucial finding is that the copy num ber of N-myc in 

different parts of the tum our at the same time, or in the same tum our at 

different times, remains constant (Brodeur et al, 1987). This implies that N- 

myc am plification is an intrinsic biological property  of a sub-group of 

neuroblastomas; no neuroblastoma has yet been reported which has definitely 

acquired N-myc amplification having been unam plified at diagnosis. Low 

level N-myc amplification has been found in other tumours such as small cell 

lung cancer, retinoblastoma and astrocytoma, but it has not been found in any 

tum our lacking neuronal qualities (Schwab and Amler, 1990). It seems that its 

function is normally in the control of cellular proliferation and differentiation 

of neuronal cells (Schwab, 1993), and it appears to have an im portan t 

regulatory role during neuroectodermal development (Shapiro et al, 1993). 

Study of N-myc in these tum ours, and neuroblastom a, has led to the 

conclusion that N-myc amplification or over-expression not only prom otes 

cell proliferation bu t also increases the rate of program m ed cell death  

(Koskinen and Alitalo, 1993). A num ber of neuroblastomas have been found 

to over express N-myc without gene amplification (Wada et al, 1993). Study of 

these tumours is essential to elucidate the biological basis of aggressive tum our 

behaviour in tum ours with single copy N-myc.
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The critical importance of identifying a subgroup of neuroblastoma patients 

w ith poor prognosis cannot be over stressed. The assessment of biological 

prognostic markers allows poor prognosis patients to be separated out from 

patients whose outlook is good on the basis of clinical parameters. This means 

that improved, more aggressive therapies can be offered to those likely to do 

badly. N-myc status is now being introduced to treatm ent planning protocols 

as a determinant of risk category in neuroblastoma patients.

Chromosome Ip deletions: Deletions of the short arm of chromosome 1 are 

the most characteristic and consistent cytogenetic aberration in neuroblastoma 

cells. The finding was first described by Brodeur (1981) and provides a focus for 

m olecular research. Deletion of chromosome Ip  has been found to be an 

independent indicator of poor prognosis (Hayashi et al, 1989; Christiansen and 

Lampert, 1988). Originally deletions were found in 70% of samples studied 

(Brodeur and Fong, 1989; Weith et al, 1989) but these early studies concentrated 

on advanced tumours and established cell lines, which were likely to be a non

representative group of aggressive, progressive tumours. The del(lp) is much 

less often found in stage 1 and 2 tumours (Hayashi et al, 1989) and the overall 

incidence of this aberration is probably in the region of 30-35%. The various 

m ethods of assessing the incidence of chromosome Ip  deletion are liable to 

error, for instance karyotyping produces a high rate of del(lp) because the 

abnormality itself confers a growth advantage in culture (Christiansen et al,

1992). Molecular loss of heterozygosity (LOH) studies may underestim ate the 

incidence of del(lp) due to admixture with stromal cells of norm al karyotype 

(Christiansen et al, 1992), so at least 50% neoplastic cells are necessary for 

reliable studies (Peter et al, 1992; Schleiermacher et al, 1994). M olecular 

assessments of the incidence of LOH on chromosome Ip  using polymorphic 

DNA m arkers, RFLPs, PCR and SSCP (single stran d  conform ation  

polymorphism) have produced estimates ranging from 20% to 37% (White et
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al, 1993; Peter et al, 1992; Schleiermacher et al, 1994; Takeda et al 1994; Fong et 

al, 1989; Caron et al, 1993).

A num ber of studies have sought to identify the critical area of chromosome 

Ip  which is the site for a putative tum our suppressor gene im portant in 

neuroblastoma. Weith (1989) studied RFLPs in nine tum ours, eight of which 

had allele loss on Ip, using a panel of distal Ip  probes from a micro dissection 

library. Some of the deletions were too small to be visible cytogenetically. The 

consensus deletion was Ip36.12-lp36.2. A similar study of 47 tum ours using 

RFLPs found the most consistently deleted band to be Ip36.2-lp36.3 (Fong et al, 

1989). Unlike Weith, Fong found a correlation between Ip  deletion and the 

presence of N-myc amplification. Recently three studies have reported more 

than one consensus deletion in neuroblastoma on chromosome Ip . Takeda 

(1994) studied 108 neuroblastom as using 14 polym orphic DNA m arkers. 

Patients w ith two types of deletion were identified: small interstitial losses at 

lp36 (group A) and larger variable deletions from lp32 to Ip ter (group B). 

Clinically the group A patients tended to do well, be of earlier stage, have 

triploid karyotypes and no N-myc amplification, while in group B patients 

were older (>1 year), frequently had stage 4 tumours, and had diploid or near 

tetraploid karyotypes often with N-myc amplification. The authors suggest that 

two different tum our suppressor genes may be involved, one at lp36 the other 

nearer lp32. In addition a third tum our suppressor gene at Ip ter cannot be 

ruled out as all group B patients lost this region and all group A patients 

retained it. Somewhat similar findings resulted from a study of 23 distal Ip  loci 

in 60 patients, with two consensus deletions emerging, one at lp36, the other at 

Ip32-lp35. A correlation with N-myc amplification was likely if there was loss 

of the entire short arm of chromosome 1, or a lp32-lpter deletion, but not with 

an interstitial deletion at lp36 (Schleiermacher et al, 1994). Cheng (1995) 

studying 16 neuroblastoma cell lines narrowed down the consensus interstitial 

deletion to lp36.23-33 (with no association with N-myc amplification) and the
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larger deletion to lp 35-lpter. The author hypothesises that N-myc expression is 

under the control of a tumour suppressor gene that maps proximally to lp36 

and which is inactive in neuroblastoma cells. The case for another tum our 

suppressor gene at lp36 is further backed up by the finding that translocation 

junctions in neuroblastoma cluster at lp36.1-2 (Barker et al, 1993) and by a case 

of a constitutional Ip  deletion (Ip36.1-lp36.2) in a dysm orphic child w ith 

growth and developmental delay who developed a neuroblastoma at the age of 

5 m onths (Biegel et al, 1993). It is possible that m any more patients w ith 

neuroblastoma have sub microscopic constitutional deletions at this site which 

are not visible with high resolution cytogenetic banding. In the case reported 

by Biegel it was noted that it was the maternal allele which was lost. One study 

of 53 neuroblastoma patients showed that the maternal allele was lost in 92% 

of cases with del(lp) (Caron et al, 1993), while another smaller series of just 11 

patients suggested that imprinting does not affect the deletion on chromosome 

1 (Cheng et al, 1994). This evidence of genomic imprinting on chromosome 1 

suggests that the two alleles of the putative neuroblastoma tum our suppressor 

gene may be functionally different. [Genomic im printing is defined as an 

epigenetic m odification of a gene leading to differential expression of 

paternally and maternally inherited alleles (reviews: Hall, 1990; Reik, 1989)]

Two candidate genes have been put forward at this site. Heir-1 at lp36.2-12, 

encodes a helix-loop-helix protein expressed in adult lung, kidney and adrenal 

but not in brain. Ten of twelve neuroblastoma cell lines had low levels of heir- 

1 mRNA associated with N-myc over expression, and the authors suggest that 

heir-1 reduction is a tum our specific event preceding N-myc over expression 

(Ellmeier et al, 1992). Enomoto (1994) studied the gene DAN, known to possess 

tum our suppressive activity in rat fibroblasts. Its hum an counterpart was 

isolated and mapped to lp36.11-13. Three of 26 patients showed rearrangement 

or deletion at this locus. Losses of this region of Ip  are reported in other 

tum ours of neural crest origin e.g. phaeochromocytoma, m edullary carcinoma
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of the thyroid and m elanom a, and it may be that a com m on tum our 

suppressor gene is involved in all of these (Fong et al, 1989). H ow ever 

unrelated tum ours have also been reported to have Ip  deletions, such as 

mesothelioma, hepatoma, colon cancer and breast cancer. It is not clear at 

present whether the same sub-chromosome regions on Ip  are involved in all 

these cancers (Schleiermacher et al, 1994).

In the immediate future the practical need for the clinician and the patient is 

to identify those with poor prognosis neuroblastomas so that early intensive 

treatment can be offered, whilst sparing children found to have a good outlook 

from unpleasant and potentially dangerous therapies. All the studies agree 

that it is the large deletion from lp32 or lp35 to Ipter that is associated with 

poor prognosis (and also frequently with N-myc amplification, itself heralding 

a poor outcome). A quick, reliable test to detect Ip  deletion is necessary, which 

can be applied to the kinds of tum our preparation that are generally available 

clinically. PCR has been used in one study at 2 loci on Ip , w ith results that 

agreed with Southern blotting. This was applied to needle aspirates and could 

be applied to paraffin embedded tissue. However it is a specialised technique, 

highly sensitive to contamination by norm al strom al cells, and therefore 

especially unsuitable for use on bone marrow aspirates (Peter et al, 1992). SSCP 

has been tried and is less laborious and requires less DNA than RFLPs (White 

et al, 1993). The technique depends on differential mobility of single stranded 

DNA molecules that differ in sequence by as little as one nucleotide. However 

there is still a possibility of masking LOH by contam ination w ith norm al 

strom a. All these approaches are time consuming and specialised and not 

ideally suited to routine evaluation of Ip  status in neuroblastom a patients. 

Because of these drawbacks to molecular approaches, interphase cytogenetics is 

a particularly attractive possibility, so long as it can be suitably adapted to this 

situation. Large num bers of cells can be assessed w ithout the need for time 

consum ing and delicate DNA extraction, or for culturing which can produce
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non-representative cell populations. Use of a chromosome 1 centromere probe 

combined with a telomeric Ip  probe will identify tumours with a distal loss of 

Ip  (large or small) compared to the number of copies of chromosome 1. Strehl 

(1993) combined this with immunostaining of neuroblastoma cells w ith G d2 

on cytospins from four tum ours. The FISH m ethod was m odified as the 

hybridisation process destroys Gd2 / but hybridisation after Gd2 staining meant 

the stain had to be resistant to the very high tem peratures and prolonged 

incubations which subsequently proved necessary in order to obtain probe 

penetra tion  and reasonable fluorescent signals. Problem s w ere also 

encountered by C hristiansen (1992) using sim ilar probes in a double 

hybridisation experiment which only produced interpretable signals in 38% of 

patients.

The approach described in this study is simplified so that only one answer is 

sought at a time, the m ethods have been pared dow n to consist only of 

absolute essentials, and necessary steps have been taken to adapt the technique 

for application to readily available tissue samples.

Ploidy:  DNA ploidy is another significant prognostic factor in neuroblastoma.

As early as 1984 Look et al found that aneuploid tum ours responded well to 

chemotherapy, and these findings were confirmed by flow cytometric studies 

which correlated ploidy w ith histological prognostic factors and clinical 

outcome (Gansler et al, 1986; Taylor et al, 1988). Nuclear DNA content was 

found to be a stable marker, irrespective of site, tum our progression or therapy, 

and the occurance of aneuploidy paralleled other predictors of good outcome 

(Taylor et al, 1988). The absence of DNA aneuploidy, i.e. a near diploid or a 

near tetraploid  DNA content identifies a subset of patien ts w ith  more 

aggressive disease. Aneuploid, or near triploid, karyotypes are extremely 

unlikely to have N-myc amplification, whereas a subset of those w ithout 

aneuploidy do have N-myc amplification (Taylor et al, 1990; Bourhis et al.
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1991). Look concluded that in chidren under two years old tum our cell ploidy 

and N-myc copy num ber provide complimentary prognostic information on 

which future treatment strategies may be based (Look et al, 1984, 1991). A study 

confined to stage 4s tumours found poor outcome in the few which had either 

N-myc amplification or diploidy, while nine of twelve cases w ith near triploid 

DNA content remained disease free at the end of the study (Bourhis et al, 

1991). This highlights the major issue of tum our progression in stage 4s 

patients. The majority regress spontaneously or respond to non-intensive 

therapy, but those which are potentially aggressive need to be identified and 

treated early.

Other chromosomes: There is a very low incidence of random  chromosome 

deletions or loss for any chromosome other than chromosme 1 in cytogenetic 

stud ies of neuroblastom a (Fong et al, 1989). M olecular analysis of 

neuroblastoma cells has identified a region of allele loss on the long arm of 

chromosome 14 (Suzuki et al, 1989; Fong et al, 1992; Srivatsan et al, 1993). 

However, more than 50% of aggressive neuroblastom as do not have these 

abnormalities: one study detecting LOH at 14q32-qter found no correlation with 

either stage or prognosis (Takayama et al, 1992). Deletion of sequences on 

chromosome l l q  in advanced stage neuroblastoma has also been reported 

(Srivatsan et al, 1993) but not in sufficient cases to im plicate a tum our 

supressor gene at that locus in a major role in neuroblastoma.

Abnormalities of chromosome 17 were noticed in about 20% of cases in a 

review of karyotypes of neuroblastomas. Further study revealed additional 17q 

material in 8 of 35 patients (Gilbert et al, 1984), and cytogenetic studies revealed 

that the material deleted from chromosome 1 was often replaced by a portion 

of 17q. FISH confirmed this and showed that band 17q21 was usually involved 

(Savelyeva et al, 1994). It is suggested either that genetic information at the 

chrom osom e 17 breakpoint participates in tum ourigenesis, or that the
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increased dosage of the genes on 17q21-17qter (trisomie to hexasomic in 70% of 

neuroblastomas studied) confers a growth advantage to the cell. Another study 

describes a t(l;17) and other rearrangem ents of chromosomes 11 and 17 in 

neuroblastom a cell lines, and also presents the finding of a translocation 

involving chromosomes 1 and 17 in two primary neuroblastomas (Van Roy et 

al, 1994). A lthough these changes may prove to be of significance in 

neuroblastoma, current knowledge leads us to conclude that they are neither 

critical to the formation of the tumour, nor important in its prognosis.

1.8. The justification for this study, and the approach

I felt it would be of great interest and clinical relevance to add interphase 

cytogenetic methods to the diagnostic and prognostic tests currently available 

for small round cell tum ours. I aimed to develop innovative techniques 

w hich circum vent the difficulties of culturing and karyotyping, and of 

molecular techniques, allowing the information to be available to clinicians 

within a few days of receipt of a fresh tissue biopsy.

In my w ork I have opted for a simple fluorescence in situ hybridisation 

approach to the detection of t(ll;22) for diagnostic purposes in Ewing's sarcoma 

and PNET, and for the identification of cases of neuroblastoma w ith N-myc 

amplification and Ip  deletion which carry a poor prognosis, and aneuploidy 

which is associated with a favourable outcome.

The specific aims of this project were:

1) To obtain unequivocal and relevant genetic data in a shorter time 

than w hen conventional cytogenetic m ethods or m olecular techniques are 

used.

2) To reduce the quantity of tissue required to produce reliable results.
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3) To develop techniques which are both conceptually and practically 

sim ple, not requiring excessively expensive or specialised equipm ent or 

training.

I have isolated DNA probes flanking the chromosome 22 breakpoint of the 

t(ll;22) in Ewing's sarcoma with which I have determined whether or not the 

translocation is present using FISH. Hybridised sim ultaneously to norm al 

interphase nuclei these probes are seen in association with one another: the 

translocation disrupts this. Thus it has been possible to make an accurate 

diagnosis even while the molecular alteration at the breakpoint is not known.

In the underlying study I report the application of this technique to a Ewing's 

sarcoma cell line with a known karyotype, and show how I have developed 

this into a quick and reliable diagnostic test which has subsequently been 

applied to nearly 20 clinical specimens. The pilot study for this has already 

been published (Taylor et al, 1993). Although a direct preparation of tum our 

cells from a fresh biopsy remains the optimal material on which to carry out 

this two colour FISH technique, I show how the methodology can be adapted 

sucessfully for application to tumour imprints and bone m arrow aspirates.

I have also applied interphase cytogenetics to tum our im prints and bone 

m arrow  smears from neuroblastomas. By keeping the m ethod simple, and 

assessing each DNA probe on a separate preparation, a very high rate of success 

has been achieved in detecting N-myc amplification. Ip  deletion and ploidy 

status in each tumour, thus enabling stratification of patients at diagnosis into 

favourable and unfavourable prognostic groups, so that appropriate treatm ent 

may be given to each group. A preliminary * report of the first few patients 

studied has been published (Taylor et al, 1994) and I now present data on over 

50 cases.
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In the course of this work I have employed a num ber of the FISH techniques 

discussed above, including chromosome painting, and FISH onto m etaphase 

chromosomes and released chromatin, all of which are described below. I have 

also tried a num ber of different tissue preparation techniques to ascertain 

which was optimal for rapid and direct identification of genetic aberrations; 

these included bone marow trephine imprints, fine needle aspirates, cytospins, 

ascitic fluid and paraffin em bedded tissue, in addition to those already 

mentioned. This work is also described below.

It is anticipated that in the future FISH techniques for the detection of 

translocations, deletions and amplification in tum ours will be routine in 

hospital laboratories. I am collaborating with the United Kingdom Children's 

Cancer Study Group (UKCCSG) in the collection of clinical and experimental 

data to clarify further the role of FISH in patient assessment and management.
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Summary

This chapter describes the m aterials and m ethods used in  study ing  the 

translocation associated w ith the Ewing’s group of tum ours, and the genetic 

changes of prognostic significance in neuroblastoma.

The materials section gives the sources of all the DNA probes used, plus details 

of the acquisition of cell lines and tumour samples.

The m ethods cover three main areas. Firstly, molecular biological m ethods are 

described including plasmid and cosmid preparation, cosmid library screening, 

and  the use of DOP-PCR m ethodology in the preparation of chromosome 

paints. Secondly there are detailed accounts of the tissue culture m ethods used, 

and  the techniques for m aking d ifferent types of slide p reparations for 

fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH). This includes optim al m ethods for 

fixing of tum our im prints, the extraction and fixation of nuclei from  thick 

paraffin  sections, and the preparation of released chrom atin. Thirdly, FISH 

m ethods for the hybridisation and detection of DNA probes are described. The 

evaluation of controls for FISH and the statistical techniques em ployed are 

fully explained.

A final section explains the various collaborations w hich w ere v ita l in  

facilitating the collection of fresh tum our samples from hospital patients.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1 Probes

The two main DNA probes used in the work on Ewing's sarcoma were the 

closest to the breakpoint at 22ql2 available at the time. CosS262 is a 35kb 

cosmid derived from an endclone (D22S262) of a YAC (for D22S1) located 

centromeric to the breakpoint (Shipley et al, 1993). CosLIF is a 45kb cosmid for 

the Leukaemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF), isolated using a 300bp probe derived 

from the LIF exon (Gough et al, 1988; Budarf et al, 1989; Selleri et al, 1991). The 

relative positions of these probes are shown in figure 2.1 ( and discussed in 

section 4.2.2). Both of these were kindly donated by Dr. J. Shipley. Following 

cloning of the breakpoint cosmid probes for the FWS and FLI-1 genes were 

made available through a laboratory collaboration with Dr. G Thomas (Delattre 

et al, 1992a, 1992b).

Figure 2.1.

Diagram showing positions of D22S262 and CosLIF relative to the 
breakpoint on chromosome 22
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For the work on neuroblastoma, a plasmid probe for N-myc, pNb-9, consisting 

of a genomic Hind III fragment of 15kb in pBR322, was obtained from M. 

Schwab, Heidelberg. The chromosome 1 centromere probe used was pUCl.77 

which is a satellite III repetitive DNA located in the heterochromatic region of 

chromosome 1 (lql2) (Cooke and Hindley, 1979). CT4-1 is a 47kb cosmid clone 

which was isolated from a library using a plasmid subcloned DNA probe pl-24, 

and C ll-A  and C14-B were isolated using DNA probe p i -45 and are both 

approximately 38kb. Both pl-24 and pl-45 were also from Dr. Schwab, and map 

close to the consensus deletion at lp36.1-2 (for further details see below). A 

centromere probe p4.4 for chromosome 8 (Rocchi and Baldini, unpublished 

data) was used as a control and to obtain additional information about ploidy. 

PSA-10 is a 15kb plasmid clone which maps to lp36.1 and was made available 

by Dr. A. Baldini. Two further centromere probes were investigated for their 

potential use as controls or for ploidy estimation. A probe for chromosome 14 

centromere, pl41, and a probe for chromosome 18 centromere, L I.84, were 

obtained from Dr. A. Baldini and Dr. P. Devilee respectively (Devilee et al, 

1986). The cosmid library was m ade available by Dr. K. Patel, and a 

chromosome 1 paint was made using DOP-PCR technology on flow sorted 

chromosomes (see methods below for details).

2.1.2. Cell lines

H um an foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) were used throughout as a norm al control 

and were obtained from Cell Production at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund. 

Two Ewing's sarcoma cell lines were used, of which RD-ES was obtained from 

American Type Tissue Culture Collection (ATTCC), and E W ll from Dr. G. 

Lenoir (Turc-Carel et al, 1983). Neuroblastoma cell lines PCF, 1MR32, Kelly, 

GOTO, SK-N-BE, SK-N-DE, SK-N-SH, SK-N-Ll, NB-1 and NBIOO were obtained 

from Dr. J. Kemshead, (ICRF, Bristol, UK) although they are also available 

through ATTCC, with the exception of PCF.
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2.1.3. Tum our samples

Tissue samples from patients with Ewing's sarcoma and PNET were obtained 

from Dr. J. Pritchard and colleagues at the Hospital for Sick Children, Great 

Orm ond Street, London. Neuroblastoma samples were sent to me because of 

collaborations with the UK Children's Cancer Study Group (UKCCSG) and the 

European Neuroblastom a Study Group (ENSG). In the first m onths of my 

experiments fresh tum our biopsies were sent in culture m edium  by courier as 

soon after removal from the patient as possible, and these were frequently 

from nearby hospitals, particularly St. George's, Tooting and the Hospital for 

Sick C hildren, Great Orm ond Street. As the techniques evolved, and 

com petition for tum our tissue increased due to other biological studies in 

progress, it became apparent that it was simpler and more reliable to request 

just tum our imprints on glass slides, made by the histopathology staff at the 

hospital of origin and then sent by ordinary mail. In this way the num ber and 

geographical distribution of contributing hospitals increased, w ith a large 

num ber of samples being made available by Dr. A. D. J. Pearson at the Royal 

Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. DNA preparation

i) Plasm id and cosmid DNA preparation: A single bacterial colony was used to 

inoculate 5ml of L-Broth for plasm id, or 30ml for cosmid, containing an 

appropriate antibiotic (SOpg/ml kanamycin or 35 |ig /m l ampicillin). This was 

incubated overnight at 37°C with vigorous shaking. The culture could then be 

used for direct preparation of small amounts of DNA (see m ini-prep method 

below) or a larger volume (500ml) could be inoculated for preparation of more 

DNA. Some of the bacterial culture was preserved in 15% glycerol (0.85ml 

culture and 0.15ml glycerol in a cryotube) frozen at -40°C for future use.
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Mini-prep method: The bacteria were pelleted in an Eppendorf tube at 3500 

rpm  for 5 m inutes and the supernatant rem oved. The pellet w as then 

resuspended in ice cold GTE buffer (50mM glucose, lOmM EDTA, 25mM Tris- 

HCl, pH  8), lOOiil for plasmids and 500|il for cosmid. (At this point cosmid 

preparations were transferred to a larger chloroform resistant Falcon tube.) 

Lysis buffer was added (1.25 ml 20% SDS and 1ml 5M NaOH made up to 25ml), 

200|il for plasmids and 1ml for cosmids. After cooling on ice for 5 minutes, 

potassium acetate was added (consisting of 60ml 5M KAc, 11.5ml glacial acetic 

acid and 28.5ml water; i.e. 3M with respect to potassium and 5M with respect to 

acetate, pH 4.8). 150fxl was added for plasmid and 750|il for cosmid and this was 

kept on ice for a further 5 minutes before centrifugation and removal of the 

supernatant to a new tube. An equal volume of phenol/ch loroform  was 

added, the mixture centrifuged and the supernatant transferred to a new tube.

A further extraction with chloroform alone was carried out, and DNA was 

finally precipitated by adding 2.2 volumes of ethanol and leaving on ice for 5 

minutes. The pellet was washed in 70% ethanol, centrifuged, vacuum  dried 

and resuspended in 49^1 TE and Ijil RNase (lOmg/ml).

M axi-prep method: A 500ml volume of bacterial culture was harvested by 

spinning at 3000 rpm for 15 minutes and after removing the supernatant the 

resulting pellet was resuspended in 20ml GTE buffer. 40ml of lysis buffer was 

added and the mixture was left on ice for 5 minutes as above. 20ml of 5M 

potassium  acetate pH  4.8 was added and mixed in gently until a precipitate 

appeared. This was left on ice for 15 minutes and then spun at 8000 rpm  for 30 

m inutes. The supernatant was filtered through sterile gauze and the DNA 

precipitated  by adding 0.6 volumes (48ml) of isopropanol and spinning 

immediately at 3000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was washed w ith 

70% ethanol and resuspended in 6ml TE, pH  8. lOg caesium chloride (CsCli) 

was added and dissolved by warm ing, and then 1ml ethidium  brom ide 

(lOmg/ml) was added. This was put into Beckman tubes and the volume made
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up to the neck of the tube with TE. The tubes were spun overnight at 55,000 

rpm  using a Type ZO.lTi rotor. Plasmid or cosmid DNA formed a visible band 

lower down the tube than nicked DNA or proteins. This was rem oved by 

piercing the tube with a needle and drawing it out into a syringe. Ethidium 

brom ide was removed by extraction with isopropanol which had been mixed 

w ith a saturated solution of CSCI2. Water was added to 2.5 volumes to prevent 

C sC li precipitation. Phenol/ chloroform and chloroform  extractions were 

performed and the DNA was precipitated with ethanol. The pellet was washed 

in 70% ethanol, vacuum dried and resuspended in TE.

ii) Cosmid library screening: The DNA used to screen cosmid libraries was 

prepared from plasmids pl-24 and pl-45. 10ml cultures were grown over night 

w ith ampicillin and DNA was isolated using the miniprep procedure.

Extraction and purification of DNA: One tenth of the DNA obtained was 

digested with the appropriate enzyme (lOu) overnight at 37°C. Digested DNA 

was resolved on a 1% TAE agarose gel (40mM tris acetate, Im M  EDTA) at 

100mAmp until the plasmid and insert were sufficiently separated. The cloned 

fragm ent was excised from the gel w ith a scalpel blade, taking great care to 

avoid contamination with any plasmid DNA. The excised gel fragm ent was 

placed in a pre-weighed Eppendorf tube, and the weight of the fragm ent was 

determined. DNA from the agarose slice was extracted using either the Qiaex 

gel extraction system  from Qiagen or the Geneclean system . The two 

procedures are essentially the same except that Qiagen provide reagents which 

allow for greater efficiency of DNA recovery, and which perm it small DNA 

fragments to be isolated. This is therefore the method of choice. In brief, three 

volumes of gel dissolving buffer were added to the gel fragment and incubated 

at 50°C for 10 minutes. The sample was vortexed interm ittently until the gel 

had dissolved, and then lOpl of glass milk was added and the mixture was 

incubated for a further 10 minutes at 50°C. Then the tube was centrifuged for
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10 seconds at 13,000 rpm and the aqueous layer discarded. The glass milk was 

resuspended first in 1ml of aqueous wash buffer and centrifuged as above, and 

then in 1ml of ethanol, and again centifuged. Care was taken to remove all the 

wash buffer and the pellet was allowed to dry. DNA was eluted from the glass 

beads by suspension in 20pl H 2O and then centrifugation at 13,000 rpm  for 2 

minutes. The aqueous layer containing the DNA was collected. This procedure 

was repeated and the two aqueous fractions mixed. The efficiency and purity of 

the DNA extraction was assessed by resolving l |i l  of purified DNA on a 1% 

TAE agarose gel as before.

Labelling of DNA for  library screen: DNA was radioactively labelled using the 

random  prim er method. lOOng of DNA in a volume of 4|il was mixed w ith 5pl 

of random  prim er (15ng/pl) and boiled for 5 minutes. The tube was then put 

on ice for 2 minutes before adding 5|il of labelling mix, containing 20mM 

dithiothreilol and dCTP, dCTP and dTTP each at 5mM concetntration. 2|il of 

random  prim e buffer was then added to the DNA (90mM HEPES pH  6 .6; 

lOmM MgCl2) followed by 3|xl [a-^^P] dATP. Finally 5u Klenow enzyme (Ijxl) 

were added and the sample was thoroughly mixed and centrifuged at 13,000 

rpm  for 5 seconds to bring it to the bottom  of the tube. The reaction was 

incubated at 37°C for 1-2 hours and was then stopped by adding 80pl STE 

(lOOmM NaCl, lOmM tris pH  7.5, Im M  EDTA). Excess, unincorporated  

32PdATP was recovered using a Sephadex G50 drip column. The efficiency of 

radiolabel incorporation was determined using a scintillation counter.

Probing human cosmid library: Filters from a 4x representation hum an DNA 

cosmid library made in the vector pcos4EMBL were used to isolate DNA round 

those loci of interest which were subsequently to be used for FISH. All 

hybridisation was performed in plastic bags in a solution containing 6 x SSC, 

0.5% SDS, 5 X Denhardt's reagent (50 x Denhardt's consists of 1% Ficoll type 

400, 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone, 1% BSA) and lOOmg/ml denatured salm on
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sperm  DNA. Filters were pre-hybridised in the above solution at 60°C w ith 

shaking for a minimum period of 4 hours. For prim ary screens of 20 x 20 cm 

filters 30ml of the solution were sufficient for hybridisation. Labelled DNA 

probe (30 x 10^ cpm = 1 x 10^ cpm /m l) was boiled for 5 minutes and then mixed 

in 30 ml pre-warm ed hybridisation solution. The bags were cut open at one 

corner and the pre-hybridisation solution removed before replacing w ith the 

new solution containing the radioactive probe. Care was taken to remove all 

the air bubbles before resealing the plastic bags with a heated element. The 

filters were hybridised overnight at 60°C with shaking.

After hybridisation the filters were washed twice with 2 x SSC, 0.1% SDS at 

60°C for 30 minutes each time and then once with 0.2 x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 30 

minutes. Filters were then autoradiographed at -70°C for up to one week. Since 

duplicate filters had been taken from the original library plating, only those 

signals which were replicated (i.e. present on both copies) were regarded as 

positive and investigated further.

Isolating single cosmid clones corresponding to p l-45  and pl-24: The positions 

of the positive signals from the autoradiograph were marked on the underside 

of the cosmid library plating dish which was then placed on a light box. The 

area of the library plate corresponding to each m ark contained the required 

bacterial colony. A 2mm diameter area of bacteria from each region identified 

was taken and transferred into 1ml LB with ampicillin using a plastic loop. A 

dilution series was made of the 1ml original (1 x lO"  ̂ down to 1 x 10"^) and 

lOOpl was spread onto LB plates w ith ampicillin. These were incubated over 

night at 37°C.

Plates on which 100-200 colonies had grown were selected for clonal isolation. 

Colony DNA was transferred onto pre-wetted Hybond N filters (Amersham) 

from the plates by placing the filters on the agar for 3 minutes. Needle pricks
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for orientation purposes were made into the agar through the filter and the 

positions m arked on the underside of the plastic dish. Filters (now w ith 

bacterial colonies) were lifted off the agar plates and placed colony side up for 3 

m inutes on large pieces of absorbent paper soaked in denaturing solution 

(0.5M tris pH  7.4, 1.5M NaCl, ImM  EDTA). This neutralisation process was 

repeated once more and then the filters were submerged in 2 x SSC and any 

bacterial debris was gently brushed away. The filters were allowed to air dry for 

30 m inutes and then the DNA was crosslinked to the filter by placing in a 

vacuum  oven at 80°C for 1 hour.

Filters were probed just as before, and colonies picked from the agar plates 

using the marks and needle pricks to estsblish the positions of the required 

colonies. Further rounds of screening were performed until a single positive 

colony was unequivocally identified. The cosmids were then grown up using 

the mini-prep and maxi-prep methods (see above).

2.2.2. Preparation of chromosome paints

This involved the culture of normal HFFs for making norm al chromosome 1 

paint by DOP-PCR, or culture of cytogenetically abnormal cell lines or tum ours 

so that m arker chromosomes could be separated out and used for reverse 

chromosome painting. The method was adapted from Telenius, 1992.

i) Preparation of chromosome suspension for FACS: Healthy cultures were 

chosen and harvested during a period of optimal growth after blocking with 

0.05 |ig /m l colcemid for 5 to 16 hours depending on the rate of growth. Cells 

w ere rem oved mechanically from tissue culture flasks by shaking which 

selectively loosens cells in mitosis. Cells in suspension were centrifuged in 

50ml tubes at lOOg for 10 minutes, the supernatant was discarded and after 

resuspension in culture m edium  the cells were centrifuged a second time. 

Tubes were drained on tissue paper and the pellet disaggregated by vortexing
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before suspending  in hypotonic (75mM) KCl for 15 m inutes at room  

temperature. A chromosome isolation buffer (CIBl) was prepared consisting of 

20mM NaCl, SOmM KCl, 15mM tris-HCl, 0.5mM EGTA, 2mM EDTA, 0.15% 

w /v  2-mercaptoethanol, 0.2mM spermine and 0.5mM spermidine. Before use 

0.12% w /v  digitonin was dissolved in it, the pH  was adjusted to 7.2 using O.IM 

NaOH, and it was filtered through a 0.22|im sterile disposable filter into a new 

tube and placed on ice. After centrifugation at lOOg for 10 m inutes, the 

hypotonic supernatant was discarded and the tube flicked to disaggregate the 

pellet. Ten times the pellet volume of ice cold CIBl was added, and the tube 

was vortexed very gently to disperse the chromosomes without breaking them 

up. If necessary, the chromosome suspension could be stored for several weeks 

at 4°C with little deterioration in the flow karyotype. Before flow sorting, 1ml 

of the suspension was put in a 12 x 75 mm plastic test tube and 30|il Hoechst 

(100|ig/ml) was added and mixed immediately. Then 40)il of 15mM MgCl% and 

50|il Chromomycin A3 (2m g/m l in ethanol) were added and the sample was 

left in the dark for 2 hours at 4°C. To improve the chromosome profile lOOpl 

sodium  citrate (lOOmM) and lOO îl sodium sulphite (250mM) were added 15 

m inutes prior to running on the cytometer. Aggregates in the sam ple were 

removed by centrifuging at 200g for 1 minute and transferring the supernatant 

to a new tube.

ii) FACS sorting: Chromosomes were passed in suspension through a dual

laser cell sorter (FACStar Plus; Becton Dickinson Im m unocytochem istry 

Systems) in which the lasers are set to excite the two fluorescent dyes separately 

allowing a bivariate analysis of the chromosomes by size and base pair 

composition. Translocation products could be identified in the flow karyotype 

from their expected size and the machine was able to isolate them at a rate of 5 

to 10 per second. 500 of each chromosome were sorted directly into PCR tubes 

containing SOjil PCR buffer (2mM MgC12, 50mM KCl, lOmM tris-HCl, pH8.4).
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iii) DOP-PCR method: The primer 6-MW, 5 -CCG ACT CCA CNN NNN NAT 

GTG G-3' (where N = A, C, G or T in approximately equal proportions) was 

obtained (Telenius et al, 1992). For each lOOjil reaction 40|il of chromosome 

suspension, 10[il lOxPCR buffer, 10|il dNTP (Pharmacia), 2|il primers (l|Xg/|il) 

and 5u (lp.1) Taq polymerase (BRL) were put in a tube with 37|il water. PCR 

cycle times and temperatures were taken from Telenius, 1992.

2.2.3. Cell culture and harvesting

HFFs were cultured in Dulbecco's minimal essential medium (DMEM) at 37°C 

supplem ented with 10% foetal calf serum (FCS) and 1% glutamine w ith 10% 

carbon dioxide (CO2).

The cell lines RD-ES and EW ll were cultured in RPMI 1640, with 15% FCS and 

1% glutamine at 37°C, with 5% CO% The Ewing's sarcoma and PNET samples 

were cultured in RPMI 1640, 15% FCS, 1% glutamine, MITO+ serum  extender 

and  CR-Bovine p itu ita ry  extract (both from  C ollaborative Research 

Incorporated, Two Oak Park, Bedford, MA 01730) and 5% CO2. The fresh 

tum our w as minced w ith scissors or scalpels and p ipetted  vigorously to 

produce a single cell suspension, which was washed in RPMI and divided into 

tissue culture flasks. Whenever possible cells were removed froiri flasks for 

d ividing or harvest using mechanical means (shaking and banging, or a 

Pasteur pipette), but occasionally rinsing in sterile trypsin-EDTA solution was 

necessary for very adherent cells.

Neuroblastoma cell lines were cultured in DMEM with 10% FCS and 1% non- 

essential amino acid supplement at 37°C with 10% CO2. To obtain metaphase 

spreads the cells were incubated for 1-2 hours w ith colcemid at 0.04|ig/m l prior 

to harvesting.
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Synchronised interphase (G1 phase) preparations were obtained from the 

Ewing's cell lines and tumours, the neuroblastoma lines and from HFFs by 

adding thym idine at 300|Xg/ml to block confluent cell cultures. This was 

washed out after 16 hours and the cells left a further 8 hours before harvesting.

Direct nuclear preparations were prepared from fresh biopsy samples of both 

types of tum our by mincing with scissors to produce a single cell suspension. 

This was carefully removed from rem aining larger clumps of tum our cells 

using a Pasteur pipette and then incubated in potassium  chloride (KCl) 

solution directly as for a normal harvest (see below).

For norm al chromosomes for m apping purposes 0.5ml of norm al blood was 

cultured for three days in 10ml RPMI 1640 w ith 10% FCS and 0.1ml of 

reconstituted phytohaem agglutinin (Life Technologies). Some cultures were 

prepared  for replication C -banding by the addition  of O.SpM Fluoro- 

deoxyuridine (FdU) and 1.2|ig /m l uridine for 16 hours. Bromo-deoxyurudine 

(BrdU) was then added at a final concentration of 30jig/m l for 5 hours before 

harvesting. In both cases colcemid at 0.05 |ig /m l was added half an hour before 

harvesting.

Detached cells were spun at 300g, resuspended in 0.075M KCl and incubated at 

37°C for 12 minutes. The cells were then pelleted again and the KCl removed 

with a pipette before suspending gently in 3:1 methanol:glacial acetic acid as 

fixative. The cells were re-pelleted and re-fixed twice more before being pu t 

onto slides.

2.2.4. Paraffin section preparation

Depending on the amount of tum our tissue present, one to three 60pm section 

were cut and disaggregated according to a m ethod previously used for 

extraction of nuclei from paraffin blocks for flow cytometry (Hedley et al, 1983).
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The sections were placed in xylene resistant tubes and de-waxed in 3ml of 

xylene for 10 minutes at room temperature. This was repeated twice and then 

the tissue was rehydrated in a series of 100, 95, 75 and 50% ethanol for 10 

m inutes each at room tem perature. Afterw ards the tissue was w ashed in 

distilled water and then incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes in 1ml of 0.5% pepsin 

(Sigma) in normal saline adjusted to pH 1.5 w ith hydrochloric acid. The tissue 

was disaggregated by being draw n up and down vigorously w ith a Pasteur 

pipette. The cells were centrifuged and resuspended in phosphate buffered 

saline to rinse them before finally being suspended in methanol: acetic acid 

fixative. Slides were made as described below. A comparison was made of pre

treatm ent of the slides before in situ hybridisation because pre-treatm ent with 

NaSCN has been reported to improve the quality of signals when performing 

NISH on paraffin embedded tissue (Hopman et al, 1991b; Stock et al, 1993; 

Arnoldus et al, 1991). Slides were therefore pre-incubated either in distilled 

w ater or in IM sodium thiocyanate solution (NaSCN) at 80°C for 15 minutes, 

and the results were compared with those from slides which had had neither 

of these treatments.

2.2.5. Slide preparation

Glass microscope slides were w iped clean w ith fixative before use w ith 

cultured cells, direct nuclear preparations, or nuclei extracted from paraffin 

blocks. The cell suspension was dropped onto the slide from a pipette and left 

to dry. The density of the cells on the slides was checked using phase 

microscopy and adjustments made by the addition or removal of fixative.

Im prints were made directly onto clean, non-coated slides using a dry, blood 

free, newly cut surface of the fresh, unfixed biopsy material. This was done as 

soon as possible after removal of the tum our from the patient, either at the 

hospital of origin, or after transport in tissue culture m edium  (RPMI 1640) to 

the laboratory. When possible, depending on sample size, at least six imprints
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were made of each specimen. Imprints made elsewhere were sent, air dried 

and unfixed, by first class mail. Bone m arrow smears were also sent w hen an 

aspirate had been performed, and one bone marrow trephine imprint was sent. 

Dry slides were then fixed in 100% methanol for a minimum of 10 minutes, 

air dried, and examined by phase contrast microscopy to ascertain the amount 

of debris present and the number of tum our nuclei in the preparation. Slides 

were then washed briefly in 70% glacial acetic acid to remove debris and 

cytoplasm, and immediately rinsed again in methanol. Further microscopic 

examination showed whether the acetic acid treatm ent had been adequate. If 

necessary this was cautiously repeated: on some slides 100% acetic acid was 

used. Slides were finally dehydrated through an ethanol series.

Cytospin preparations were made at the hospital of origin directly onto clean 

glass slides. The fluid obtained by fine needle aspiration was spread directly on 

clean slides, also at the referring hospital, and left to dry in air. Ascitic fluid was 

spun  at 300g and suspended in KCl and then fixed as above before slide 

m aking.

All slides could be stored in a 4°C refrigerator for up to six weeks, or for longer 

at -40°C with a desiccant. Slides were aged for at least one week at 4°C before 

use, or artificially aged by baking at 65°C for 2-4 hours.

W hen required metaphase spreads were obtained for karyotyping from some 

of the cell lines and tum ours during exponential grow th w ith addition of 

colcemid for the final 3hrs. Slides were then m ade according to routine 

cytogenetic practice and chromosomes were G banded after im m ersion in 

2xSSC at 60°C for 5 m inutes and stained w ith 1:4 W right's stain: 50% 

Sorenson's buffer (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2

P artia l k a ry o ty p e  of E w ing 's sarcom a sh o w in g  typ ica l t( ll;2 2 )
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2.2.6. Preparation of released chromatin

Slides of stretched, released chromatin were produced according to one of the 

methods described by Fidlerova in 1994. Ewing's sarcoma, neuroblastoma and 

HFF cell lines which had been harvested and fixed normally were used. One 

drop of the cell suspension was put on one half of a dry clean slide and after a 

few seconds, once the cells had attached but not dried, the slide was carefully 

immersed in 2 x SSC for 3 seconds (1 x SSC is 0.15M sodium chloride, 0.015M 

sodium citrate). A solution of 70% formamide in 2 x SSC was then dripped 

carefully on to the upper end of the slide, holding it at an angle so that the 

solution all ran down in one direction. The slide was then rinsed carefully 

with 70, 95 and 100% ethanol for 3 minutes each. The quality of released 

chromatin was checked using phase microscopy, and suitable slides were baked 

for 20 minutes at 65°C before being used for in situ hybridisation (Figure 2.2). 

Some released chromatin preparations were produced from fresh, still wet, 

tum our imprints of neuroblastomas. This was done by extremely careful 

dropping of the formamide solution directly onto the unfixed slide, followed 

by fixing in ethanol as above.
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Figure 2.3.

A ppearance  of re leased  ch rom atin  u n d e r  p h ase  m icroscope

w \  «

2.2.7. FISH methods

i) Probe labelling: The probes for all experiments were labelled by nick- 

translation with biotin-11-dATP (BRL Bio-nick kit) or else with digoxygenin- 

11-dUTP (Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) according to the instructions of 

the supplier. The probes were purified through a Sephadex G50 column and 

precipitated with salmon sperm DNA and E. coli tRNA.

ii) Two colour FISH for t(ll;22): Hybridisation and detection were performed 

according to our modification of the technique described by Pinkel et al in 1986. 

For the majority of two colour experiments 80ng of LIE cosmid labelled with 

biotin and 60ng of cosS262 labelled with digoxygenin were mixed with lOpg of 

Cot-1 DNA (Gibco BRL). We have found these quantities to be optimal in 

producing signals of equal intensity with minimal background fluorescence on 

preparations of cultured cells and direct nuclear preparations. They are also 

suitable for released chromatin preparations, although it is often possible to 

use less DNA. For a few cases in which tumour imprints were used it was 

found to be necessary to use double quantities of DNA to obtain pairs of signals
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reliably. Cot-1 DNA has been found to be more efficient at reducing signal 

from repetitive sequences than total hum an DNA (Landegent et al, 1987), and 

the same quantity was used for all preparations. The probe/com petitor mixture 

was dried in a vacuum centrifuge and resuspended in 11 pi hybridisation mix 

(10% dextran sulphate, 2xSSC, 50% formamide, 1% Tween 20, pH7) , denatured 

at 75°C, chilled on ice and pre-annealed at 37°C for up to 3hrs. Hybridisation 

was then performed overnight at 37^0 under a sealed coverslip.

Post hybridisation washes were in 50% formamide, 2xSSC, pH7 and 2xSSC, 

pH7, both at 42°C. Slides were then washed in 4xSSC, 0.05% Tween 20, pH7 

(SSCT) and pre-incubated with SSCT plus 5% low fat dried milk (Marvel) 

(SSCTM). Detection was by incubation with sheep anti-digoxygenin polyclonal 

antibody (Boehringer Mannheim) at 0.4pg/ml plus avidin-Texas-red at 2pg /m l 

both in SSCTM. This was followed by rabbit anti-sheep IgG conjugated to FITC 

(Vector labs) at 30pg/m l. Then biotinylated anti-avidin at 5p g /m l was used 

alone and finally another round of avidin-Texas-red. All incubations were at 

37°C for 30 minutes and the slides were washed between incubations w ith 

SSCT at 42°C. Finally they were washed in phosphate buffered saline and 

dehydrated . Slides were m ounted in Citifluor (Citifluor Ltd., London) 

containing DAPI (diam idino-2-phenyl-indole, d ihydroch lo ride; Sigma) 

O.lpg/ml. Images were photographed on Scotch chrome 640T slide film using a 

Zeiss Axiophot microscope with an Omega Optical dual band filter which 

allows both red and green fluorescence to be viewed simultaneously.

iii) One colour FISH in neuroblastom a: Denaturing and dehydration of all 

types of preparations prior to hybridisation was performed as above. Each of 

the four probes used was hybridised onto a separate slide. If two types of 

preparation  were available for an individual patien t (e.g. both  tum our 

im prints and bone marrow smears) then all four probes were hybridised to 

both sets of slides. A quantity of 80ng was used for the cosmid and plasmid
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probes (CT4-1 and pNb-9), and 60ng was used for the two centromere probes 

(pUCl.77 and p4.4). Each probe was used with 3jig of Cot-1 DNA. The same 

quantities were used on released chromatin preparations. Hybridisation steps 

were the same as for two colours. Detection of the biotinylated signal was 

carried out by incubation with 5jil/m l FITC conjugated avidin DCS (Vector 

Labs.) in SSCTM for 30-40 minutes at 37°C. The signal was am plified by 

incubation with 5 |ig /m l biotinylated anti-avidin for 30 minutes and a second 

round of FITC-avidin DCS. Between the incubations the slides were washed 

three times in SSCT at room tem perature for 3 minutes. Finally they were 

w ashed in phosphate buffered saline and dehydrated w ith ethanol. Nuclei 

were counter-stained with O.Spg/ml propidium  iodide in Citifluor anti-fade 

solution. Images were photographed using a Zeiss Axiophot microscope with 

Zeiss filter set 9.PRO and Fujicolor 400 ASA print film.

iv) Chrom osom e painting: Chromosome 1 paint m ade by the DOP-PCR 

m ethod was treated exactly like the cosmids above, 80ng being used per slide 

w ith 3|ig of Cot-1 DNA. Quantities for detection with FITC were the same as 

above.

v) Brd-U band ing : In order to visualise the C-banding produced by the 

incorporated FdU in some metaphase preparations an extra step was added at 

the end of the detection procedure in which anti-Brd-U-FITC was used.

2.2.8. Evaluation of FISH results

i) Ewing’s sarcoma and PNET: The two probes cosS262 and cosLIF were applied 

to slides of nuclei of HFF and RD-ES. To ensure that m easurem ents were 

betw een different probes the experiments were carried out in two colours. 

CosS262 (labelled w ith digoxygenin) was detected w ith FITC and cosLIF 

(labelled w ith biotin) detected with Texas-red. Six slide preparations (from two 

separate cultures) were scanned for each of HFF and RD-ES. HFF and RD-ES
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nuclei were photographed and the relative distances between signals analysed 

by taking measurements (in millimetres) directly from slides projected on to a 

screen (Trask et al, 1989).

F ig u re  2.4

D ia g ra m  o f ch ro m o so m es 11 an d  22 sh o w in g  p o s itio n s  o f p ro b e s  on  
n o rm a l a n d  tran s lo ca ted  ch rom osom es
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In normal (control) cells the expected result is two pairs of signals indicating 

the positions of the two adjacent probes on each copy of chromosome 22. In 

two colour experiments each pair consists of one red and one green signal 

(cosLIF and cosS262 respectively). Cells carrying the t(ll;22)(q24;ql2) diagnostic 

of Ewing's sarcoma should show one pair of signals (on the normal 

chromosome 22) and two separate signals i.e. cosS262 rem aining on 

chromosome 22 above the breakpoint and cosLIF translocated to chromosome 

11 (Figure 2.4).
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Following statistical analysis which compared measurements from the normal 

controls with those from the Ewing's sarcoma cell line, a small pilot series of 

tum our samples and one further cell line were subjected to the same 

procedure, and findings were correlated with clinical and histopathological 

diagnoses. Subsequently, as photography and formal measurement of distances 

proved superfluous, the test was carried out by microscopy alone. The majority 

of samples were received as fresh biopsies, so cultured cells or direct nuclear 

preparations were used for this study. However for a few cases only tumour 

imprints were available.

Statistical methods: Ratios of the distances recorded for the two pairs of signals 

in each nucleus were calculated for the HFF and RD-ES nuclei. The larger 

distance was always used as numerator for the ratio since there was no obvious 

ordering between the pairs of measurements: all values were therefore greater 

than or equal to one (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5.

Diagram showing measurement of distances and calculation of ratios

(x) F ^
e ^ ----------^

Nucleus with t(ll;22) Normal nucleus

In both examples X  / y  is greater than or equal to 1

In order to assess whether the HFF ratios differed from the RD-ES ratios, a two 

sample rank test called the Mann-Whitney test was used (Altman, 1991). This
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In order to assess whether the HFF ratios differed from the RD-ES ratios, a two 

sample rank test called the Mann-Whitney test was used (Altman, 1991). This 

test assumes that the ratios observed in the HFF and RD-ES nuclei are random  

sam ples taken from two populations characterised by similar variation but 

different medians.

To determ ine how many pairs of m easurem ents should be carried out in 

practice in the diagnosis of tum ours w ith the t(ll;22) we have used a 

computer-intensive method known as "bootstrap” (Efron & Tibshirani, 1986). 

This method allowed us to simulate the populations of HFF and RD-ES ratios 

from  w hich the original observations w ere sam pled. From these two 

populations new random samples of different sizes could be generated.

We have considered sample sizes of 10, 20, 30 and 40 pairs of measurements 

and  we have exam ined the d istribu tion  of HFF and RD-ES values 

corresponding to each sample size. To sm ooth random  fluctuations 100 

replicates of each sample size were generated from each of the two populations 

and the m edian value of these computed. The distribution of the m edian 

values found for different sample sizes of the HFF data was then compared 

with that of the RD-ES data.

ii) N euroblastom a: Each of the four probes was hybridised onto separate 

im prints or bone marrow smears. An extra slide was stained w ith Giemsa or 

May-Grunwald-Giemsa (MGG) so that a parallel assessment of m orphology 

could be made allowing identification of tum our cells.

The neuroblastoma cells in these preparations were frequently single, bu t often 

there was nuclear clumping. It was necessary to include clumped nuclei in the 

study, but if the nuclei were overlapping, as opposed to adjacent, they were 

excluded. In some parts of the slides red blood corpuscles were still present.
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These take up FITC non-specifically, so when they were overlapping a tum our 

cell, that cell had to be excluded. The signals counted in each nucleus were of 

equal intensity to each other, though there was slight variation from cell to 

cell. Minor hybridisation spots and background fluorescence were discounted. 

Signals had to be completely separate from one another to be included; paired 

spots close together were counted as one signal.

Inevitably, given the material from which these preparations were made, there 

was an admixture of tum our cells and normal stromal or haemopoietic cells 

on each slide which varied from one area to another. It was meaningless, 

therefore, to include a pre-set number of random nuclei and calculate average 

signal num bers. Only the cells which were considered most likely to be 

tum our cells, after exam ination of the Giemsa stained slide of the same 

preparation, were included. In fact the proportion of non-tum our cells in the 

tum our imprints was very low (<15%) whereas in some bone m arrow smears 

it w as considerably higher. However there was usually no difficulty in 

identifying which cells to include.

In all samples there were nuclei which did not react with the DNA probes and 

also there w ere infrequent cells w ith  three or m ore signals. Control 

experiments were carried out with both centromere probes, CT4-1 and pNb-9 

using HFF nuclei and examining 600 nuclei for signal number. In the tum our 

imprints and bone marrow smears at least 50, and preferably 100, nuclei were 

examined which were believed to be of tum our origin. The hybridisation was 

repeated using more probe DNA in those where <70% of nuclei show ed a 

consistent result. In practice a small proportion of the cases reported below 

required a repeat hybridisation for CT4-1 in order to achieve this result.

The inclusion of the chromosome 8 centromere probe meant that those cases 

w ith three or four copies of chromosome 1 could be more securely classified as
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trip lo id  or te trap lo id  ra ther than m erely trisom ie or tetrasom ie for 

ehromosome 1. Chromosome 8 was ehosen as it is not speeifieally duplieated 

or deleted in neuroblastoma, and beeause the probe available is reliable and 

speeifie.

2.2.9. Collaborations

Primary neuroblastoma samples were obtained by needle or trueut biopsy, or 

open surgery and fresh tissue from all samples was sent to the Royal Vietoria 

Infirm ary, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, under the aegis of the N euroblastom a 

Committee of the United Kingdom Children's Cancer Study Group (UKCCSG).

At Newcastle, Southern blotting for N-myc was carried out by Angela 

McGuckin, and culture and karyotyping by Nick Bown. In each case the 

diagnosis conformed with internationally agreed criteria (Brodeur et al, 1993) 

and histological sections were reviewed by the UKCCSG's histological review 

panel. This enabled the results of this study of the role of FISH in diagnosis 

and prognosis of neuroblastoma to be fully correlated w ith data from more 

conventional approaches.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS 

Summary

i) Ewing's sarcoma and PNET: Probes flanking the breakpoint on chromosome 

22 were used to detect the presence of the typical t(ll;22) found in  these 

tumours. These probes are closely associated on an intact chromosome 22, bu t 

are separated by the translocation. The results of control experim ents on 

normal nuclei and a ES cell line known to bear the typical t(ll;22) are described 

first, including criteria for the inclusion of nuclei in  the study. A statistical 

evaluation of the control results is shown, and a test strategy is delineated for 

the detection of the translocation in further samples. The test requires just 30 

nuclei w hich fit the study criteria. The ratio of the distances betw een the two 

pairs of signals in each nucleus is estimated. A m edian ratio is calculated and 

the value of this indicates w hether or not the translocation is present, w ith  

95% confidence. The results of blind application of the test are presented for a 

small p ilo t group of tumours which had know n diagnoses. Results are then 

given for a larger series of children’s tum ours, clinically suspected to be 

Ew ing’s type m alignancies, bu t for w hich the diagnosis was unknow n. 

Interpretable results were obtained in 87.5% of cases tested. There were no false 

positive results, and a t(ll;22) was detected in  75% of cases subsequently  

diagnosed as being Ewing’s group tumours. Finally the results of a possible 

alternative approach are shown, where probes for the EWS and FLIl genes, 

which are brought together by the t(ll;22), are hybridised to released chrom atin 

preparations.

ii) Neuroblastoma: This section gives the results of the stages of developm ent 

of a panel of DNA probes which can be used for FISH to detect the most
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significant prognostic genetic factors in neuroblastoma, namely deletions of Ip , 

N-myc amplification and ploidy. Neuroblastom a cell lines were assessed for 

their suitability  as controls. Results of karyotyping, chromosome 1 painting 

and hybridisation w ith the N-myc probe pNb-9 are shown. The distal Ip  probes 

which were obtained by screening of a cosmid library were m apped, together 

w ith  two other probes from the same region. These four probes were then 

ordered using both m etaphase, interphase and chrom atin release techniques. 

One of these probes was then selected for use on routine neuroblastom a 

sam ples, and a suitable centromere probe for p loidy estim ation w as also 

selected. The results of control experiments on HFFs and a neuroblastom a cell 

line are given, for the N-myc probe, distal Ip  probe, chromosome 1 centromere 

and chromosome 8 centromere, together w ith criteria for the study of fresh 

tum our sam ples. Results are then given in a table for 68 neuroblastom a 

sam ples (from 58 patients) which were tested w ith this panel of probes. A full 

set of results was obtained on 75% of samples, while prognostically significant 

results were obtained in 82%. Separate success rates for d ifferent types of 

preparations are given, and all the results are correlated w ith those available 

from Southern blotting and karyotyping.

The results for nine samples of nuclei extracted from thick paraffin sections are 

tabulated, including the results of a comparison of different pre-treatm ents of 

the slides in tended to improve probe penetration. This w ork had  a low er 

success rate, w ith full or partial results being obtained in only 56% of patients.

The final set of the results are those from exploratory w ork using released 

chrom atin preparations for estim ation of a N-myc copy num ber. Results are 

show n on chrom atin  released  from  neurob lastom a cell lin es , d irec t 

p reparations and tum our im prints. It is an ticipated  that th is w ill be an 

especially suitable technique for detecting low level N-myc amplification.
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS 

3.1. Diagnosis of Ewing*s sarcoma and PNET

The probes cosS262 and cosLIF which flank the chromosome 22 breakpoint in 

the t(ll;22) were hybridised in two-colour experiments to HFF nuclei (controls) 

and a Ewing's sarcoma cell line (RD-ES) and the results, evaluated as described, 

are given below. After suitable statistical analysis a series of further samples 

was tested, the system was set up as a routine in the laboratory, and the 

m ethodology passed on to diagnostic departm ents in other institutions. The 

possibility of using cosmids for EWS and FLI-1 in a diagnostic setting was 

briefly explored using released chromatin preparations

3.1.1. Control measurements

A total of 130 pairs of measurements between cosLIF and cosS262 signals were 

taken from norm al HFF nuclei and 224 pairs from the RD-ES cell line. 

Measurements were only taken from nuclei where all four signals were clearly 

visible, and care was taken that no confusion arose from excessive background 

signal (figures 3.1 and 3.2). The experiments were repeated if the background 

was too marked. In a few nuclei a double dot was visible for one or more of the 

signals, probably due to chromatid duplication in poorly synchronised cells. 

Often this made no difference to the measurements taken, but in cases where a 

difference w ould result from selecting one or other half of the doublet the 

nucleus was excluded from the study. Occasionally, due to the configuration of 

the four signals, it was not possible to decide which ones constituted a pair. In 

these cases the nucleus was excluded from the study. Bunched or overlapping 

nuclei were not included to prevent inadvertent m easuring between signals 

arising in different cells.
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Figure 3.1.

Two colour FISH with cosLIF and cosS262 on normal HFF nuclei 
from culture

Figure 3.2.

Two colour FISH with cosLIF and cosS262 on cultured nuclei bearing 
t(ll;22)

Both figures 3.1 and 3.2 show cosLIF in red and cosS262 in green
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On the HFF slides 46% of the nuclei met these criteria for inclusion in the 

results. Hybridisation on the cell line was marginally less efficient allowing 

interpretation of 40% of nuclei. These figures compare favourably with data 

from other groups (Yaremko et al, 1992). There was little variability between 

experiments provided the standard conditions detailed above were adhered to. 

In a very few RD-ES nuclei there was an extra copy of chromosome 22, i.e. 

there were three pairs of signals. In each case two pairs had signals very close 

together, while the third pair was widely separated, so it appeared that there 

were two normal copies of chromosome 22 and one with a translocation. For 

the purposes of the study an average of the two similar measurements was 

taken.

3.1.2. Statistical analysis

A ratio was calculated (see section 2.2.8.i) for each pair of measurements. This 

approach means that no absolute measurements are compared, even between 

nuclei in the same preparation, so that differences between the various types of 

cell preparation used become irrelevant. There were a total of 130 values for 

the normal cells and 224 values for the tumour cells (all taken to 2 decimal 

places).

Figure 3.3

Histogram of ratios from HFF nuclei
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Figure 3.4

Histogram of ratios from RD-ES nuclei
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Both sets of results had highly skewed distributions as shown in the 

histograms (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). For the normal nuclei the median ratio was 

1.39 (1st quartile 1.16, 3rd quartile 1.87) with a maximum value of 4.20 and 

minimum of 1.00. For the RD-ES cell line the median was 4.80 (1st quartile 

2.40, 3rd quartile 6.97) with a maximum of 17.33 and minimum of 1.00. This 

means that in half the normal nuclei one pair of signals was at most 1.39 times 

further apart than the other pair, whilst the equivalent figure for the tumour 

cell line nuclei was 4.80 times. To compare the distribution of the HFF ratios 

with that of the RD-ES ratios the Mann-Whitney test was used, recommended 

because of the skewed distribution of the values (which was also found when 

they were log-transformed). The test showed a highly significant result (W = 

50957.5; P < 0.0001) indicating that the difference between the medians in the 

two sets of data was significantly different from zero.

The population from which the original sample was taken was simulated by 

computer and then, from this new population, new (random) samples of 

different sizes were generated . For each sample size this was repeated 100 

times. The medians for samples of different sizes were then compared . (Table

3.1.)
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Table 3.1

Summary of the median values found in 100 replicates

Sample size Cell without t(ll;22) Cell with t(ll;22)
Mean (SE) Range Mean (SE) Range

10 1.44 (0.18) [1.14,2.06] 4.76 (1.21) [2.19,8.28]
20 1.45 (0.16) [1.15,2.00] 4.75 (0.90) [2.87,6.82]
30 1.40 (0.10) [1.20,1.77] 4.93 (0.65) [2.67.6.56]
40 1.39 (0.10) [1.20,1.74] 4.83 (0.61) [3.52,6.50]

W ith a sample size of 30 measurements meeting the study criteria there is a 

95% confidence interval for the median ratio in nuclei w ithout the t(ll;22) of 

(1.19,1-59) and a 95% confidence interval for the m edian ratio in nuclei w ith 

t(ll;22) of (3.63,6.23). The two intervals are well apart. A sample size of 40 only 

slightly improves the discrimination between the two groups.

3.1.3. Application of the test to tumour samples

Four tum our samples and one more cell line (EW ll, from G Lenoir, (Turc- 

Carel et al, 1983)) from which nuclei had already been prepared underw ent 

FISH exactly as described above. All of these had been karyotyped previously 

and diagnoses made. One slide was processed for each sample: the num ber of 

evaluable nuclei was satisfactory on all 5 slides, so no part of the experiment 

had to be repeated. Assessment of results by fluorescent microscopy was carried 

out blind. The first 30 nuclei on each slide which met the criteria for the study 

were included. For each of these an estimate (by eye) of the ratio of the two 

distances between pairs of signals was recorded. The estimates were limited to 

1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and >6. In addition these same 30 nuclei were photographed, 

m easurem ents were taken and ratios were calculated as previously. The 

m edian values for the ratios of each of the 5 sam ples was found to be 

comparable by eye and by measuring (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2

Results for five samples tested blind according to the above criteria

Slide No Median Ratio 
(by eye)

Median Ratio 
(measured)

Diagnosis 
(from test)

Known
Diagnosis

1 1.5 1.53 Not ES/PNET Nb
2 1.5 1.44 Not ES/PNET R h
3 4.0 3.77 ES/PNET PNET
4 1.5 1.50 Not ES/PNET Nb
5 4.0 5.55 ES/PNET ES line

(ES = Ewing's sarcoma; PNET = peripheral neuroectodermal tumour; 
Nb = neuroblastoma; Rh = rhabdomyosarcoma)

The cell line and tum our number 3 (both known to have t(ll;22),) produced 

m edians w ithin the 95% confidence interval for the population bearing the 

translocation. The remaining three samples had values within the interval for 

not bearing the translocation.

3.1.4. Routine use of the test

After the above analysis it was clear that the system was reliable, being able to 

identify samples bearing the t(ll;22) as long as 30 nuclei were examined which 

fitted the test criteria. The accuracy of the "by eye" estimates of distance ratios 

m ean t tha t tim e consum ing and expensive pho tog raphy  and form al 

m easurem ent were unnecessary. Further samples of tum ours w ith a clinical 

presentation consistent with Ewing's sarcoma or PNET, i.e. in which there was 

an possibility that t(ll;22) might be present, were assessed rapidly using nuclei 

from brief culture, direct nuclear harvest or tum our imprints, depending on 

the quality and quantity of tum our material available. The results are listed 

below in table 3.3, together with the histological diagnosis finally made at the 

hospitals from which the samples originated.
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Table 3.3

Results of routine testing of tumour samples for presence of t(ll;22)

Patient 
No. & Initials

Type of 
Preparation

M edian Ratio 
(by eye)

Test Result 
(presence of 
t(ll;22)

Established 
Diagnosis 
(if available)

1. LD. Cultured 1.5 N o Ganglio-Nb

2. LA. Cultured 4 Yes PNET/ES

3. A.H. Cultured 1.5 N o Nb

4. L.L. Cultured 1.5 N o Teratom a

5. S.H. Cultured 1 N o Alveolar Rh.

6. J.H. Cultured 1 N o LCH

7. M.H. Cultured 4 Yes EOE

8. A.T. Cultured 1.5 N o PNET

9. C.M. Im print 4. Yes ES

10. N.P. Cytospin Not possible ---- PNET

ll.N .P . Ascitic Fluid Not Possible ---- PNET

12. C.S. Im print 3 Yes PNET

13. N.M. Im print Not possible ---- PNET

14. S.B. Im print 4 Yes PN ET/A skin 's

15. S.A-K. Direct Prep. 1 N o Alveolar Rh.

16. P.K. Direct Prep. 1.5 N o PNET

17. P.C. Direct Prep. 4 Yes PNET

Key:

Nb = neuroblastoma; PNET = primitive neuroectodermal tumour;

ES = Ewing’s sarcoma; Rh = rhabdomyosarcoma;

LCH = Langerhans cell histiocytosis; EOE = Extra-osseus Ewing’s sarcoma
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i) Preparation type: Cells grown from culture reliably produced interpretable 

results. Once tum our cell cultures were established they contained very few 

non-m alignant cells, and so the application of the test to 30 nuclei gave 

unequivocal results. Tumour samples containing a significant proportion of 

strom al cells tended not to do well in culture due to competition between 

malignant cells and the more rapidly growing fibroblasts. Cultures producing 

mainly, or only, fibroblasts (assessed by phase microscopy) were not included 

in the study. Direct nuclear preparations were also reliable. The ratio of 

fibroblasts to tumour cells was not artificially altered (as it is by culturing), and 

the m ajority of biopsies have a relatively low non-tum our component. As 

long as more than 50% of the cells included in the test are true tum our cells, 

the m edian ratio for cells with a t(ll;22) will be raised out of the range expected 

for normal cells, and the diagnosis can be made.

The interpretation of tum our imprints was complicated by the presence of 

blood cells on the slide. This meant that there was a possibility of missing a 

t(ll;22 ) if the tum our cells were excessively d ilu ted by neutrophils and 

lymphocytes. It was therefore necessary to check the nuclear morphology using 

the DAPI background stain before including any nucleus: any obvious non

tum our cells were excluded from the study. The cytospin preparation proved 

completely unsuitable for this type of experiment as the nuclei were packed 

together very closely on the slide, often overlapping. This meant that it was 

not possible to be certain which signals arose from which nuclei, m aking 

proper evaluation of distances between probes impossible. The particular 

sample of ascitic fluid included in the study contained insufficient cells to be 

assessable even after repeated centrifugation.

Examples showing the typical appearance of these results are shown in figures 

3.5 to 3.8 on the following page.
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Figure 3.6

Direct preparation showing 
two intact chromosomes 22

Direct nuclear preparation 
showing t(ll;22)

Figure 3.7 Figure 3.8

Imprint showing t(ll;22) Cytospin preparation (PI counter- 
stain only) showing crowded cells
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ii) Correlation w ith clinical and histological diagnoses: Altogether experiments 

were carried out on 17 samples from 16 patients. Results were obtained in 14 

cases (87.5%). Six of the 16 patients were found to have malignancies other 

than those in Ewing's sarcoma group of tumours, and in all of these there was 

no evidence from FISH of the presence of the t(ll;22). Of the rem aining 10 

patients, all of whom had Ewing's sarcoma or related tum ours, results were 

not obtained in two cases. Six of the eight on which results were obtained 

(75%) showed FISH signals indicative of a t(ll;22) translocation. This finding 

enabled a firm diagnosis of a Ewing's group tum our to be made. Case 16, which 

was not positive for the t(ll;22) although the diagnosis was PNET, appeared 

from the FISH signals to have a complex translocation, possibly w ith three 

copies of chromosome 22. This made interpretation of the results difficult, and 

may be the reason why a translocation was not definitely detected.

3.1.5. Experiments on released chromatin

Cosmids obtained for EWS and FLI-1 were hybridised first onto norm al and 

t(ll;22) m etaphases in conjunction with the relevant centromere to check the 

specificity of the probes (figure 3.9). They were then hybridised singly to 

released chrom atin, and finally together in tw o-colour experim ents. In 

preparations with a t(ll;22) the two linear signals were visible lying end to end 

along a chrom atin fibre, indicating that EWS and FLI-1 genes had become 

juxtaposed by the translocation (figure 3.10).

This approach successfully identified samples bearing the t(ll;22) but there was 

no advan tage  over the in terphase app roach  described  above. The 

disadvantages were that the slide preparation time was longer and was not 

wholly reliable, due to idiosyncratic variation in the sensitivity of cells from 

different samples to the formamide. Also there was not always sufficient 

material available to prepare the chromatin, whereas even very small biopsies 

were often suitable at least for imprints, if not for direct preparation. In practice
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only those tumours which grew successfully in culture were used. Although 

this method of visualisation of the translocation was of research interest I did 

not feel that it was an appropriate option for routine use.

Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10.

CosFLI-1 and chromosome 11 
centromere in metaphase

CosEWS (red) and cosFLI-1 
(green) - chromatin release

3.2. Prognosis in neuroblastoma

The presence of del(lp) ,N-myc amplification and tumour cell ploidy level 

were determined by the application of FISH to various preparations of 

neuroblastoma samples.

3.2.1. Assessment of neuroblastoma cell lines as potential controls

The neuroblastoma cell lines 1MR32, Kelly, GOTO, PCF, NBl, NBIOO, SK-N-BE, 

SK-N-DE, SK-N-Ll and SK-N-SK were cultured and karyotyped as far as 

possible. They had complex karyotypes with multiple translocations and 

deletions and many marker chromosomes. In some cases aberrations of 

chromosome 1 were not easily identified from the karyotype alone, so painting 

with DOP-PCR chromosome 1 paint was also undertaken. It was necessary to
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identify a cell line with a del(lp) which would be suitable as a control for FISH 

studies seeking the deletion. In addition it was necessary to estim ate the 

num ber of copies of N-myc present in the cell lines so that the visual estimates 

of different quantities of this gene could be standardised. W hen they were 

available, published karyotypes were correlated w ith the results. Inevitably 

there had been karyotypic evolution in some lines. Lines in which N-myc 

amplification was found, either in DMs or HSRs, were also checked against 

literature reports if available (Seeger et al, 1977: Tumilowicz et al, 1970). The 

results are presented in table 3.4 below.

Table 3.4. 

Characteristics of neuroblastoma cell lines

Neuroblastoma 

cell line

Rearrangements of 

chromosome 1

N-myc copy number and 

site if amplified

IMR32 Deletion of Ip. HSR on Ip. Amplified x 30

Kelly U nknow n. Amplified x 120 (2 HSRs)

GOTO Complex: 4 copies involved 
in translocations.

Amplified x 60

N B l U nknow n. Single copy

NBIOO Complex rearrangements. Single copy

SK-N-BE U nknow n. Amplified x 150 (2 HSRs)

SK-N-DE 2 copies ; one with whole of 
Ip  translocated to a gp E chr.

Am plified

SK-N-LI 4 copies; entire Ip  deleted in 
one copy. Occ. large markers 
involving chr. 1.

Single copy

SK-N-SK 2 copies, plus a duplication of 
part of Iq.

Single copy

PCF 4 copies of chr. 1; two w ith 
del(lp35-lpter)

Single copy
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i) Karyotyping: After karyotyping the cell line PCF was selected as being most 

suitable as a control for the detection of Ip deletion. PCF has four copies of 

chromosome 1, two of which have a terminal deletion of Ip, from band lp35- 

Ipter This is replaced by part of chromosome 17q. The abnormal chromosomes 

Ip are shown in the partial karyotype in figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11.

Partial karyotype of neuroblastoma cell line PCF

There are four copies of chromosome 1, two of which have a terminal 
deletion of Ip, with additional chromosome 17q material.

ii) Chromosome painting: In order to be certain that the terminal portion of 

Ip  was lost rather than involved in a complex translocation, chromosome 1 

paint made by the DOP-PCR method was hybridised to metaphases from the 

cell line PCF (figure 3.12). The results confirmed that lp35-lp ter was not 

present anywhere in the genome for two out of the four copies of chromosome 

1 in PCF. The other two copies appeared completely intact w ith no 

involvement in any translocations. Painting was also carried out to clarify the 

chromosome 1 rearrangements in the other cell lines if the karyotype was 

difficult to interpret (figure 3.13).



Figure 3.12.
I l l

Figure 3.13.

PCF m e tap h a se  w ith  DOP-PCR 
p a in t fo r ch rom osom e 1

SK-N-LI metaphase with DOP-PCR 
paint for chromosome 1

iii) N-myc copy number: The plasmid probe for N-myc, pNb-9, was hybridised 

to the cell lines in metaphase and interphase if there was any evidence from 

karyotyping that there was amplification. The results are shown in table 3.4. 

Below, as an example, the cell line SK-N-BE is shown. In a G-banded 

metaphase two HSRs are visible, on chromosmes 6p and 4q (figure3.14). These 

are then shown after FISH with pNb-9 in both metaphase and interphase 

(figures 3.15 and 3.16). Three other interphase preparations are shown for 

comparison with lower N-myc copy number (figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19).

It was apparent that N-myc amplification below 20 copies might not reliably be 

identified using FISH in interphase. However in practice this is rarely a 

problem as low level N-myc amplification is extremely rare. The potential use 

of released chromatin in this very uncommon situation will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.14.

SK-N-BE: G-banded metaphase 
showing HSRs

Figure 3.15.

SK-N-BE: The same metaphase with 
FISH showing N-myc on HSRs

A

m

Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17.

SK-N-BE: Interphase nucleus with 
N-myc amplification (-150 copies)

Kelly: Interphase nucleus showing 
N-myc amplification (-120 copies)

%
Figure 3.18. Figure 3.19.

GOTO: Interphase nucleus with 
N-myc amplification (-60 copies)

IMR32: Interphase nucleus showing 
N-myc amplification (-20 copies)
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3.2.2. Screening of cosmid library Following screening of the cosmid library 

using plasmid probes pl-24 and p i-45 three potentially suitable cosmids were 

selected. CT4-1, a 47kb cosmid isolated using probe pl-24, and Cll-A and C14-B 

both approximately 38kb isolated using pl-45.

3.2.3. Mapping and ordering of distal Ip probes

The four probes obtained for the distal part of chromosome Ip were hybridised 

onto normal metaphase chromosomes with and without BrdU banding so that 

their positions could be determined. Both CT4-1 and Pl-79 were visible right at 

the telomere, at lp36.3. The other two probes, PSA-10 and Cll-A appeared at 

lp36.1-2 (figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23).

It was necessary to select one probe which would be the most suitable for 

application to patient samples to detect clinically significant deletions of 

chromosome Ip. The optimal probe needed to produce a bright, reliable signal 

with no minor hybridisation signals, and to lie distal to the consensus deletion 

site at lp36.1-2 so that it is always included in the large deletions known to be 

associated with poor prognosis (Takeda et al, 1994; Schleiermacher et al, 1994).

Figure 3.20. Figure 3.21.

PSA-10 on normal metaphase Pl-79 on normal metaphases
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Figure 3.22. Figure 3.23.

CT4-1 on BrdU banded metaphase Cll-A on normal metaphase

The detection of interstitial deletions in band lp36 was neither necessary nor 

desirable for this study as the prognostic significance is less clear. Because the 

order of the probes was not obvious some double, two colour, hybridisation 

experiments were performed on normal metaphase spreads, and some triple, 

two colour, hybridisations on interphase preparations.

i) Double hybridisation experiments (metaphase): The probes were hybridised 

in pairs onto normal lymphocyte metaphases: CT4-1 with Pl-79; CT4-1 with 

Cll-A; CT4-1 with PSA-10; Pl-79 with Cll-A and Pl-79 with PSA-10. For each 

pair 20 metaphases were sought in which the signals were clearly visible on 

chromosome 1 (identified using the DAPI counterstain), and 70% concordance 

was required to be certain of the order. The probe order seen in metaphase was 

occasionally reversed, and in some preparations the signals appeared to lie side 

by side, or superimposed upon one another on the chromosome. This was 

particularly the case with the double hybridisation of CT4-1 and Pl-79. After 

examination of 20 informative metaphases from each pair hybridised it was 

clear that both CT4-1 and Pl-79 lie distal to Cll-A, but the order of CT4-1 and 

Pl-79 could not be clarified as the signals were too close.
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Figure 3.24.

a) CT4-1 and Pl-79 on a nomal metaphase b) DAPI counterstain

Figure 3.25.

a) Cll-A and Pl-79 on a normal metaphase b) DAPI counterstain

ii) Triple hybridisation experiments (interphase): The order of the three probes 

CT4-1, Pl-79 and Cll-A which was not fully proven by the above metaphase 

experiments was established in a three probe experiment performed on HFF 

nuclei. CT4-1 and CLl-A were labelled with digoxgenin and detected in green 

with FITC, and Pl-79 was labelled with biotin and detected with texas red. A
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total of 40 nuclei were examined in which all three signals were visible for 

both copies of chromosome 1, and 56% of these showed the order green-red- 

green, 27% showed two of the signals superimposed or side by side, and 17% 

showed a reversal of the order. These results were comparable to those found 

in similar ordering experiments by Shipley (1993) and implied that CT4-1 is 

distal to Pl-79, and Cll-A proximal to both as previously (figure 3.26).

The small probe PSA-10 could not be ordered using double hybridisation in 

metaphase as its signal was overpowered by the larger, brighter signal from the 

other probe involved in each experiment. Interphase studies were therefore 

necessary to determine the position of PSA-10. The first combination consisted 

of CT4-1 detected in green and Pl-79 in red (because their relative positions 

were known) and PSA-10 in red. 58% of nuclei showed the order green-red- 

red, so it was clear that PSA-10 was not distal to CT4-1 (figure 3.27). The second 

experiment was with Pl-79 in red, and both PSAIO and Cll-A in green. The 

order visible in 65% of nuclei was green-green-red, so PSA-10 was not lying 

distal to Pl-79, but its position relative to Cll-A remained to be established.

F ig u re  3.26.

CT4-1, P l-79 a n d  C ll-A  h y b rid ise d  to g e th e r  on to  HFF n u c le u s

CT4-1 a n d  C ll-A  are d e tec ted  w ith  FITC (green) a n d  P l-79  w ith  
T exas red.
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Figure 3.27.

CT4-1, P l-79  a n d  PSA-10 h y b rid ise d  to g e th e r  o n to  HFF n u c le u s

CT4-1 is d e tec ted  w ith  FITC (green) a n d  P l-79  a n d  PSA-10 w ith  
Texas red. T he sam e nu c leu s w ith  D A PI co u n te rs ta in  is a lso  sh o w n .

A final experiment with both Pl-79 and Cll-A in red and PSA-10 in green 

placed PSA-10 proximal to both the other probes in 61% of nuclei. Thus the 

probable final order of the four probes on chromosome Ip is:

Telom ere CT4-1----- P l-79----- C ll-A ------PSA-10------Centromere

iii) Chromatin release experiments: Even in interphase preparations the two 

most telomeric probes, CT4-1 and Pl-79, appeared extremely close together on 

chromosome 1. A further experiment was therefore carried out in which these 

two probes were hybridised together onto released chromatin and detected in 

different colours, so that an estimate could be made of the distance between 

them. The result is shown in figure 3.28. The probes were sufficiently close that 

in the chromatin from many nuclei they appeared to be completely adjacent. 

However sometimes a distance equal to approximately half the length of CT4-1 

(15 - 20 kb) was visible between the two probes. The actual distance between 

CT4-1 and Pl-79 is therefore likely to be between 0 and 20kb.
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Figure 3.28.

CT4-1 and Pl-79 hybridised in two colours on to released chromatin

CT4-1 is sh o w n  in  red  and  Pl-79 in  g reen .

3.2.4. Selection of probes for routine use

i) Ip  probes: All four probes were hybridised in separate experiments onto 

metaphases from the neuroblastoma cell line PCF together with pUCl.77, the 

chromosome 1 centromere probe, to identify the four copies of chromosome 1. 

This showed that the signals for all four probes were lost from the two copies 

of chromosome 1 which have del(lp35-lpter). There was no evidience of any 

translocations of this region of Ip to another chromosome. The distal Ip 

signals were clearly visible on the two intact copies of chromosome 1 (figure 

3.29).

Following this work it was apparent that any of the four probes might be used 

to detect deletions from lp36 to Ipter. However the signal from PSA-10 was 

less bright than the other three and therefore might produce unreliable results 

in some of the less optimal tissue preparations. The two sub-telomeric probes, 

CT4-1 and Pl-79, which are adjacent to one another on chromosome Ip were 

felt to be the most suitable as they reliably produced bright, clear signals, and
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would inevitably be involved in the distal deletions known to be associated 

with poor prognosis. In addition they are unlikely to be lost in any small 

interstitial deletions involving lp36, because of their distal location. This is 

important as the clinical and prognostic significance of such deletions is not 

clear, and certainly there is no argument for intensive initial therapy in the 

presence of an interstitial deletion if there are no other poor prognostic 

markers present. Of these two CT4-1 was chosen only because having been 

produced specifically for this study there could be no difficulties with 

availability of sufficient quantities of the probe.

F ig u re  3.29.

C h ro m o so m e  1 cen trom ere  pU C l.77  a n d  d is ta l I p  p ro b e  CT4-1 
h y b rid ised  to n eu rob lastom a cell line  PCF

ii) Centromere for ploidy and as control: Several centromere probes were 

hybridised to normal HFF interphase preparations. All those considered were 

from chromosomes which are not specifically involved in genetic aberrations 

in neuroblastoma. Chromosome 8 centromere (p4.4) was selected as it always 

produced a well localised, bright signal with no secondary hybridisation sites 

on other chromosomes. Examples of other centromere probes which were 

considered are LI.84 (chromosome 18 centromere) which tended to produce a
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faint signal unsuitable for routine use, and pl41 (chromosome 14 centromere) 

which showed secondary hybridisation on chromosomes 22, m aking it 

unsuitable as an aid to ploidy estimation (figure 3.30).

F ig u re  3.30.

C en tro m eres co n sid ered  fo r estim atio n  of p lo id y  a n d  fo r con tro ls 
a) C h ro m o so m e  14 b) C hrom osom e 18 c) C hrom osom e 8

3.2.5. Control experiments on normal HFF nuclei and PCF cell line

The sensitivity of the chosen probes was assessed by applying them to 

preparations of normal HFF nuclei and examining 600 nuclei. Imprints of 

comparable normal tissue, or bone marrow smears containing chromosomally 

normal but morphologically identifiable non-haemopoietic cells were not 

readily available for comparison.

i) Centromeres: The chromosome 1 centromere probe, pUCl.77, produced two 

clear separate signals in 78% of normal nuclei. In addition, 2% showed no 

signal, 14% showed one signal, 3% three signals and 3% four signals. The 

second centromere probe, p4.4 (chromosome 8 centromere), which was 

selected both as a control and to help make an estimate of tumour cell ploidy, 

produced two signals in 83% of normal nuclei. Proportions for no signal, one, 

three and four signals were 0%, 10%, 2% and 5% respectively.
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ii) Probe for del(lp): Using the distal Ip  probe, CT4-1, 80% of norm al HFF 

nuclei displayed two hybridisation signals, <1% no signal, 5% one signal, 4% 

three signals, 9% four signals and 2% >4 signals. CT4-1 was also hybridised 

onto interphase preparations of the neuroblastoma cell line PCF. Two signals 

were clearly visible in approximately 80% of nuclei. This was the expected 

result because this line has four copies of chromosome 1, two of which have 

distal Ip  deletions, leaving two intact copies to which the term inal Ip  probe 

will hybridise.

iii) N-myc am plification: Using the N-myc probe pNb-9, two discrete signals 

were seen in 84% of HFF nuclei. In addition nuclei from four neuroblastoma 

cell lines known to have amplification of N-myc were prepared. IMR32 has 

approximately 20 copies of N-myc per cell, GOTO has 60 copies, SK-N-BE has 

150 copies and Kelly 120 copies per cell. This produces a very characteristic 

appearance under the fluorescence microscope (figures 3.16 to 3.19), which 

cannot easily be m istaken for background fluorescence. Signal num bers in 

interphase nuclei were then counted in broad categories: 0-20; 20-50; 50-100 and 

>100. A m edian value was therefore taken in each case. Wide cell to cell 

variation in copy number was observed in the prim ary tum ours w ith N-myc 

amplification probably due to random segregetion of DMs during mitosis.

In order to obtain an estimate of the num ber of copies in the patient samples 

signals were counted as accurately as possible at microscopy in 100 nuclei and 

then divided into categories depending on the num ber of N-myc signals seen. 

The categories were 0 -2 5  copies, 25-50 copies, 50 - 100 copies and >100 copies. A 

m edian N-myc content for each tum our sample was then taken. It was not 

realistic to give precise signal counts for each case because of crowding and 

overlapping of signals where there was a high N-myc copy num ber, and 

because of the wide cell to cell variation in signal numbers. Frequently two or
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three discrete signals from the N-myc probe were seen in the nuclei of the 

cases in which the gene was not amplified.

Interphase studies will not reliably detect N-myc amplification of less than 20 

copies per cell as the signal may be weak and sparsely distributed in the 

nucleus. Low level amplification may be observed in neuroblastoma but this is 

a rare occurrence of uncertain prognostic value. Its detection using released 

chrom atin will be described below. In reality, tum ours w ith amplification of 

N-myc usually have a large number of copies and are easily detected by this 

m ethod.

3.2.6. FISH results on patient samples

Each of the selected probes, pNb-9, CT4-1, pUCl.77 and p4.4, were hybridised 

onto separate slides. The most frequently available preparation was a tum our 

im print, but bone m arrow smears and direct nuclear preparations were often 

used, and cultured cells, fine needle aspirates, cytospins and paraffin embedded 

m aterial were also tried. If slides of more than one preparation type were 

available for a patient then all four probes were hybridised to each set of slides.

At least 50, and preferably 100, nuclei were examined which were believed to 

be of tum our origin. An assesment of cell morphology was made on an extra 

slide stained with May-Grunwald-Giemsa (MGG) so that tum our cells could be 

identified. The hybridisation was repeated using more probe DNA in those 

where <70% of nuclei showed a consistent result. In practice approxim ately 

10% of the cases reported below required a repeat hybridisation for one of the 

probes, most commonly CT4-1, in order to achieve this result.

Six selected cases are described in detail as a representative sample chosen to 

show the various combinations of genetic abnorm alities m ost frequently 

observed. The results on 68 patient samples are shown in table 3.5.
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i) Sam ples 17 and 18 (L.C.) : This boy was diagnosed as having a stage 4 

neuroblastoma aged 7 years and 6 months, when he presented w ith a prim ary 

adrenal tum our and bone marrow métastasés. Both a tum our biopsy and a 

bone m arrow aspirate were performed. Southern blotting showed that there 

was no amplification of N-myc. Abnormal m etaphases were obtained from 

both the tumour and the marrow, and showed a chromosome count of 47 with 

several structural alterations involving chromosomes 7, 5 and 3. A dditional 

changes in chromosomes 4 and 18 were seen only in tum our nuclei from the 

bone marrow. In all the metaphases studied both chromosomes 1 were grossly 

norm al w ith no evidence of short arm rearrangements. MGG staining of the 

m arrow smears showed a heavy infiltration with tum our cells. FISH using the 

N-myc probe pNb-9 produced two discrete signals in many nuclei, but there 

was no evidence of gene amplification. Two copies both of chromosome 1 

centromere and of the distal Ip  probe, CT4-1, were seen in approximately 90% 

of nuclei. The control centromere, p4.4, showed two signals in 94% of nuclei. 

The quality of the in situ hybridisation tended to be higher w ith the tum our 

im prin ts than w ith  the m arrow  sm ears as there was less background 

fluorescence, and very few areas of non-tum our cells. The FISH results 

correlate well with the results from Southern blotting and from culturing.

ii) Sam ples 20 and 21 (M.C.) : A three day old boy presented w ith a stage 2 

abdominal neuroblastoma (Brodeur et al, 1993). This was resected w hen the 

patien t was two weeks old and found to have unfavourable histology, 

according to the criteria of Shimada (Shimada et al, 1984). A direct nuclar 

preparation  and tum our im prints were m ade from the resected m aterial. 

Subsequently the child developed hepatic métastasés and was reclassified as 

stage 4. Southern blotting of the primary tum our showed one copy of N-myc. 

Suitable m etaphases for karyotyping were not obtained. In situ hybridisation 

w ith pNb-9 showed no signal typical of N-myc amplification in any of the 

tum our nuclei examined. There were 3 signals from pU Cl.77 and CT4-1 in
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over 70% of tum our nuclei, implying that three copies of chromosome 1 were 

present which were complete with no deletion at lp36. The chromosome 8 

centromere probe showed two populations of cells, w ith four copies in 45% of 

nuclei and three copies in 41%. These data suggest that the tum our had a 

complex karyotype. There was no difference betw een the results from the 

im prints and those from the direct preparations, except that the direct 

preparations tended to be cleaner with less debris on the slides.

iii) Sample 27 (V.D.) : This 4 year old girl who had previously been treated for a 

stage 4 neuroblastom a relapsed w ith  a chest w all m ass and axillary 

lym phadenopathy. Biopsies were taken from both sites and im prints were 

made. The results of Southern blotting revealed amplification of N-myc w ith 

approxim ately 20 copies. The karyotype was near diploid, and included an 

unbalanced t( l ; l l)  translocation with loss of material from the distal portion of 

Ip. Giemsa staining of slides from the chest wall and an involved lymph node 

showed large num bers of tum our cells, some of which were disrupted in the 

process of making the slides. There were two copies of pUCl.77 in over 90% of 

tum our nuclei, and two copies of p4.4 in 81% of nuclei. With CT4-1 only 10% 

of nuclei showed two signals, while the majority, 79%, show ed only one 

signal, and a further 10% had no visible signal. The appearance after 

hybridisation with pNb-9 suggested a high num ber of copies of this probe. The 

data from the in situ hybridisation therefore agreed w ith the karyotyping and 

blotting results, and showed that the tum our had both a deletion of Ip  and N- 

myc amplification.

iv) Samples 29 and 30 (L.E.) : This 4 year old boy was diagnosed as having stage 

4 neuroblastom a w hen he presented w ith  a thoraco-abdom inal prim ary  

tum our and bone, bone m arrow and pleural métastasés. A bone m arrow  

aspirate was carried out and smears made. No other biopsy m aterial was 

available. An MGG stained marrow smear showed complete infiltration with
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neuroblastom a cells. Some of the aspirated m arrow was used for Southern 

blotting for N-myc, which showed a single copy, and some was cultured for 

m etaphase preparation. The chromosome spreads were not of sufficient 

quality for full karyotyping, but counting was possible and revealed that there 

were two cell populations. One had an apparently norm al 46,XY karyotype, 

while the other had a near tetraploid karyotype w ith chromosome counts 

varying between 82 and 89. It was not possible to comment on the presence of 

structural rearrangem ents as the chromosome morphology was poor. FISH 

was perform ed directly on the bone m arrow  sm ears w hich show ed no 

evidence of N-myc amplification using pNb-9. The centromere probe pUCl.77 

showed that there were two populations of tum our cells: approxim ately 25- 

30% were large and most of these showed four chromosome 1 centromere 

signals; the remaining 70-75% were smaller and had two signals. The distal Ip  

probe gave two signals in the smaller nuclei but a maximum of three signals 

in the large cells. The chromosome 8 centromere probe confirmed that there 

were two populations of tum our cells with 29% showing four signals and 65% 

showing only two signals (in addition 3% showed three signals and 3% one 

signal). The results of the in situ hybridisation therefore correlated well w ith 

those from other techniques, showing that there was no N-myc amplification, 

but that the tum our contained a pseudodiploid clone with a probable del(lp).

A second bone m arrow aspirate taken after a course of chemotherapy showed 

that the tetraploid clone had been reduced to approximately 10% of tum our 

cells. The other findings rem ained the same as pre-chem otherapy. (Figure 

3.32.)

v) Sample 53 (M.R.) : This girl aged 7 years relapsed with bone m arrow disease 

five years after diagnosis of a stage 4 neuroblastoma. A bone m arrow aspirate 

was performed, but a solid tumour biopsy was not available. Southern blotting 

showed a single copy of N-myc. Karyotyping showed that there were two 

populations of cells, one with an apparently normal 46,XX karyotype and the
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other w ith a near tetraploid complement of 96-97 chromosomes per cell. In 

m any of these cells four copies of chromosome 1 were observed bu t the 

chrom osom e m orphology was not of h igh  quality  and no defin ite  

rearrangem ents of Ip  were identified. An MGG stained smear of the m arrow 

aspirate showed that the neuroblastoma cells were mainly in clumps, many of 

them  m echanically d isrup ted . FISH w as perform ed directly  on these 

preparations. The N-myc probe clearly showed two signals in m ost of the 

tum our nuclei, w ith  no evidence of any am plified N-myc signal. Probe 

pUCl.77 produced four signals in 70% of the tum our nuclei, and three signals 

in 24%. The chromosome 8 centromere probe showed three signals in 75% of 

nuclei. The distal cosmid for lp36, CT4-1, showed a maximum of three signals. 

These results indicated a complex karyotype, including chrom osom e 1 

tetrasomy, with a distal Ip  deletion in one copy. (Figure 3.38.)

vi) Sam ple 55 (R.R.) : A three week old boy presented  w ith  stage 4s 

neuroblastoma with an extensive abdominal prim ary and hepatic métastasés. 

Histology was favourable. Southern blotting revealed a single copy of N-myc, 

bu t no suitable metaphases were obtained for karyotyping. Im prints m ade 

from the biopsy specim en before it was subjected to these tests w ere 

investigated. Three copies of each of the probes pUCl.77, CT4-1 and p4.4 were 

seen in over 70% of nuclei, indicating that the tum our was probably triploid. 

There was no evidence of N-myc amplification, and in m any nuclei three 

single copies of pNb-9 were present. The patient was observed without therapy 

and the tum our regressed spontaneously.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 are on the following pages.



Table 3.5.

Results on samples tested using FISH for ploidy, chromosome 1 aberrations and N-myc copy number, 

showing correlation with conventional cytogenetics and Southern blot results.

SAMPLE 

No./ Ref.

TYPE 

of Slide

FISH RESULTS 

Ploidy and Chr. 1 Changes

FISH RESULTS 

N-myc

CYTOGENETICS RESULTS 

Ploidy and Chr. 1 Changes

SOUTHERN BLOT 

RESULTS 

N-myc
1. L.A. Imprint - 

2 sets.
Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS Insufficient DNA

2. S. A-K. Direct
prep.

70-75% diploid and 25-30% 
tetraploid cells, no del(lp)

No amplification. NS NS

3. S. A-K. Imprint - 
2 sets.

75% diploid and 25% 
tetraploid with no del(lp).

No amplification

4. J.A. Imprint - 
3 sets.

No result. No tumour nuclei 
on slides.

No result. LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

Insufficient DNA.

5. A.B. Imprint. Two copies of chr. 1, no 
del(lp). 3 copies of chr. 8.

No amplification. NS NS



6. K.Ba. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). 5% 
hexaploid cells.

No amplification. NS NS

7. E.B. Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS Poor quality DNA

8. C.B. Imprint. No result. Insufficient nuclei 
on slides.

No result. NS No amplification.

9J.B. Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS No amplification.

10. S.B. Imprint. No result. Insufficient nuclei 
on slides.

No result. LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

Insufficient DNA.

11. T.B. Imprint. Triploid with no del(lp). No amplification. Near triploid, no Ip  loss. No amplification.

12. K.Bu. Imprint 
of frozen 
tissue.

No result. Necrotic tissue and 
protein film prevent probe 
penetration.

No result. Near-diploid and near- 
tetraploid clones both 
showing Ip  deletion.

40-45 copies of N-myc.

13. T.C. Imprint. Diploid with deletion of Ip. No amplification. NS NS

14. A.C. Imprint. Triploid with no del(lp). No amplification. NS No amplification.

15. J.Cl. Imprint - 
2 sets.

No result. Biopsy old and 
mostly necrotic.

No amplification. Failed. No amplification.

to
00



16. K.C. Bone
marrow.

Complex: diploid/tetraploid 
clone with respect to chr. 1, 
but 3 copies chr. 8 in 72%. 
Possible del(lp) in tetraploid 
clone as 4% have 4 copies and 
32% 3 copies of CT4-1.

No amplification. Variable 44-72 chromosomes. 
2 large markers possibly 
involving chr.l. 2 normal 
copies of chr. 1 seen also.

No amplification.

17. L.C. Bone
marrow.

Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. Pseudodiploid. 
Chromosome 1 normal.

NS

18. L.C. Imprint. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. Near diploid. Chr. 1 normal. No amplification.

19. R.C. Imprint. Diploid with deletion of Ip. Amplification 50-100 
copies.

NS 20 - 50 copies of N- 
myc.

20. M.C. Imprint. Complex: triploid and 
tetraploid. 3 copies of chr. 1. 
No del(lp).

No amplification. NS No amplification.

21. M.C. Direct
prep.

Complex: triploid and 
tetraploid. 3 copies of chr. 1. 
No del(lp).

No amplification.

22. J.Cr. Imprint. 3 copies of chr.l, no del(lp). 
2 copies of chr.8.

No amplification. LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

NS
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23.J.D. Imprint. 3 copies of chr. 1 with 
deletion of Ip. Two copies of 
chr. 8.

No amplification. NS No amplification.

24. LD. Culture. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. Failed. NS

25. K.D. Direct
prep.

Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

26. K.D. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. — - - —

27. C.D. Culture. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. LT culture - only normal 
fibroblasts grown.

NS

28. V.D. Imprint. Diploid with deletion of Ip. Amplified with 50-100 
copies of N-myc.

Pseudodiploid.
Unbalanced t( l;ll)  with loss 
of Ip.

20 copies of N-myc.

29. L.D. Imprint. No result. Friable nuclei all 
smeared on slides.

Possible amplification. 
Quantity not assessed.

NS NS
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30. L.E. Bone
marrow.

25 - 30% tetraploid with 3 
copies of CT4-1, i.e. 1 del(lp). 
70 - 75% diploid, no del(lp).

No amplification. Two populations: diploid 
and near tetraploid. Chr. 
analysis not possible.
LT culture - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification.

31. L.E. Post-
chemo.
BM.

Tetraploid clone reduced to -  
10% of cells. Rest diploid 
with no del(lp).

No amplification. NS NS

32. N.F. Direct
prep.

Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

33. N.F. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. ---

34. R.G. Imprint. Diploid. No evidence del(lp). No amplification. Failed. No amplification.

35. D.G. Bone
marrow.

Trisomie for chr. 1, but no 
del(lp).

No amplification. Complex: hyperdiploid with 
multiple rearrangements. No 
definite involvement chr. 1.

NS

36. D.G. Relapsed
bone
marrow.

Trisomie for chr. 1 and 8, 
with no del(lp).

No amplification. Complex rearrangements 
with ~ 16 abnormal 
chromosomes. No del(lp).

NS
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37. S.G. Imprint. 3 copies of chr.l, no del(lp). 
2 copies of chr.8.

No amplification. NS NS

38. B.C. Imprint - 
3 sets.

Diploid. Poor quality slides 
so no results on del(lp).

No amplification. NS No amplification.

39. A.H. Culture. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. LT culture - only normal 
fibroblasts grown.

NS

40. L.H. Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

41. M.I. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. Triploid karyotype (flow 
cytometry confirmed).

No amplification.

42. C.J. Imprint 
of liver 
biopsy.

Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

43. ?.K. Cyto-
spin

No result. Morphology 
disrupted and cells 
overlapping.

Probably negative. Inadequate sample. NS.

44. M.K. Imprint. No result. Thick protein layer 
prevents probe penetration.

No result. NS NS
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45.0.L. Imprint 
of liver 
biopsy.

No result. Excessive 
autofluorescence.

No result. Failed. No amplification.

46. K. 
L-T.

Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. Sample sent but not 
processed.

No amplification.

47. C.L. Imprint. Diploid with deletion of Ip. Amplified: over 100 
copies of N-myc.

NS NS

48. P.L. Imprint - 
2 sets.

No result. Insufficient nuclei 
on slides.

No result. LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification

49. K.M. Imprint 
of liver 
biopsy.

Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

50. W.N. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

51. E.P. Fine
needle
aspirate.

No result. No tumour cells on 
slide.

No result. NS NS

52. N.P. Culture. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. Failed. NS
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53. A.P. Imprint. Diploid, with deletion of Ip. Amplified with over 
100 copies of N-myc.

NS NS

54. M.R. Bone
marrow.

Complex: tetrasomy chr. 1 ~ 
70%; trisomy chr.l ~ 24%; 
trisomy chr. 8 ~ 75%. Del(lp) 
in tetraploid clone.

No amplification. Two populations: diploid 
and near tetraploid. Chr. 
analysis not possible.

No amplification.

55. K.R. Imprint. No result. Friable nuclei all 
smeared on slide.

No amplification. LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification.

56. R.R. Direct
prep.

Triploid. 3 copies of chr. 1. 
No del(lp).

No amplification. NS No amplification.

57. J.R. Imprint. Diploid with deletion of Ip. Amplification 50 -100 
copies.

LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification.

58. K.Se. Direct
prep.

Near diploid. Two 
populations, one with losses 
of whole chr. 1, other with 
deletion of Ip.

Amplification 20 - 50 
copies.

LT culture only - normal 
fibroblasts grown.

15 - 30 copies of N- 
myc.
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59. K.Se. Imprint. Near diploid. Two 
populations, one with losses 
of whole chr. 1, other with 
deletion of Ip.

Amplification 20 - 50 
copies.

60.J.S. Culture. Diploid with no del(lp). No amplification. LT culture - only normal 
fibroblasts grown.

NS

61. M.S. Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS NS

62. K.Sy. Imprint. Diploid, no del(lp). No amplification. NS No amplification.

63. S.T. Imprint - 
2 sets.

No result. Only blood cells 
on slides.

No result. NS Insufficient DNA.

64. O.T. Direct
prep.

5 copies of chr. 1, at least two 
of which have deletion of Ip. 
2 copies of chr. 8.

No amplification. NS NS

65. O. T. Imprint. No result. Cells too crowded 
and overlapping to assess.

No amplification.

66. C.W. Imprint. No result. Insufficient 
tum our cells on slide.

No result. LT culture - only normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification.
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67. A.W. Imprint. Triploid, no del(lp). No amplification. LT culture - only normal 
fibroblasts grown.

No amplification.

68. A.W. Post
chemo
imprint.

No result. No tumour cells on 
slides.

No result. NS NS

KEY: NS = Not sent 
LT = Long term.
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Table 3.6.

The number of samples of each type on which FISH was performed, the number of successful 

experiments and the results obtained.

CATEGORY TOTAL
STUDIED

NUMBER
GIVING

RESULTS

N-MYC AMP 
& DEL(IP)

DEL(lp)
ALONE

TRIPLOID DIPLOID 
NO OTHER 
CHANGES

OTHER 
CHANGES 

& incomplete

TUMOUR
IMPRINTS

43 35 6 2 9 9 9

DIRECT
HARVEST

7 7 1 0 3 1 2

MARROW
SMEARS

7 7 0 3 2 2 0

IMPRINTS OF 
LIVER BIOPSY

3 2 0 0 1 1 0

CULTURED
CELLS

5 5 0 0 0 5 0

FINE NEEDLE 
ASPIRATE

1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

FROZEN 
TISSUE PRINT

1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

CYTOSPIN 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

TOTALS 68 56 7 5 15 18 11 (jO
' v l
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3.2.7. Summary of results

The total num bers of FISH experiments carried out are sum m arised in table 

3.6. The p roportion  of successful experim ents for each type of tissue 

preparation used is shown, and also the numbers of cases found with each of 

the genetic changes being sought.

The results on a total of 68 sam ples are show n in table 3.5 w hich were 

perform ed on a total of 58 patients. Six of the 10 patients for whom more than 

one sam ple was tested had both direct nuclear preparations and tum our 

im prints available from the same biopsy, and a further one had tum our 

im prints and bone marrow slides from biopsies taken at the same time. Two 

had pre- and post-chemotherapy samples (one bone m arrow and one imprints) 

and one had a bone marrow at the time of presentation and again at relapse.

Of the 68 experiments 52 gave a full set of FISH results (75%). A further five 

sam ples were only interprepable for N-myc, thus producing a total of 56 

experiments (82%) which yielded clinically im portant prognostic information.

The m ajority of experim ents (63%) were perform ed on tum our im prints 

which gave a 81% success rate, while experiments on marrow smears (10% of 

the total) and direct preparations (also 10%) were 100% successful. Cultured 

cells were used for five patients (7%) and all yielded a full set of results. 

However each set of results was normal diploid with no N-myc amplification. 

After long term culture the likelihood is that only norm al fibroblasts were 

present in the culture, a fact borne out by the frequency of the same problem 

w ith conventional cytogenetics techniques (see section 3.2.9). O ther sample 

types tried for their suitability for FISH included a fine needle aspiration 

(FNA), a cytospin and an imprint from previously frozen tissue, and produced 

no interpretable results. There were different reasons for the failure of the 

technique: the FNA had too few cells for a meaningful assessment to be made;
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the cytospin produced overcrowded cells with indistinct borders so that it was 

unclear which signals arose from which cell; and the previously frozen tissue 

was full of necrotic debris and the signals were very few and faint. Further 

attem pts to obtain results with these three types of preparation were not made 

as the problems encountered were very likely to be recurrent.

If the three unsuitable preparations, and the five cultured sam ples are 

subtracted from the total number of experiments performed, this leaves a total 

of 60 experiments in which one could reasonably expect to obtain interpretable, 

meaningful results. Of these 51 (85%) gave results. These 60 experiments were 

carried out on 50 different patients (there were 10 patients who had two 

samples, as described above). A full set of FISH results was obtained on 38 of 

the 50 patients (76%) and full or partial results on 42 (84%).

The findings in these 38 patients were as follows:

N-myc amplification and del(lp). 6 patients 16%

Del(lp) w ithout N-myc amplification. 4 patients 11%

Triploidy with no N-myc amplification. 13 patients 34%

Diploid with no N-myc amplification. 10 patients 26%

Other findings e.g. complex karyotypes 
w ithout del(lp) or N-myc amplification.

5 patients 13%

A series of photographs show ing the results of a selection of the FISH 

experiments on the above patients is presented in figures 3.31 to 3.38.
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Figure 3.31

a) Chromosome 1 centromere b) CT4-1 (distal Ip probe)

c) N-myc probe d) Chromosome 8 centromere

Typical appearance of the four selected probes on a tumour imprint slide of 

average quality (case 5). There is debris on the slide which sometimes picks up 

fluorescence, and the chromosme 1 centromere probe occasionally gives a 

slightly diffuse signal, but interpretation of the signals is not affected. There are 

two copies of chromosome 1 centromere and CT4-1 and three copies of 

chromosome 8 centromere. N-myc is not amplified.
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Figure 3.32

a) Chromosome 1 centromere b) CT4-1 (distal Ip probe)

c) N-myc probe d) Chromosome 8 centromere

Bone marrow smear showing two populations of cells (case 29). 25% are 

probably tetraploid cells and the rest are diploid (centromere probes 1 and 8). 

The large cells show a maximum of 3 copies of CT4-1 while the diploid cells 

have two copies, suggesting that there is a Ip deletion in the tetraploid 

population but not the diploid population. N-myc is not amplified, with single 

copies of this small probe being visible in some cells.
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Figure 3.33

a) Chromosome 1 centromere b) CT4-1 (distal Ip probe)

c) N-myc probe d) Chromosome 8 centromere

@
Imprint of a patient's tumour with del(lp) and N-myc amplification (case 52). 

This imprint is very crowded with tumour cells and debris, a common finding, 

but the results are still perfectly clear. There are two copies of both centromere 

probes so the cells are likely to be diploid. The distal Ip probe CT4-1 is present 

in only one copy per cell, providing definite evidence of a lp36 deletion, and 

N-myc is clearly amplified with over 100 signals per cell.
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Figure 3.34

a) Chr. 1 cent. - Imprint b) Chr. 1 cent. - Direct prep.

c) Chr. 8 cent. - Imprint d) Chr. 8 cent. - Direct prep.

e) CT4-1 - direct prep. f) N-myc - Imprint

Photographs showing the difference between a tumour im print and a direct 

nuclear preparation (case 24). The direct preparation is much cleaner with no 

red cells or other debris on the slide. Both sets of results show three copies of 

each probe, implying triploidy, with no N-myc amplification.
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Figure 3.35 Figure 3.36

N-myc amplification with lower 

copy number than in figure 3.33, 

~ 20-50 copies per cell (direct 

preparation, case 58).

Imprint of a liver biopsy (case 41) with 

large numbers of autofluorescent 

hepatocytes and a few tumour cells with 

three copies of CT4-1.

F ig u re  3.37 F ig u re  3.38

Direct preparation showing 

five copies of chromosome 1 

centromere in most cells (case 63).

Disrupted or smeared tumour cells 

(case 53, bone marrow) but which still 

clearly show 3 copies of chromosome 8.
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3.2.8. Correlations with Southern blotting

Biopsy samples were sent at presentation for Southern blotting in 32 (55%) of 

the the total of 58 patients in the study. The num ber of individual patients (as 

opposed to the total sample number) is used here because duplicate bone 

m arrow  samples were not used for Southern blot techniques, and follow up 

sam ples were not requested. The most common reason for not sending a 

sample for this test was that there was insufficient biopsy material (after the 

necessary histology samples) to be w orth attem pting a Southern blot. An 

allowance m ust be m ade for the fact that the special requirem ents for 

specim ens for the UKCCSG m ay not alw ays have been adequate ly  

com m unicated to the diverse hospitals involved. In addition the practical 

m atter of packing up fresh tissue in ice and posting it may have been offputting 

to some busy clinicians. Blotting results were obtained (by Angela McGuckin at 

the Royal Victoria Infirmary in Newcastle) on 27 of 32 samples (84%), w ith the 

five failures being due to insufficient or poor quality DNA from small samples.

There are 22 patients on whom there are both FISH results and Southern blot 

results for N-myc, and of these there is correlation of findings in 21 (95%). The 

one discrepancy (sample 57) is on a sample in which FISH was perform ed on 

an im print and seemed definitely positive for N-myc, but the Southern blot 

was negative.

3.2.9. Correlations w ith conventional karyotyping.

Although a total of 68 samples is listed in table 3.5, in the six cases in which a 

direct preparation and an imprint are listed for FISH experiments, these were 

from the same biopsy specimen. Thus there were a total of 62 different samples 

on which karyotyping was a possibility. A total of 30 (48%) of these 62 samples 

were sent for culture and karyotyping (to Nick Bown at the Royal Victoria 

Infirmary in Newcastle) and some of the shortfall may be accounted for by the 

practical reasons given in the preceding section. Of the thirty samples on which
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karyotyping was attempted, five (17%) failed and a further twelve (40%) were 

only successful in long term culture where both phase microscopy and the 

consistently norm al results indicated that only fibroblasts rem ained in the 

culture. One sample was sent but not processed, and one was inadequate. Full 

or partial karyotyping results were obtained in 11 (37%) of the 30. In three cases 

only an estimate of ploidy and counting the approximate num ber of m arker 

chromosomes were possible because of poor quality chromosomes. In a further 

three cases two copies of chromosome 1 could be identified, although a 

complex hyperdiploid karyotype meant that the presence of further abnormal 

copies of chromosome 1 could not be excluded. This leaves five samples (17% 

of those attempted) for which a full karyotype was obtained. Two of these were 

from the same patient but were different samples (one tum our biopsy and one 

bone marrow) taken at the same time and producing duplicate results.

Ten of the eleven cases with karyotyping results also had results using FISH. 

(The exception was case 12 on whom only frozen tissue had been available for 

FISH.) Of these 10 cases with both karyotyping results and FISH results there 

was correlation of results in all cases. Inevitably, using the FISH m ethod as 

described, it is only possible to report ploidy in broad terms, e.g. as diploid or 

trip loid . More details on ploidy are frequently available from sucessful 

karyotyping, when cases are often found to be near-diploid, or pseudo-diploid, 

and so on. For prognostic purposes the broad assessment is quite sufficient, and 

has the great advantage of being available for a m uch larger proportion of 

patients. Of the four patients in whom a full karyotype was available (one bone 

m arrow aspirate and three solid tum our biopsies), one had a del(lp) and the 

rem aining three did not. There was full correlation of FISH results w ith 

karyotype. In three of the six sam ples in which there w ere incom plete 

karyotyping results, complex rearrangements were detected by both methods, 

but del(lp) was detected by FISH in some cell populations, while karyotyping 

was limited to visualisation of marker chromosomes.
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3.2.10. FISH results on paraffin embedded nuclei.

The results of FISH experiments on nuclei extracted from paraffin blocks are 

presented in table 3.7. Comparison on the same samples of no pre-treatm ent 

versus pre-treatm ent w ith distilled w ater or sodium  thiocyanate revealed 

vastly improved probe penetration in the pre-treated slides. There were so few 

signals visible in the nuclei on the untreated slides compared with the treated 

ones that experim entation w ithout treatm ent was not pursued beyond the 

chromosome 1 centromere (figure 3.39). A comparison of the two available 

pre-treatments was carried out on two patient samples and showed a slightly 

but definitely better probe penetration with distilled water. The distilled water 

treatm ent was therefore chosen for the majority of the remaining samples as it 

had the additional advantage of being non-toxic.

Table 3.7 (following page) 

Results of experiments on nuclei extracted from thick paraffin 

sections showing the pre-treatment received by each sample and the 

results for each probe.

Notes:

1) All of these patients had undergone Southern blotting for N-myc. Samples 

N bll406, Nb2259 and Nb 263 were thus known to have N-myc amplification, 

whilst the other cases did not.

2) Four of these cases were also tested using fresh samples, and the results are 

shown in table 3.5.

Paraffin sample: NbLE = samples 29 and 30 (L.E.)

Nb2259 = sample 27 (V.D.)

Nb263 = sample 12 (K.B.)

Nbl600 = samples 17 and 18 (L.C.)
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Sample
ID

Pre
treatment

Chr.l
centromere

CT4-1 (distal 
Ip)

N-myc CKr.8
centromere

RESULT

Nbl291 None 3 copies 11% 
0 copies 77%

ND ND ND Possibly
triploid.

Nbl291 dHzO 3 copies 27% 
0 copies 43%

Very faint - 
signals not 
assessable.

Not
amplified.

3 copies 52% 
2 copies 43%

Possibly
triploid.

Nbl291 NaSCN 3 copies 24% 
0 copies 55%

Very faint - 
signals not 
assessable.

Not
amplified.

3 copies 13% 
0 copies 37%

Possibly
triploid.

Nb4905 None 3 copies 36% 
2 copies 34% 
0 copies 8%

ND ND ND Possibly
triploid.

Nb 4905 dH20 3 copies 55% 
2 copies 32% 
0 copies 3%

3 copies 41% 
2 copies 16% 
0 copies 29%

Not
amplified.

3 copies 66% 
2 copies 21%

Probably
triploid.

Nb4905 NaSCN 3 copies 46% 
2 copies 33% 
0 copies 6%

Very faint - 
signals not 
assessable.

Not
amplified.

3 copies 63% 
2 copies 23% 
0 copies 3%

Probably
triploid.

Nbl221 NaSCN No result No result No result No result —

Nb 11406 NaSCN 4 copies 38%
2 copies 17%
3 copies 16%

Very faint 
signals in 
some cells

N-myc
amplified.

4 copies 53%
2 copies 14%
3 copies 19%

Tetraploid/ 
diploid with 
N-myc 
amplified. 
Del(lp) not 
assessable.

Nb2259 dHzO 2 copies 41% 
1 copy 18%
0 copies 35%

Very faint 
signals in 
some cells

N-myc
clearly
amplified.

2 copies 50% 
1 copy 21%
0 copies 24%

Diploid with 
N-myc 
amplified. 
Del(lp) not 
assessable.

Nb263 dHzO 2 copies 23% 
0 copies 58%

No result Very faint -
possibly
amplified.

2 copies 32% 
0 copies 49%

Uncertain.
Probably
diploid.

Nbl283 dHzO No result No result No result No result

Nbl600 dHiO No result No result No result No result

NbLE dHzO No result No result No result No result
—
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Nine paraffin embedded samples were tested and full or partial results were 

obtained in five (56%), a distinctly poorer sucess rate than with the techniques 

described above. In fact a complete set of results was obtained only in one case 

(Nbl291) as penetration with the cosmid probe CT4-1 was very poor. None of 

the probes achieved consistent signals in 70% of nuclei, which was the 

criterion for an unambiguous result in the tumour imprint and bone marrow 

work. Consistency of signals numbers in 30-50% of nuclei had to be accepted in 

the face of high proportions of nuclei with no signals, or signals numbers 

below the modal value. This problem was probably due to poor probe 

penetration , poor denaturing of the nucear DNA and incom plete 

hybridisation. However, these were the best results obtained despite several 

alterations of experimental conditions (data not shown). In all cases both the 

signals and the nuclear outline were faint and ill defined. Amplification of N- 

myc was detected in the three samples which were known (by Southern 

blotting) to be amplified, but the signals were less bright than in comparable 

experiments on tumour imprints or direct preparations (figure 3.39).

Figure 3.39

Results on nuclei extracted from thick paraffin sections.

a) Chromosome 1 centromere b) Chromosome 1 centromere

No pre-treatment (Nb 4905) Pre-treated with dH20 (Nb 4905)
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c) CT4-1 (distal Ip probe) 

Pre-treated with dH20 (Nb 4905)

d) Chromosome 1 centromere 

Pre-treated with NaSCN (Nb 11406)

e) N-myc amplification - faint 

Pre-treated with NaSCN(Nbll406)

f) N-myc amplification - marked 

Pre-treated with dH20 (Nb 2259)

3.2.11. FISH results of experiments on released chromatin

When the N-myc probe, pNb-9, is hybridised onto interphase nuclei only a 

very approximate estimate of the number of extra copies of N-myc can be made 

(for instance 20-50, 50-100, or over 100 copies). This is because counting of 

individual signals is not possible, as they are close, overlapping or even 

superimposed on one another. Also the probe itself is small and does not 

reliably produce visible discrete signals in samples without amplification of N-
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myc, especially in poor quality preparations. This second limitation also means 

that N-myc amplification of less than 20 copies could be missed in some 

preparations.

Chromatin release preparations have potential as a technique for improving 

quantification of N-myc copy number and also of detecting low level 

am plification. Released chromatin was produced from norm al blood 

lymphocytes and neuroblastoma cell lines IMR32 and Kelly, both of which 

have N-myc amplification, and the appearances were compared (figure 3.40).

Figure 3.40

a) pNb-9 hybridised to normal chromatin - single copy

b) pNb-9 hybridised to IMR32 chromatin - N-myc amplified 30 times
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c) pNb-9 hybridised to Kelly chromatin- N-myc amplified 120 times

I  •

Released chromatin was produced from six patient samples; four imprints and 

two direct preparations from five different patients. N-myc status was already 

known for all of them at the time of the experiments: all but one had 

amplification of N-myc. A single copy of the probe was clearly visible on 

chromatin from a direct preparation of case 24, while a similar preparation of 

case 58 showed discrete signals which could be estimated at around 30 copies 

(figure 3.41).

Figure 3.41

N-myc probe on chromatin from a direct preparation of 
a) Case 24 - single copy
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b) Case 58 - approx. 30 copies

The hybridisation signals are discontinuous, a phenomenon which has been 

noted previously. Although there are various possible explainations for this, 

the cause is not really known and may be due to a combination of factors 

(Senger at al, 1994).

The four tumour imprints used for chromatin release did not spread well and 

yielded no more information than whole nuclei on imprint preparations 

(figure 3.42). Broad quantification of the level of N-myc amplification was all 

that was possible. During the study period no samples were found (by 

Southern blotting) to carry low level N-myc amplification. This is as expected 

since low level N-myc amplification is extremely rare. It is possible that 

released chromatin would detect this where imprints would not, but it is likely 

that suspended cells from a direct nuclear preparation would be necessary, thus 

producing practical difficulties, since large pieces of fresh biopsy material are 

rarely available. Since low level N-myc amplification is rare and of uncertain 

clinical significance these experiments were not pursued for the purposes of 

this study.
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Figure 3.42

N-myc probe on chromatin released from tumour imprints of
a) Case 46: > 100 copies

b) Case 58: 20-50 copies
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION 

Summary

This work has aimed to develop simple, rapid, reproducible tests using FISH to 

detect the presence on clincally im portant genetic aberrations in  Ewing's 

sarcoma and neuroblastoma.

There have been various approaches described in the literature using FISH for 

the detection of translocations. These have not always been fully evaluated as 

potential routine tests. The importance of systematic evaluation of controls 

and abnormal results is discussed in this chapter. Alternative m ethods of using 

FISH to obtain the same data are also discussed, and the potential for obtaining 

false positive or false negative results is considered for all approaches. The 

technique employed in this study of Ewing's sarcoma, using probes flanking 

the translocation  b reakpo in t, w ould  be app licab le  to any consisten t 

translocation in any tum our provided suitable probes were available. This 

approach avoids the need for detailed m olecular know ledge of the genetic 

events at the breakpoint.

The usefu lness of FISH m ethods in  detecting the three m ost clin ically  

significant genetic prognostic factors in  neuroblastom a is discussed. The 

incidences of del(lp), triploidy and N-myc amplification found using FISH in 

this study are comparable to the incidences reported in the literature. Possible 

reasons for discrepancy in the recorded incidences for trip lo idy and del(lp) 

w hen alternative techniques are used are discussed. It is essential to devise 

appropriate controls for all FISH experiments. The controls applied  in  this 

study are described in detail and compared w ith controls reported in published
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accounts of sim ilar experiments. The correlation betw een FISH and Southern 

blotting results for N-myc amplification is discussed w ith reference both to this 

w ork and to other comparable studies, ‘and causes of discrepant results are 

suggested. This study has found the use of fresh tum our im prin ts to be 

advantageous as they require very little biopsy material, are quick to prepare 

and avoid some of the problem s inherent in tissue culturing and m olecular 

methods. The use of thick and thin paraffin embedded tissue sections for FISH 

was investigated in this study and found to be lim ited by a num ber of problem s 

w hich are also reflected in the existing literature on this subject. The use of 

chromatin release preparations is discussed.

A brief section follows concerning the future directions for studies in this field.
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION

4.1. Introduction

The aim of this work was to develop simple, rapid and readily reproducible 

tests, suitable for routine hospital use, for the presence of the clinically 

im portant genetic aberrations which are found in certain tum ours. It was 

therefore desirable to avoid the need for highly trained and specialised 

personnel and expensive equipment, both of which might not be available in 

every hospital wishing to use these tests. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation 

(FISH) techniques are more likely to meet these criteria than most of the other 

methods of obtaining the same genetic information (see section 1.5).

The significance of the different types of genetic aberration found in hum an 

cancers has been discussed at length and the reasons for choosing Ewing's 

sarcoma and neuroblastoma as suitable candidates for FISH have been given. A 

history has been outlined of the discovery of the genetic abnormalities specific 

to certain malignancies, and of the various techniques used to detect them. The 

evolution of FISH, which bridges the gap between conventional cytogenetics 

and molecular biology, has been covered in detail.

In order to bring this study to fruition, an extensive range of FISH techniques 

has been explored, and the use of a num ber of basic molecular m ethods has 

been necessary. The original aims for setting up routine testing on patient 

samples have thus been met. The approach described in this study is simplified 

so that only one answer is sought at a time: the m ethods have been pared 

down to consist only of absolute essentials, and necessary steps have been 

taken to adapt the technique for application to readily available tissue samples.
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Following this study, the techniques are now being used routinely in hospital 

practice to provide essential additional information which frequently has a 

significant impact on the management both of the patient and the illness. The 

method for detection of the presence of t(ll;22) in small round cell tum ours to 

confirm a diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma is being set up for routine use at Great 

Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children and at other centres. In addition, at 

several hospitals which have been participating in the UKCCSG the four 

neuroblastoma probes are being used routinely to obtain valuable prognostic 

information in patients suffering from this tumour.

The exploration which has been presented, describing the different ways of 

applying FISH to tum our samples of various types, paves the way for further 

similar assays and tests to be developed for other tum ours on the same basis 

without the need for such extensive preparatory work.

4.2. Detection of t(ll;22) in Ewing’s sarcoma and related tumours

The potential of hybridising markers to interphase nuclei to diagnose tum ours 

bearing rearrangem ents, deletions and amplifications has been discussed for 

some time (Tkachuk et al, 1991; Selleri et al, 1991). However, the technique 

described here for the diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma, using probes flanking a 

known translocation breakpoint, is the first to define and quantify a diagnostic 

test using FISH for a specific tum our (Taylor et al, 1993). The method, which 

was piloted on five samples, has been shown to be successful when applied to a 

further 17 unidentified  small round cell tum our sam ples. Results were 

obtained in 87.5% of samples, and 75% of tumours subsequently diagnosed as 

Ewing's sarcoma or PNET by other methods were positively identified as such 

using this FISH technique. Accurate diagnosis has therefore been possible by 

the detection of the presence of t(ll;22) after interpreting the results obtained by 

microscopic examination of just 30 nuclei from each patient.
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4.2.1. M ethodology

In the pilot cases, consisting of four prim ary tum ours and one cell line with 

know n diagnoses, both the precise m easurement and the "by eye" estimation 

of the ratio of distances between pairs of signals led to a correct inference being 

m ade concerning the presence or absence of the translocation, and thus the 

diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma/PNET, or not Ewing's sarcoma/PNET, followed. 

The tim e taken to assess each hybridised slide of the pilo t cases was 

approximately one hour, which included taking photographs of each of the 30 

nuclei included in the study. In the light of the consistency betw een the 

m easured ratios and the "by eye" ratios it was felt that photography and formal 

m easuring were not necessary to obtain a reliable result. The routine cases 

were therefore more quickly assessed as photography was not perform ed on 

every nucleus. Overall the processing of a new biopsy or operation specimen 

takes as little as five working days if imprints or direct preparations are to be 

used, or a little longer if short term culturing is required. The direct nuclear 

preparation technique is optimal for two colour FISH to seek the presence of 

the t(ll;22), and it can generally be carried out provided the tissue sample is 

large enough. Imprints are often satisfactory, although excessive debris on the 

slide m ay mean that repeated experiments using larger amounts of DNA probe 

become necessary. Culturing is unsatisfactory because of the time and labour 

involved, together with a low success rate as many cultures fail completely or 

become overrun with fibroblasts. In addition there is a possibility of producing 

non-representative results due to the culture conditions favouring certain 

clones of cells.

4.2.2. Interpretation of results

For the study of a translocation the probes need to be close on either side of the 

breakpoint to limit the variability of measurements obtained in control nuclei.

If the probes are too widely separated a much larger num ber of nuclei would 

need to be examined before a reliable result could be obtained. W hen the
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Ewing's work was in progress it was not known how far apart cosS262 and 

cosLIF were, but it was inferred from the cell to cell variation in the distance 

between the probes that they are more than one megabase apart. Published data 

show  that at a DNA distance of greater than one m egabase the linear 

relationship w ith interphase distance is lost (Lawrence et al, 1990), so a 

m eaningful estimate of the distance between cosLIF and cosS262 cannot be 

m ade on this basis. It is possible that by using another cosmid, cosS260, which 

m aps between cosS262 and the breakpoint (Shipley et al, 1993), the resulting 

diagnostic test would require even fewer nuclei to be examined (see figure 2.1). 

Physical maps using pulsed field gel electrophoresis have placed D22S1 at least 

2.5Mb from the Ewing's sarcoma breakpoint (McDermid et al, 1993) and LIE 

approximately 1Mb from the breakpoint (Ruttledge et al, 1994).

Since some norm al nuclei are inevitably present in the tum our sam ples, 

sufficient nuclei must always be viewed to minimise the risk of false negative 

results. In practice whether 20, 25 or 30 nuclei need to be assessed for the test 

has little impact on the overall procedure. The test as it stands allows for the 

possibility of some dilution w ith normal cells, as even w ith a pure culture of 

RD-ES (Ewing's sarcoma cell line) nearly 20% of nuclei had ratios of 2 or less, 

i.e. the same as the control HFF cells. Tum our preparations dilu ted w ith 

norm al cells up to about 50% will still give a positive result, and this means 

that imprints and direct preparations are very unlikely to give falsely negative 

results. There m ay be a risk w ith cultures of excessive grow th of norm al 

stromal cells relative to tum our cells resulting in a low m edian ratio. If the 

m edian ratio for 30 nuclei in a particular specimen falls between the two 95% 

confidence intervals given for the two populations, then the num ber of nuclei 

included should be increased until a meaningful result is reached. In the 

future it m ight be possible to combine an immunocytochemical stain specific 

for the Ewing's sarcoma group of tumours with the FISH procedure so that the 

relevant cells can be positively identified and included in the study. A similar
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approach has been tried on four neuroblastoma patients w ith some success 

(Strehl and Ambros, 1993).

False positive results must also be carefully avoided, so it is essential to carry 

out proper control experiments. Using the two probes as described a pure 

culture of norm al cells w ithout the t(ll;22) showed approxim ately 20% of 

nuclei with a ratio of distances between the two pairs of signals of two or more 

(figure 3.3). W ithout having made a statistical analysis it would be easy, on the 

basis of microscopy of such a sample, to imagine that there were a proportion 

of tum our cells present in the culture. Giovannini et al (1992) appear to have 

m ade this error, using probes which are 1.5 Mb apart flanking the llq 2 4  

breakpoint. This problem  would be reduced by using probes im m ediately 

adjacent to the breakpoint, such as FLU and EWS which are on chromosome 

11 and chromosome 22 respectively in norm al cells but which are brought 

together by the translocation. These w ere not cloned un til after the 

commencement of the study (Delattre et al, 1994), but their potential has been 

dem onstrated for this study on released chromatin preparations (figures 3.9 

and 3.10). Cosmids from this region have been used m ore recently for 

detection of t(ll;22) in interphase (Desmaze et al, 1994). However, the flexibility 

of the approach as described in this thesis lies in the fact that m olecular 

characterisation of a translocation breakpoint is not a pre-requisite for its 

detection, as flanking probes up to 2 or 2.5 Mb apart are equally able to provide 

this inform ation if appropriate control experim ents are run. In addition  

variant translocations can be detected which is not possible using EWS and 

FLU cosmids (see section 4.2.3).

4.2.3. Cytogenetic variants

Inevitably this technique will not make a diagnosis of Ewing's sarcoma or 

PNET in those cases which do not carry the t(ll;22). According to various 

studies this means an estimated 17% of Ewing's sarcoma and probably a similar
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percentage of PNET may be missed (Dormer et al, 1991; Gorman et al, 1991). 

However, w ith the cloning of the breakpoint and discovery of the EWS/FLU 

chimaeric gene it has been shown that cytogenetically t(ll;22) negative cases 

m ust in reality have complex translocations or insertions involving 22ql2 (see 

section 1.7.1). This situation can be compared to that of Philadelphia negative 

CML, in which bcr-abl fusion can be detected by m olecular m ethods in 

cytogenetically Ph negative samples (Tkachuk et al, 1990; Shtalrid et al, 1988). A 

limited num ber of complex translocations involving chromosomes 11 and 22 

in prim ary Ewing's sarcomas and PNETs have been observed cytogenetically 

(Aurias et al, 1984; Turc-Carel et al, 1988; Speleman et al, 1992). For the routine 

detection of some of these it is advantageous to use probes which are outside 

the critical area around the breakpoint on chromosome 22, as in the current 

study. It has also been shown, through molecular methods, that at least half of 

the cytogenetically t(ll;22) negative tumours have a EWS/ERG transcript, the 

product of a t(21;22) which is rarely visualised cytogenetically (Sorensen et al, 

1994). Other variant translocations probably involving the EWS gene at 22ql2 

have been described, such as t(X;22)(q27;qll.2) and t(7;22)(p22;ql2) (Soukup et al, 

1986; Squire et al, 1993). The molecular events in these rare translocations are 

yet to be elucidated. A possible FISH m ethod w hich w ould detect all 

translocations involving 22ql2 would be to use a large Y AC spanning the 

region around the EWS gene and to look for a split signal in interphase as 

evidence of a significant translocation. However, it may be that not every such 

translocation is typical of Ewing's sarcoma or PNET (as the t(ll;22) is) so some 

diagnostic confusion could arise. A similar technique using a YAC spanning 

the Hq24 region has been described as a potential method for diagnosing these 

tumours (Selleri et al, 1994), but in the light of the molecular findings it is now 

clear that this is not the most informative approach.
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4.2.4. Conclusion

The technique using flanking probes employed in this study can be applied to 

the detection of any consistent translocation of clinical or scientific interest in 

any tum our as long as suitable probes are available. Molecular knowledge of 

the genes involved in the translocation is not necessary, nor even is the precise 

locus of the breakpoint. Although the initial quantification of results for each 

new  probe is laborious, the finished product is an efficient test which will 

produce an accurate diagnosis, based on the presence or absence of a specific 

translocation, sufficiently quickly to make a useful contribution to patient 

m anagem ent.

4.3. Detection of prognostic genetic aberrations in neuroblastoma

This study has shown that fluorescence in situ hybridisation can be used to 

detect N-myc amplification, ploidy and Ip  deletions in tum our imprints, bone 

m arrow  smears and direct nuclear preparations from neuroblastom as. The 

pilot study (Taylor et al, 1994) was among the first to describe the use of these 

preparation types for FISH. In addition this was also the first publication 

describing visualisation of all three clinically significant genetic prognostic 

factors in neuroblastoma. The incidence of deletion of Ip , triploidy and N-myc 

amplification found in this series of patients is comparable to that reported in a 

num ber of other studies using different methods. The overall success rate for 

FISH of 84% compares very favourably with published data from groups using 

comparable techniques. The results correlate extremely well w ith the results 

from conventional karyotyping and Southern blotting. These statem ents are 

discussed in detail below.

4.3.1. Incidence of del(lp). triploidy and N-myc amplification

Overall this study found that 34% of neuroblastomas were apparently triploid 

w ith no N-myc amplification, 26% were diploid with no amplification of N-
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myc, 16% had N-myc amplification and deletion of Ip , 11% had deletion of Ip  

w ithout N-myc amplification and 13% had other changes but w ithout del(lp) 

or N-myc amplification (see section 3.2.7).

The incidence of N-myc amplification in prim ary neuroblastom as is often 

quoted as approximately 38% in stage 3 and 4 tumours, and 5-10% in stages 1, 2 

and 4S (Brodeur et al, 1984, Brodeur and Fong, 1989). The finding of an overall 

incidence of 16% is average and in keeping with the results from other sources, 

e.g. 17% of 12 tum ours (Shapiro et al, 1993), 15% of 59 tumours (Bourhis et al, 

1991a) and 25% of 147 tumours (Look et al, 1991). In this study, as in that of 

Bourhis (Bourhis et al, 1991), there was no triploid case in which N-myc 

amplification was detected. If only diploid cases are considered, an N-myc 

amplification rate of 38% is found in this study, which is directly comparable to 

the rate of 40% reported by Look and colleagues. Near triploidy rates of 47% 

(Bourhis et al, 1991) and 34% (Oppedal et al, 1988) are comparable to the overall 

rate, 34%, of apparently triploid cases in this series. Distinctly higher rates, such 

as 65% hyperdiploid (Look et al, 1991) and 60% aneuploid cases (Taylor et al,

1988) are reported where flow cytometric methods have been used and no 

differentiation has been m ade between DNA indices of approxim ately 1.5 

(near-triploid) and the lower and higher DNA indices which do not correlate 

with good prognosis. In fact a DNA index of around 2.0 (tetraploid) carries as 

poor a prognosis as an index of 1.0 (diploid). An incidence of N-myc 

amplification of 16% in hyperdiploid cases (Look et al, 1991) is thus explained 

by the fact that this large hyperdiploid subgroup contains many cases outside 

the near-triploid range, therefore w ith different biological and prognostic 

attributes.

Deletions of the short arm  of chrom osom e 1 have been reported  in 

approxim ately 70% of cases of neuroblastoma from analysis of karyotypes. 

(Gilbert et al, 1984, Christiansen et al, 1992). However, karyotyping is generally
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only successful in 20-30% of neuroblastomas (Christiansen et al, 1992) and 

sometimes as few as 10.5% (Look et al, 1991). In this study partial (relevant) 

karyotypes were obtained in 37% of those attem pted and full karyotypes in 

17%. Both the high failure rate and the high incidence of del(lp) are because 

the few neuroblastom as which grow well in culture are a more aggressive 

subset, and are likely to be the tumours with a deletion of Ip. Thus the results 

of karyotyping of neuroblastomas are not representative of all cases.

Most authors using molecular techniques report an incidence of chromosome 

Ip  deletion in the order of 30-40% (Fong et al, 1992, Takayama et al, 1992, Caron 

et al, 1993, Schleiermacher et al, 1994), although there are some lower 

estimates, of 20% (Takeda et al, 1994) and 27% (Peter et al, 1992). A study of 47 

neuroblastomas found LOH of chromosome Ip  in 13 (28%) and amplification 

of N-myc in 8 (17%). All those with N-myc amplification also had deletion of 

Ip , so 62% (8 of 13) of the cases with del(lp) had N-myc amplification as well 

(Fong et al, 1989). Another study of 53 tumours found del(lp) in 15 (28%) and 

N-myc amplification in 10 (19%). Again, all those w ith N-myc amplification 

also had the deletion, so the incidence of N-myc amplification in cases with 

del(lp) was 67% (Caron et al, 1993). These results are very similar to those from 

this study, in which the incidence of del(lp) was 26% and the incidence of N- 

myc amplification was 16%. Since the cases w ith N-myc amplification were 

once again a subset of those with del(lp), the incidence of N-myc amplification 

in cases with the deletion was 60%.

4.3.2. Success rates of FISH

It is not easy to find published data regarding the rate of obtaining clear, 

interpretable and relevant results using FISH in clinical tum our samples. 

Reports of new techniques or approaches tend to report only a handful of 

successful cases to illustrate the points under discussion (Strehl et al, 1993; 

Stock et al, 1993). Even when results are presented on larger groups of patients
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often no information is given about tum our samples on which results were 

not obtained. Thus the series given is not of consecutive samples obtained, but 

consists of the group of samples on which positive results are available. One 

report of FISH on direct preparations and cultures of neuroblastomas obtained 

results on 46 of 53 samples (86.8%) using a chromosome 1 centromere probe 

(Christiansen et al, 1992). Another study using centromere probes on direct 

preparations failed to obtain sufficient signals in 7 of 60 sam ples (12%) 

(Hopm an et al, 1989). In this study there was 100% success using direct 

preparations, w ith results being obtained for all four probes. Overall, results of 

prognostic significance were obtained in 84% of cases, and a full set of results 

on all four probes in 76%. Published data shows a much lower success rate 

where results were required using more than one probe. For example, a series 

of 35 direct preparations from bladder cancers had successfully hybridised with 

a chromosome 18 centromere probe, but on only 19 of these were results also 

obtained w ith a chromosome 1 centromere probe, a rate of 54%. In addition, 

the 35 cases quoted were part of a group of 60 samples which already carried a 

12% failure rate (Hopman et al, 1989). In another study a two probe experiment 

on direct preparations and cultures produced an overall double hybridisation 

success rate of 38.5% (Christiansen et al, 1992). A study using phage clones to 

detect deletion of RBI in retinoblastoma had a success rare of 64% in double 

hybridisation experiments in normal controls (Kallioniemi-A et al, 1992a)

A high rate of success is essential if a routine test is to be offered to provide 

crucial prognostic information to patients and clinicians. It was an aim of this 

study to simplify the methodology and limit the chance of failing to produce 

any useful results. The success rate w ith im prints (81%) is lower than w ith 

direct preparations and cultures (100%), but because a very small quantity of 

tissue is required for imprints, several slides can usually be m ade and each 

probe can be hybridised separately, avoiding the cumulative failure rate of 

multiple hybridisation experiments.
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4.3.3. Controls for FISH

W hen FISH is used on tum ours in interphase to detect the frequency of 

specified genetic aberrations, it is essential to set up parallel experiments in 

control populations of cells. The efficiency of each DNA probe can then be 

established and the limitations of each experiment defined. The frequency of 

apparently aberrant findings in normal cells must be documented and allowed 

for when interpreting results on abnormal cells.

Controls may either be norm al diploid cells or abnorm al cells w ith well 

documented genetic changes, and the cells should be prepared in the same way 

as the material being studied. In this study, hum an foreskin fibroblasts (HFFs) 

were used as controls throughout, and cell lines were obtained as controls for 

N-myc amplification. It was simple to prepare cell suspensions of these which 

were directly comparable to those prepared from the prim ary tum our tissue. 

Since tum our imprints were used for a large proportion of the work it would 

have been ideal if imprints of normal tissue with similar characteristics could 

have been obtained for use as a control, but unfortunately such tissue was not 

available when it was needed. Since the efficiency of DNA probes on imprints 

tends to be lower than on direct preparations or cultures, the use of HFFs as 

sole control merely meant that high quality results were necessary from the 

imprints to fulfil the established criteria.

The signals in 600 nuclei were counted for each of the probes in the study (see 

section 3.2.5). As a point for discussion, the least efficient probe on the HFF 

preparations was the chromosome 1 centromere probe, pUCl.77. This showed 

two discrete signals in 78% of nuclei examined, no signal in 2%, one signal in 

14%, three signals in 3% and four signals in 3%. A similar figure (75.8%) is 

given for control experim ents w ith the same probe in another study  

(Christiansen et al, 1992). It was decided that concordance of signal num ber in 

at least 70% of nuclei was required to be able to state the num ber of copies
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present reliably. Conversely, sub-populations w ith different copy num bers 

needed to comprise at least 30% of the cell population, so a biclonal tum our 

needed to have two populations each over 30% of the total. This stipulation 

may have meant that some minor sub-populations were not detected, bu t the 

constraint is the efficiency of the probe, and the sensitivity of the assay. In fact 

this is unlikely to be a consideration of clinical im portance as the genetic 

aberrations of prognostic significance are very consistent.

It is interesting to realise how often controls for FISH are inadequate or even 

absent. Two papers using FISH to detect numerical chromosome abnormalities 

in bladder cancers make no mention of normal controls (Hopman et al, 1988,

1989). All the results are interpreted as small sub-populations of cells (e.g. of 

range 2-24% w ith three copies, 2-12% with four copies) In the light of the 

findings in this thesis this seems most unlikely. In another study comparing 

FISH with karyotyping, signals from 11 different centromeres were counted in 

single hybridisation experiments on haematological malignancies. Control 

experiments were undertaken counting signals in 200 normal nuclei (Poddighe 

et al, 1991). The authors then went on to state that since three copies of a probe 

had been seen in 1% of controls, then any malignancy w ith over 2% of cells 

show ing three signals had a trisomie population of cells. M onosomie cell 

populations were also detected, but there was no mention of the num ber of 

apparently  monosomie nuclei which are inevitably seen in controls. This 

interpretation of control data seems highly unsatisfactory, and it comes as no 

surprise that of 15 cases examined, seven had num erical chrom osom e 

aberrations detected w ith both FISH and karyotyping, five had aberrations 

detected w ith FISH but not by cytogenetics, and another five had aberrations 

detected by karyotyping but not by FISH. Finally, in a study of myelodysplastic 

bone m arrow  aspirates in which FISH was com pared w ith conventional 

cytogenetics, a 700 cell control count was carried out. This found that 4.3% + /-  

1% of norm al nuclei had only one signal for the 7 centrom ere under
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investigation (Flactif et al, 1994a). Using a eut off at just 2SD the authors stated 

that samples with >6.3% of cells with only one signal should be regarded as 

positively bearing the hallmark del(7) of myelodysplasia. They then report a 

7.4% false positive rate.

4.3.4. Detection of N-myc

Results were obtained using FISH with the N-myc probe in 84% of cases. The 

failures were due to poor quality preparations as discussed above. Samples 

were sent for Southern blotting in 55% of patients in the study, for reasons 

which have already been discussed (see section 3.2.8) and results were obtained 

in 47% of patients. A similar proportion (49%) were sent for blotting in a much 

larger series of 298 patients, with results being obtained in almost all of these 

(48%) (Look et al, 1991). However no alternative m ethod of N-myc copy 

num ber estim ation was being studied. Obviously a high success rate is 

desirable for such an important prognostic indicator, provided the results are 

reliable. A study comparing FISH results for N-myc in neuroblastoma cell lines 

w ith Southern blotting results found full correlation, w ith 13 of the 20 cell 

lines showing amplification of N-myc with both FISH and blotting (Shapiro et 

al, 1993). Ten of these had copy numbers over 100 by blotting, which were 

reported as >50 by counting of FISH signals. Three had an estimate of 50 copies 

of N-myc by Southern blotting, confirmed by signal counts of 38, 42 and 45 

using FISH. However no blotting results were available for any of the 12 

prim ary tum our samples evaluated, of which two (17%) were found to have 

N-myc amplification using FISH.

In this study ten neuroblastoma cell lines were evaluated with FISH of which 

four had known amplification of N-myc. There was full correlation of FISH 

estimates of N-myc copy num ber with available cell line data. There were 22 

patients in this study for whom both Southern blotting and FISH results were 

available. Of these 18 were negative for N-myc amplification both w ith FISH
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and blotting. Four had amplification of N-myc using FISH and three had 

amplification on Southern blotting. In these three the copy num ber estimate 

from blotting was consistently lower than that from FISH. This may be because 

of adm ixture of the tum our with large am ounts of norm al strom al tissue, 

effectively diluting the amplified DNA (Shapiro et al, 1993). This is also a 

possible, if unlikely, reason for the discrepant result in case 57. In fact, the 

appearance of the amplification in this case was atypical, in that there was 

intercellular uniformity of N-myc copy number. With hindsight it is probable 

that this sample showed unusually coarse, bright background fluorescence. The 

original interpretation is presented because in routine laboratory use this is the 

kind of error that could easily be made.

The correlation between FISH and Southern blotting in this study is therefore 

reduced to 95%, which still compares well with other reports. A similar study 

using FISH and Southern blotting to detect ERBB2 amplification in prim ary 

breast tum ours detected amplification in 10 of 44 tum ours using interphase 

FISH, bu t in only 8 using a slot blot technique. A prom inent leukocyte 

infiltration was thought to have interfered w ith the blotting in one of these 

(Kallioniemi-O-P et al, 1992). A com parison of Southern b lo tting  w ith  

radioactive in situ hybridisation for detection of N-myc gene expression in 

neuroblastomas revealed a perfect correlation in all 28 samples, with no excess 

N-myc expression detected in the absence of amplification on blotting (Cohen 

et al, 1988). In both of these studies there was inter-cellular heterogeneity in the 

degree of amplification. Approximately the same degree of correlation (96%) 

has been reported betw een Southern blotting and PGR, in a study of 23 

neuroblastom as which were all carrying N-myc amplification by Southern 

blotting (Crabbe et al, 1992).
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4.3.5. The use of im prints

The preparation of im prints and m arrow  smears, in order to m ake them  

suitable for FISH, is simple. Initially silane coated slides were used as these 

increase the chance of the nuclei adhering to the slides throughout all the steps 

of the procedure. However, it was found that after methanol: acetic acid 

fixation and heating  there was little  difference in the quality  of the 

preparations betw een the two types of slide. Furtherm ore, spreading  of 

aspirated bone m arrow onto silane coated slides was difficult as the liquid 

tended to form globules, which in turn meant that drying was a problem, and 

that areas of cell crowding made morphological interpretation difficult. Acetic 

acid was chosen as a means of removing cytoplasm and debris as it is simple 

and quick to use, and has been found in other similar circumstances to be more 

effective than proteinase K or pepsin, and to allow better preservation of 

m orphology (Hopman et al, 1989). Another advantage of acetic acid over 

pepsin is that it tends to flatten the cells onto the slide, which means that 

fluorescent signals are more likely to be in the same plane as each other, 

reducing the need for refocussing (Hopman et al, 1988). It is essential that the 

imprints are made as soon as possible after the biopsy is taken, as a delay of 

more than a few hours causes considerable deterioration in the tissue.

The most common reason for failure of FISH on imprints was that there were 

insufficient cells on the slide. In the future this could be improved simply by 

asking the technicians making the slides to check that the im print is visible 

with the naked eye, superimposing a further im print if it is not. Virtually all 

the im prints m ade in the major centres collaborating w ith this study were 

suitable for analysis, but hospitals handling only a very few samples tended to 

send inadequate specimens.

Some imprints contained large numbers of smeared cells, w ith very few intact 

nuclei. This may be dependant on the way the im print is made, or may be a
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function of variation in the friability of nuclei from different tumours. Signals 

on smeared nuclei were generally not interpretable for the centromere probes 

or the distal Ip  probe because the borders of the nuclei were poorly defined. 

However, the presence or absence of N-myc amplification was still readily 

detectable.

A great advantage of this method is that very little tum our material is required 

compared with Southern blotting, FACS sorting or tissue culture, and that the 

tissue can be saved and used for these investigations, or for histology, after the 

imprints have been made. A further advantage is that the results of these in 

situ experiments, from receipt of the tissue to microscopy and assessment of 

the fluorescent signals, can take as little as 3 working days to complete, which is 

m ore rap id  than  o ther m ethods of obtaining the sam e inform ation. 

Histological variables such as haem orrhage, necrosis and fibrosis, which 

confound the interpretation of results in blotting techniques using tissue 

homogenates, become unimportant. Any tum our cells present on the slides, if 

not immediately apparent, are identifiable if the morphology is studied on a 

comparable Giemsa or MGG stained preparation. If the num ber of slides 

available is limited, Giemsa staining can be performed prior to FISH w ithout 

significantly altering the efficiency of hybridisation. Problems inherent in 

tissue culture, such as overgrow th of strom al cells, selection of non

representative highly proliferative populations of tum our cells, and difficulty 

in producing chromosomes of adequate quality for karyotyping, are avoided. In 

addition the presence of prognostic genetic factors is determ ined on tum our 

cells alone, by counting signals in cells m orphologically identified  as 

m alignant, w hereas m ost m ethods use pooled DNA, or cell suspensions, 

containing both normal and malignant cells.
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4.3.6. Karyotyping

Karyotyping is a highly effective method of visualising Ip  deletions, N-myc 

amplification and ploidy levels, but, as already m entioned, it is generally 

successful in only 20-30% of neuroblastomas. Sometimes a partial karyotype is 

possible which may give limited information about the prognostic genetic 

factors. Therefore in many studies there is little or no karyotypic information, 

and no proper comparison can be made with other methods of obtaining this 

data.

In this study 30 of the samples (48%) were sent for karyotyping. A partially 

informative karyotype was obtained in 11 (37%) of these and a full karyotype 

in 5 cases (17%). These figures are above average in terms of both the num ber 

of karyotypes attempted and the success rates, but this is still inadequate as a 

routine method of obtaining genetic data in neuroblastomas. Other studies of 

neurob lastom a repo rt successful karyotyp ing  in 23.8% of 223 cases 

(Christiansen et al, 1992), and 10.5% of 298 cases (Look et al, 1991). In a study of 

FISH to detect numerical chromosome aberrations in 60 cases of bladder cancer, 

karyotypes were available in only 5 (8%) cases (Hopman, et al, 1989).

4.3.7. Paraffin embedded tissue

The possibility of performing FISH reliably on thin paraffin sections or nuclei 

extracted from thick sections is very attractive as it w ould allow extensive 

retrospective studies to be carried out on archival material. Unfortunately the 

results of such endeavours have tended to be disappointing, w ith  lim ited 

success being reported using centromere probes, and interpretable results using 

cosmids proving even more elusive.

One study used a distal Ip  probe and an N-myc probe in routine histological 

sections of neuroblastoma (Leong et al, 1993). In fact suspensions of two N-myc 

amplified neuroblastoma cell lines were studied, one of which was known to
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have a Ip  deletion. Normal blood lymphocytes were used as a control, and 

then one paraffin embedded cell line and one prim ary tum our were studied.

No signal counts are given for the Ip  probe. The appearance of N-myc 

amplification in the paraffin embedded samples was comparable to the non

em bedded controls. The distal Ip  probe detection was problematic, since only 

40% of normal nuclei in paraffin sections had two signals, the rest having one 

or none. This phenom enon was entirely explained in terms of sectioning of 

nuclei, although there is no calculation of how many nuclei one could expect 

to be truncated in different thicknesses of tissue. No attem pt had been m ade to 

assess the efficiency of the probe. There were no cytogenetics results on the one 

pa tien t sam ple tested, so the "status of chrom osome Ip  could not be 

confirm ed" (Leong et al, 1993). A som ew hat sim ilar study  describes 

hybridisation of a chromosome 1 centromere probe and a Y chromosome probe 

in 5pm tissue sections from one prostatic tum our. There is no control and 

signals have not been counted. The result is show n as a photograph , 

apparently showing some typical Y chromosome losses (Lutz et al, 1992).

O ther studies favour immunocytochemical staining of biotinylated probes, 

rather than fluorescent detection. A controlled study of the use of non

radioactive ISH to detect numerical chromosome aberrations in paraffinised 

sections of bladder cancer showed two chromosome 1 centromere signals per 

cell in only 50% of normal controls, while the num ber of nuclei w ith three 

signals did not exceed 5%. The authors felt that the effect of nuclear truncation 

was to give proportionate underestim ation of the num ber of chromosomes 

present, so the m ethod was useful as a screening procedure (Hopm an et al, 

1991b). A sim ilar study of centromere probes on paraffin sections of lung 

tum ours utilised a complicated chromosome index control system (Kim et al,

1993). A nice study of neuroblastom a sections using NISH carried out full 

signal counts on norm al controls and then on four p rim ary  tum our 

specimens. Again the utility of such an approach is throw n into doubt by the
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finding of two signals in only 51% of norm al nuclei using a chromosome 1 

centromere probe, and only 41% with a telomeric Ip  probe. Interpretation of 

results becomes rather complicated, although in this study results correlated 

with cytogenetics in three of the four cases (Stock et al, 1993).

Disaggregated thick paraffin sections have been explored, as in this study, as an 

alternative which avoids the problem of truncated nuclei in tissue sections. 

Reasonable results have been achieved using centromere probes, for instance 

in terp retab le  results w ere obtained in seven of ten  sam ples using  a 

chromosome 12 centromere probe (Schofield and Fletcher, 1992).

A study setting out to explore the feasibility of both approaches is the only one 

to discuss and evaluate the poor sensitivity of paraffin em bedded tissue and 

compare it w ith fresh material. The use of enzymatic reporter molecules to 

avoid the auto-fluorescence often seen in paraffin em bedded tissue is 

mentioned, as are the possible pre-treatments. Variability introduced during 

the fixation process, such as differences in fixation times, sample size, use of 

buffered and non-buffered formalin and so on are cited as im portant reasons 

w hy reliable results are so difficult to obtain. The paper concludes that 

although interphase cytogenetics on paraffin embedded tissue is possible, it has 

great limitations, and more effort should be made in pathology laboratories to 

save some of the fresh tissue before fixing the complete sample in formalin 

(Arnoldus et al, 1991).

4.3.8. Chrom atin release

The potential of released chromatin for high resolution FISH has already been 

discussed (see section 1.6.6.Ü). The possibility of using this type of preparation 

to detect low level N-myc amplification was explored, and it is likely that 

amplification below 20 copies could readily be counted on formamide released 

chromatin. This can be prepared from fixed material prepared for cytogenetics.
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or from tum our im prints, although this last technique requires further 

refinement. Unfortunately, due to the very low incidence of low level N-myc 

am plification in neuroblastom a, there were no suitable prim ary  tum our 

samples available with which to test the technique fully.

The formamide method of releasing chromatin was chosen for this application 

because the borders of most of the disrupted nuclei can still be visualised, 

allow ing hybridisation signals from the same nucleus to be identified 

(Fidlerova et al, 1994).

The use of released chrom atin has increased the resolution w ith which 

individual chromosome regions can be visualised. Chromosome bands with 

an average size of 12 Mb can be visualised in metaphase at the 500 band stage. 

M apping w ith FISH on chromosomes has a resolution of 1-5 Mb, and in 

interphase the resolution is down to about 100 kb. By using free chromatin a 

molecular genetic degree of resolution, 10 kb, can be achieved (Senger et al,

1994). While exploring the applications of chromatin release preparations, the 

author has, in addition to the above, participated in a completely unrelated 

study, by using chromatin release preparations to orientate cosmid contigs on 

chromosome 17 (Ben-Arie et al, 1993).

4.3.9. Future studies

Recent studies (discussed in section 1.7.2.iii) have proposed the existence of a 

second tum our suppressor gene lying proximal to lp36, (Takeda et al, 1994; 

Schleiermacher et al, 1994; Cheng et al, 1995). It would therefore be of interest 

to study a large series of patient samples using several probes on chromosome 

Ip  for FISH. In the light of the data from the above publications, probes at lp32, 

lp35 and lp36.3 w ould be appropriate in the first instance. Using the 

methodology of this study, providing suitable cosmid probes were obtained, 

this additional work w ould merely mean that three or four extra im prints
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would be required of each sample. However, it is likely that in the meantime 

molecular genetic research will allow the second gene to be located more 

accurately.

The detection of ploidy in this study has been based on the assessment of two 

centromere probes, often backed up, in cases without N-myc amplification, by 

an additional count of the number of copies of the N-myc probe in its normal 

position on chromosome 2. This m ethod cannot unequivocally detect ploidy 

level, but provides an adequate guide in the majority of cases. To be absolutely 

certain of the ploidy of any sample one w ould need to count centrom ere 

signals from the m ajority of chromosomes. This problem  has not been 

extensively addressed in the literature, although one paper states that "usually 

three or more chromosome specific probes have to be used to estim ate the 

ploidy of a tissue by NISH on interphase nuclei" (Stock et al, 1993). On this 

basis the three chromosomes assessed in this study w ould be regarded as 

sufficient. Recently, at a meeting in Vienna this issue was discussed by a 

num ber of key workers in the field, and the consensus was that signals from 

five different chromosome specific probes should be counted before any 

reliable statement about the ploidy of a sample could be made (Sheer, personal 

comm unication). In the future, as this approach to assessm ent of genetic 

prognostic factors in neuroblastoma becomes routine, it w ould be optim al to 

include two further centromeres, so that there is no basis for doubt about 

ploidy findings.

4.3.10. Conclusion

We have described a technique which represents a step forw ard in the 

assessment of prognosis in children w ith neuroblastoma. The importance of 

various biological factors as markers of aggressiveness of the disease has been 

recognised for some time, and some form of m easurement of these variables 

has increasingly been carried out in the clinical trial setting. At present
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treatm ent protocols are not drawn up using this information, but are still based 

solely on clinical prognostic factors such as age at diagnosis and stage of disease. 

The reasons for this are threefold. Firstly, although m any biological features 

have been identified for neuroblastoma which relate to prognosis, no study has 

yet determ ined which are most discrim inatory. The agreed goal of the 

In te rn a tio n a l N euroblastom a Staging System  and R esponse C riteria  

Committee is to collect information on tum our histology, ploidy, N-myc gene 

copy num ber, chromosome Ip  deletion and serum  concentrations of neurone 

specific enolase, ferritin and lactate dehydrogenase for all neuroblastom as 

(Brodeur et al, 1993). Analysis of these data will indicate on which biological 

features therapeutic decisions should be based. Secondly, the results of the 

investigations into N-myc amplification, ploidy and Ip  deletion need to be 

available at the time of diagnosis and commencement of treatm ent. Thirdly, 

existing methods of evaluating these biological factors require more tissue than 

is frequently obtained, plus expensive or specialised resources such as flow 

cytometry and Southern blotting, which are not readily available in all centres 

which are treating children with neuroblastoma. This technique which detects 

the m ost significant genetic prognostic factors in neuroblastom a using 

interphase FISH has now been thoroughly evaluated. The current level of 

understanding of neuroblastoma means that it is appropriate to start making 

therapeutic decisions on the basis of biological as well as clinical factors. This 

simple and immediate method can provide reliable results sufficiently quickly, 

at the time of diagnosis, to be useful in determ ining which children should 

receive early intensive chemotherapy. Finally, it is now appropriate that this 

application of FISH should become accessible to all clinicians practising in this 

field. The technique is simple, and, unlike complex cytogenetic and molecular 

biological studies, could be performed in routine service laboratories.
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